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INTRODUCTION 

I. DISCOVERY

The thirteen Nag Hammadi codices were discovered in December, 1945, 
on the right bank of the Nile, near the town of al-Qasr (ancient Chenoboskia) 
and close to the larger town of Nag Hammadi, which is on the opposite 
bank. 1 Facsimile editions of all thirteen have been published. The MSS are 
now preserved in the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo, Egypt 

Evidence in the cartonnage used to stiffen the leather covers suggests the 
library was buried sometime in the last half of the fourth century C.E. (Barns 
et al.: nos. 63-65). It is possible the codices had been used by monks in the 
nearby Pachomian monasteries and were buried during a time of heresy
hunting.2 

P. Berolinensis 8502 (commonly designated simply BG) was purchased in
or near the city of Achmim, Egypt, and acquired for the Berlin Museum in 
1896. At first Carl Schmidt, who initially proposed to edit it, gave it a fifth
century date, although subsequently he thought it should be dated later. 
Stegemann placed it in the early fifth century (Till-Schenke: 6-7).3

II. PUBLICATION HISTORY

The four tractates published here are two versions of Eugnostos and two 
of The Sophia of Jesus Christ. They are presented in parallel form because 
of the large amount of common material. 

Eugnostos (abbreviated. Eug-V) is the first tractate of Nag Hammadi 
Codex V (1,1-17,18) and has not been published before in a critical edition. 
Eugnostos, The Blessed (abbreviated, Eug-III) is the third tractate of Nag 
Hammadi Codex III (70,1-90,13). The portions of the text and translation of 
Eug-III that are variations of sections in The Sophia of Jesus Christ were 
published in Till (1955) and Till-Schenke. However, non-parallel parts, 
including all the frame material, were omitted. The text and translation 
(modem Greek) of Eug-III was published by Trakatellis as part of his Har
vard dissertation. His text was based on preliminary work of my own with 

1 The most authoritative account of the discovery and subsequent history of the codices is to 

be found in Robinson's introduction to the facsimile edition (1984). 
2See Barns: 9-18. But for cautions about Bams's conclusions, see Shelton's introduction to 

Barns et al. 
3 For a brief account of the unsuccessful efforts of Schmidt to publish BG during his lifetime, 

see Till--Schenke: 1-2. 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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some modifications by George MacRae, who was the dissertation director 
(corrrespondence with MacRae). Translations of Eug-lll by Krause (1974: 

27-34) and myself (NHLE 3 
: 206-43) have been published. In both cases the

portion of Eug-V covering the missing two pages of Eug-111 (79-80) was
also published.

The two versions of The Sophia of Jesus Christ (hereafter, SJC) vary from 

each other in relatively minor ways. One version is the third cractate of BG 

(77,8-127, 12), which was edited (text and German translation) by Till 

(1955). His edition was later revised by Schenke (Till-Schenke). Translated 

portions were also published by Puech (77,9-79,18; 124,9-126,16; 

126,17-127,10) (1%3: 246-47). 

The other version is the fourth tractate ofNHC lII (90,14-119,18). It was 

published by Till with the BG version, in the sense that places where it varied 

from the BG text were printed in the footnotes. Unfortunately, in many 

instances the Till edition (and its revision) did not completely reflect the vari

ations, particularly the orthographic ones. Krause translated the portions of 

SIC-III that vary from Eug-III and published them in endnotes (1974: 

35-39). A translation by myself of all of SIC-III is published in NHL£ 3. In
both cases, the parts of SIC-BG covering the missing four pages of SJC-III

(109-10; 115-16) were also published.
In addition to the two Coptic MSS of SJC, one leaf of a Greek copy has 

survived among the Oxyrhynchus papyri. It is numbered 1081 and is 
presented here in a new edition, following the parallels. 

III. TITLES

The title of Eug-Ill in the incipit is £yrNwcToc nMa.Ka.p1oc , "Eug

nostos, the Blessed," which agrees with the subscript title (90,12-13). But 
Eug-V has only faint traces of its subscript title and the incipit is very frag

mentary. Enough of the latter is visible, however, to make clear that 
n1v1a.Ka.p1oc , "the Blessed," was not part of the line. It is also evident that 
nMa.Ka.p1oc could not have been part of the subscript title (see V 17,180.). 
But what of "Eugnostos"? It appears nowhere in the tractate. The correct 
number of spaces is available in the incipit. And the same is true of the sub
script, where, in addition, the only visible letter (omicron) is in the correct 

position for the reconstruction of "Eugnostos." But since other names would 
also be possible, the designation of "Eugnostos" as the title of the tractate 
depends on the recognition of the similarity of this tractate and Eug-111. 

The titles of both copies of SIC appear in superscriptions and subscripts. 
The superscriptions are the same in both, except that the spelling of the nom

ina sacra in BG (ic and xc) differs from that in Coc!ex Ill (liic and xrc). 

In SIC-BG, the same title appears in the subscript, except that this time the 
nomina sacra are spelled as they are in the superscription of SJC-Ill. The 
subscript of SJC-III omits xpc, "Christ," perhaps through scribal error (see 
III.A, below). In regard to the difference between the nnmina sacra in the
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superscription and subscript of BG, it is noteworthy that while the former 

conform to the usage elsewhere in the codex (based on the Till-Schenke 

index), the latter are unique, suggesting a copyist's adjustment. 

Till leaves co4>1.A untranslated, on the ground that the word refers to the 
divine hypostasis who appears prominently in the tractate (1955: 55). 

Doresse (1948: 146) and Puech (1963: 245), however, prefer to translate it, 
on the ground that it refers to the teachings of Jesus found in the tractate. 

The latter view seems preferable because Sophia is not the dominant figure in 

the tractate, as one would expect if the tractate were titled after her. How
ever. we have adopted Till's practice because it seems to have become gen

erally accepted. 

IV. THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE TRACTATES
AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 

Because most of Eug is found in SJC, where it is attributed to Jesus, and 
because Eug seems to be without any obvious Christian elements, the ques

tion of priority was raised very early. It was thought that if Eug were com
posed first and had been used in the editing of SJC, then we would have a 

clear example of the movement from non-Christian Gnosticism to Christian 

Gnosticism. 

Doresse argued for the priority of Eug (1948: 137--60) and was followed 

by Puech (1963: 248). Till, however, took the opposite position (1955: 54), 
without arguing the point. Schenke joined him, after carefully examining and 

rejecting the arguments of Doresse ( 1962: 265--67). (Schenke has since 
changed his mind [personal conversation in November, 1982].) A more per
suasive approach (than that of Doresse) in favor of the priority of Eug was 

taken by Krause (1964). He began by distinguishing between the material 
common to both Eug and SJC and the material each has separately, and 

argued that that tractate was primary in which the common material and its 
separate material were most compatible. Using this criterion he concluded 

that the material special to Eug fitted better with the common material than 

did that of SJC, and that Eug therefore preceded SJC. 

Although individual points of Krause's argument are not convincing (Par
rott, 1971: 399-404), his method has had a significant effect: since he wrote, 

no one has attempted to argue the priority of SJC. It appears that as scholars 
have examined the tractates for themselves, in the light of his approach, they 

have become convinced of the greater likelihood of the priority of Eug by 
observing the artificiality of the dialogue framework of SJC and the differ
ences in vocabulary and ideas between the common material in SJC and its 
separate material ( on the latter point, see Parrott, 1971: 405--06). The priority 
of Eug is now usually simply assumed (e.g., Perkins: 35). 

That conclusion would diminish in importance, however, if Eug could be 
shown to be Christian in some significant way. Schenke maintained that 
there were signs of Christian influence, without giving any specifics ( I 962: 
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265). Wilson listed terminology that might be Christian (115), but admitted 
that it fell short of demonstrating Christian influence. l suggested that the 

so-called summary section of Eug-111 (85,9ff) was deliberately edited in a 
Christian direction, but it is also possible that haplography occurred (1971: 

412-13; 1975: 180-81), and in any case Eug-V lacks the changes. The one

rather clear indication of Christian influence in Eug-111 is found at the con
clusion, where editing appears to have sharpened the reference to the one
who is expected (90,7-11), so that it easily is seen to refer to Christ in the

next tractate, which is SJC. Since that sharpening is not found in Eug-V, it is

possible that Eug-III has been subject to some Christian modifications, but
that does not alter the basic non-Christian character of the original form of

Eug (similarly, Menard: 137). One should perhaps note here that the last

sentence in Eug-V may be a direct quote from Mark 4:25 or one of its paral
lels, but it could also have been drawn from the common treasury of secular
proverbs assumed by Bultmann as the source for the passage in the gospels
(102---04).

There is another aspect of the relationship between these two tractates that 

needs to be discussed, namely, what appears to be their symbiosis. This is 

immediately suggested by their juxtaposition in Codex III. It is further sug

gested by the above-mentioned ending of Eug, which in its clearest expres
sion, in Codex III, looks forward to the coming of one who will not need to 

be taught but who will "speak all these things to you joyously and in pure 

knowledge" (90,7-11), clearly (in Codex III) pointing to Christ in SIC. What 
could be the reason for this juxtaposition and interconnection? 

When Doresse discussed SIC, he assumed the tractate was an attempt to 
make Christians think that Christ taught Gnosticism (so also Krause, 1964: 

223) and suggested that the knowledge Christians had of the existence of Eug

would have made clear to them that that was in fact a fraud (1960: 198). One

suspects that problem would have been obvious to the Gnostics, which sug

gests then that they had something else in mind for SJC, something which
would have made the relating of these two tractates more than a mistake.

An alternative would be that Christian Gnostics were interested in having 

those who knew and revered Eug come to know that Christ fulfilled the pro
phecy of Eugnostos (probably initially known by them in its more ambiguous 

form found in Codex V). That would make it possible for them to accept 

Christ as the new revealer and recognize that he had triumphed over the sin

ister powers, thereby opening the way for them to do so also. In other words. 

the intention may have been to convert non-Christian Gnostics to Christian 

Gnosticism. 

Supporting this is the allusive nature of the references to traditional gnos

tic doctrines in the material added to Eug to produce SJC. The reader learns 
something, but not very much, about the ignorant and bad creator god (III 
107,5-11), the sin of Sophia (III 114,14-18), the fall of the divine drops of 
light into the prison of this cosmic order (III 106,24-107,6, par.), the evil of 
sexuality (Ill 108,10-16, par.), and the punishment of the creator god and his 
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minions (BG 121,13-122,5). In no case is one of these doctrines presented 

in a fully developed way. That suggests that the intended audience was made 

up of those who already knew those doctrines; that is, that the intended audi

ence were Gnostics. The one doctrine that is fully developed is the doctrine 

of Christ. (For a similar argument and conclusion, see Perkins, 1980: 98; see 

also Perkins. 1971: 177.) 

Eug and SIC could both have a life of their own, as is demonstrated by 

Codex V, which has Eug but not SIC; and BG, which has SIC but not Eug. 

But it is the symbiotic relationship as seen in Codex III that seems to reveal 

the reason for the creation of SIC. 

V. DATING

The dating of the composition of the tractates is difficult because no date

able events are referred to in them. Krause has suggested the first or second 

centuries C.E. for Eug without specifying the reasons (1974: 26). 

D. Trakatellis is more specific, suggesting the beginning of the second cen

tury C.E., because he thinks that Eug belongs early in the period in which the

leading figures of Gnosticism made their appearance (32). However, those

figures produced systems with clear Christian elements, whereas Eug has

none. A date no later than the first century C.E. seems justified. An even ear

lier date is likely. Eug is directed against the views of "all the philosophers"

(III 70,15). From the brief descriptions of these views, the philosophers can

be identified as Stoic, Epicurean, and the theoreticians of Babylonian astrol

ogy. The latest time when these could be thought of as "all the philosophers"

was probably the first century B.C.E. (Parrott, 1988).

As to the date of SJC, Puech has dated P. Oxy. 1081 early in the fourth 

century, thus providing a terminus ad quem (1950: 98 n. 2; 1963: 245). He 

also suggests that SIC might have been composed in the second half of the 
second century, or at the latest, the third century, but gives no reason (1963: 

248). Till suggests a relative dating between Ap. John (NHC II.I; III.I; 

IV,J; BG 1) and Pist. Soph. Assuming that SIC is an integrated whole, he 

argues that in it the understandable philosophical viewpoint found in Ap. 

John and its consistent development are diminished, while SIC seems to 
represent an early state in the development of a Weltbild that ends in Pist. 

Soph. (Till-Schenke: 56). Doresse puts SIC close to the first books of Pist. 

Soph. (1948: 159). 

In contrast to these rather late datings, there are certain crucial elements 
that taken together suggest an early date. The likelihood that SIC was pro
duced to persuade non-Christian Gnostics to accept Christian Gnosticism has 
already been mentioned. That suggests an early date, especially in view of 
the fact that it seems to be assumed that the intended audience knows little or 
nothing about Christ, although one cannot deny the possibility of a continu
ing body of non-Christian Gnostics to whom Christian Gnostics might have 
wanted to appeal. 
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Further, there is the absence of polemics connected with the gnostic
orthodox struggle. This is seen rather dramatically when the frame material 

of SIC is compared with that of Ap. John. In Ap. John, both the beginning 
and the ending contain elements that seem to refer to the conflict. John is 
depicted as a traditional Jewish Christian (going to the temple) at the start, 
who is confronted with charges against Christ by the Pharisee Arimanius. He 
is unable to answer them and so turns away from the temple and goes to the 
desert (II 1,5-19). John, then, is seen as moving from the inadequate ortho
dox way (based on Jewish tradition) to the gnostic way. 

At the end of Ap. John. we sense the defensive posture of a group that 
anticipates attack in the instructions from Christ that the words of the revela
tion are to be given only to John's fellow spirits ( .. for this is the mystery of 
the immoveable race"), that John is to write down and keep secure what he 
has heard, and in the curse that follows against anyone who might sell what is 

written (probably to opponents) (II 31,28-37). There is none of that in SIC. 

In the beginning the disciples are perplexed (no reason is given) and go to the 
place where they have reason to think they will receive answers from the 
risen savior. And in the end, they are simply told to continue the savior's 
mission, which, according to the account, they begin to do by preaching the 
Gospel (i.e., what they have just heard). 

Another reason for assigning an early date is the fact that SIC contains 
nothing that would clearly indicate that it had been influenced by the great 
systems of the middle third of the second century. There are numerous 
points of contact, of course, but nothing that demonstrates dependence. 

Finally, when one examines the anempt in SIC to integrate the person of 

Christ into the system of Eug, it is clear that problems remain: Christ is 
identified with Son of Man, but not with Savior; but a major section on the 
work of Christ (III 106,24-108,16. par.) is placed immediately after the sec
tion on the appearing of Savior, who is the son of Son of Man (III 
106,15-24), which would lead one to think that a second identification of 
Christ-this time, with Savior-was being made. Perhaps in an attempt to 
resolve this confusion, the bridge section, which provides a summary of 

sorts, in SIC identifies Savior with Son of Man and ignores the son of Son of 

Man (BG 108,1-7) (although he is mentioned in the Eug-V parallel). All 

this suggests that in SIC we are at the beginning of the process by which 
Christian Gnosticism was to become rationalized or theologized. 

Taken together, then, these points tend to the conclusion that SIC should 
be dated early. If Eug is dated in the first-century B.C.E., then SIC should 
probably be dated late in the first or early in the second century. 

VI. ORIGINAL LANGUAGE

Prior to the identification by Puech of P. Oxy. I 081 as a leaf from a Greek 
copy of SIC (1950: 98. n. 2). Doresse asserted that SIC was composed origi-
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nally in Coptic (1948: 152). But once the identification was made, a Coptic 

original became improbable. And given a Greek original of SJC, a Greek 

original of Eug is very likely. Further confinnation of this is provided by the 

presence in Eug-III of an untranslated conjugated Greek verb (75,8); evi
dently it was unfamiliar to the scribe-translator, so he left it as it was. 

VII. PROVENANCE

Trakatellis holds that nothing can be concluded about the provenance of 

Eug. The fact that the scribe of Gos. Eg. has the name Eugnostos as his spiri

tual name, and could therefore be the same person as the writer of Eug ( on 
the unlikelihood of which, see the next section), might suggest Egypt. But 

Trakatellis argues (following Bohlig-Wisse) that one cannot be certain that 

Gos. Eg. was in fact directed to the Egyptians (32). 

There is, however, another element in Eug that suggests Egypt, namely, 

the reference to "the three hundred sixty days of the year" (III 84,4-5). In 

Eug the number of days of the year is thought of as existing because it is a 

reflection ("type") of the 360 supercelestial powers. Hence it is part of the 

necessary ordering of things. From ancient times the Egyptians had calcu

lated the year as having 360 days, divided into twelve months of thirty days 

each, plus five epagomenal days (Bickennan: 42). Furthennore, when the 

Romans conquered Egypt they left the 360 day period intact, decreeing only 

that every four years another day should be added to the epagomenal days 

(Decree of Augustus, 26 B.C. [Bickennan: 49]), thus bringing the Egyptian 

year into line with the Julian year, which was standard elsewhere in the 

Roman Empire. 

Przybylski has suggested several possible sources other than Egypt for the 

360 day reference (1 Enoch, Jubilees, a purely theoretical rather than a prac

tical calendar, ancient Babylon) (60-62), but it seems unlikely that any of 

them would have been the source without some word of explanation to the 

reader. It was only in Egypt where such a reference would have been taken 

for granted. 4 

A further reason for believing in an Egyptian provenance is found in the 

discussion of sources in Section IX. 

If Eug had an Egyptian provenance, it is reasonable to think that SJC had 
one also. 

4 As noted, 360 days did not constitute the whole year for the Egyptians. But the references 
in Eug-111 and Eug-V do not claim that, and indeed Eug-111 seems to suggest that it is only a 
pan of the year, with its strange word order and odd (for the context) preposition: 

TIC!IMT (T )C!lf:Cf: NTN Tf:POM<n>e NtOoy. lit., "'The three hundred sixty from the year days" 

(84,4-5). It should be noted that the Valentinians also assumed a 360 day period (lren., Haer. 

2.15.1, and Val. Exp. [Xl,2 J 30,34-38). 
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VIII. WRITERS AND AUDIENCES

Eug 

The name Eugnostos is not widely attested, but there is one reference to it 
(Pape and Bensler: s.v.; contra Bellet [47]). From the tractate there is no rea
son to think that it is anything other than a proper noun (derived from an 
adjective). It may be a spiritual name here (in contrast to a birth name), since 
Eugnostos is the spiritual name of the scribe of the colophon of Gos. Eg. (III 
69,10--11). Or, if we can assume that the non-Christian Eug was earlier than 
the colophon of the Christianized Gos. Eg., it may be that the name became 
spiritual within a gnostic community because it was the name of the revered 
writer of our tractate. Bellet's conjecture that Eugnostos is the title of an 
official in a gnostic circle requires for credibility an unlikely transposition, 
since the title should be in second position in relation to the name of the per
son possessing the title. Such a transposition has not been found in other 
sources, as Bellet himself admits (47 and 55-56). 

The designation· TIMAKap1oc , "the Blessed," which appears only in 
Eug-III, would probably not have been applied by the writer to himself, since 
it is honorific, and should therefore be considered secondary. It may have 
been inserted to indicate that Eugnostos was dead. Such usage was not lim
ited to Christian communities, contrary to Bellet (55) (see TDNT 4:362 
[Hauck] and LSJ: s.v.). 

The writer of Eug may have been a teacher of some significance, since his 
writing is preserved in two quite different versions, testifying to long usage. 
In view of the fact that the compiler of Codex III placed Gos. Eg. and Eug 

side-by-side, he may have identified Eugnostos with the scribe of the colo
phon of Gos. Eg. If that was the case, it seems unlikely that he was correct 
(contra Doresse, 1948: 159; 1960: 196), in view of the probability that Eug 

was considerably earlier than Gos. Eg. 

Eug is ostensively addressed to "those who are his" (III 70,1-2). "His" 
may refer to Eugnostos himself, in which case the audience would be his dis
ciples. But one gains the impression from the tractate that the audience may 
not be familiar with some of Eugnostos' teachings (see, e.g., III 74,12-14). 
If that is the case, "his" could refer to a deity to whom the audience is 
thought to belong. "Sons of Unbegotten Father" are mentioned in III 75,22. 

SJC 

The author of SJC wants it to appear that he is a disciple (III 91,12-19, 
par.).5 However in point of fact we have no knowledge of who the author is. 

5 In Pist. Soph., Philip, Matthew and Thomas, all of who m are named in SIC (al ong with

Bartholew and Mary), are desi gnated as "those who are to write everything that Jesus says" 

(71,18-72,l; 72,ll-20). 
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It seems clear, however, who the audience is. It is made up of those who, 
like the disciples in SJC, seek answers to basic questions about the meaning 
and purpose of the whole cosmic system, and about their place in it. As men
tioned above. they are probably non-Christian Gnostics who are being 
encouraged by the writer to adopt Christianized Gnosticism. 

IX. SOURCES OF EUGNOSTOS

It may be that Eug originally existed without the letter fonnat, as a cosmo
gonic text, as Krause has suggested (1964: 222). The minor items that make 
it a letter could easily have been added, but there is no way to be certain (see 
XVII below). 

There is evidence, however, that Eug, as we have received it, in both its 
versions, is the result of major earlier editorial activity. That can be seen in 
two places: in the first major portion of Eug (III 70,1-85,9, par.) (Part A), 
where two originally separate speculative patterns seem to have been com
bined; and in the second major part (III 85,9-90,3, par.) (Part B) where evi
dence is found that it may originally have been an independent unit. 

A. Two Speculative Patterns in Part A

The two patterns emerge when a comparison is made of the first group of 
major deities and the second, the latter of which is described as "the type of 
those who preceded them" (III 82,10-11, a phrase omitted in Eug-V!), that 
is, the type of the first group. The following chart shows the comparison: 

First Group (Ill 71,13-82,6, par.) Second Group (III 82,7-83,2, par.) 
(Variant tenns found in only one text are indicated.) 

1) He Who Is; Unbegotten; Father
of the Universe; Forefather; First
Existent (III) (III 71,13-75,2,3)

2) Self-Father, Self-Begetter; Con
fronter (lll); Self-grown, Self

constructed Father (III); He who
Put Forth Himself (V) (III 75,3-11;
76,14-17)

3) Man (V); Immortal Man;
Immortal Androgynous Man (III);
Self-perfected Begetter (V);
Begetter Mind who Perfects Him
self (V); Begotten; Perfect Mind
(III); Father; Self-Father Man; Man
of the Depth (V); First Man (III).

l) Unbegotten (III); Unbegotten
<Father of> All things (V). Con

sort: All-Wise Sophia.

2) Self-begotten. Consort: All
Mother Sophia (III).

3) Begetter (Ill); Begotten (V).
Consort: All-Begettress Sophia
(III).
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Consort: All-wise Begettress 
Sophia; Thought, She of All Wis
doms, Begettress of the Wisdoms 

(V); Truth (V); Great Sophia (V). 

(III 76,19-V 8.32) 

4) First-begotten Son of God (V);

First Begetter Father (III); Adam of

the Light (III); son of Man. Con

sort: First-begotten Sophia, Mother

of the Universe; Love. (V 8,33-III

81,21)

5) Savior, Begetter of All Things;

Al1-Begetter (84,13) Son of Son of
Man (V 13,12-13). Consort:

Sophia, All-Begettress (III); Pistis
Sophia (III 81,21-82,6)

4) First Begetter (III); Begotten of

the First (V). Consort: First Beget
tress Sophia (III).

5) All-Begetter (III); All-begotten

(V). Consort: Love Sophia.

6) Arch-Begetter (III) (V. in la

cuna). Consort: Pistis Sophia.

The most obvious and significant thing to observe is that the second group 

has one more deity than the first. It is also notable that the name of the con

sort of the fifth deity in the second group, namely, Love, is one of the names 
of the consort of the fourth being in the first group. Also, the name Pistis 
Sophia, which belongs to the consort of the sixth deity in the second group, is 

one of the names of the consort of the fifth deity in the first group. Notable 

also is the fact that the second group lacks the terms Man, Son of Man, Son 

of Son of Man, and Savior. 
Contrary to III 82, I 0--11, then, the second group is not now the type of 

those who preceded them in any complete sense. 

If we ask which list is primary. the answer seems to be the second, since 

the number six is important subsequently in the tractate (see discussion 
below), whereas the number five is not. 

If we assume that III 82, I 0--I I originally was correct, the first group once 
had six members; now it lacks Arch-Begetter. 

The reason for the dropping of the antetype of Arch-Begetter seems to be 
that another pattern was superimposed on the first group. the pattern of 
Immortal Man, Son of Man. and son of Son of Man-Savior. This pattern 
had no figure to identify with the antetype of Arch-Begetter. 6 

6The name Arch-Begetter (by some translators, simply translileraled as Archigenetor) does 

not appear in Eug after Ill 82,18; however. ii does appear in SJC, in a non-Eug section, where it 

is identified with Yaldabaoth, the ignorant and malevolenl creator god (BG 119, 14--16 ). 
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The original form of the first group, then, would have resembled that of 
the second, except raised to a higher level of perfection. Thus, Unbegotten 

Father in the second group has a consort, while Unbegotten in the first is sim
ply one. Moreover, Unbegotten in the second group is merely father of the 
multiplicities ("all things"), while Unbegotten in the first group is Father of 
the Universe. Therefore the first group would originally have looked some

thing like the following: 

1) He Who Is; Unbegotten; Father of the Universe; Forefather; First

Existent. 

2) Self-Father; Self-Begetter; Confronter; Self-grown, Self-constructed

Father. 
3) Begotten; Self-perfected Begetter; Perfect Mind; Begetter Mind who

Perfects Himself (V). Consort: All-wise Begettress Sophia; Thought, She of 
All Wisdoms, Begettress of the Wisdoms; Truth; Great Sophia. 

4) First-begotten; First Begetter Father. Consort: First-begotten Sophia,

Mother of the Universe. 
5) Begetter of All Things; All-Begetter. Consort: Love Sophia.
6) Arch-Begetter. Consort: Pistis Sophia.

The pattern here is one that is found in Egyptian religion: An initial all
encompassing divinity (Amun, in Egyptian thought), creates a separate divin
ity by himself (i.e., no consort is involved). This divinity is then responsible 
for the creation of four other divinities, each of whom have a single female 
consort, thus making a total of eight (in Egyptian thought, the Eight Urgotter 

of Hermopolis). These, in turn, are responsible for the creation of various 
heavenly realms and other divine beings, leading ultimately to the structures 
of this world (in Egyptian thought, they create the gods who bring structure 
to the cosmos). This pattern can be traced to the Theban theology of the 
Ramesside period and (judging from Eug) became more abstract and hence 
more universal by the end of the Ptolemaic period. Since the pattern was not 
found elsewhere in the period under study, it seems reasonable to think that 
Egyptian religion is its source (Parrott, 1987: 82-88). 

The pattern imposed on this reconstructed original pattern, namely, the 
pattern of three androgynous men, Immortal man, Son of Man, and Savior, 
appears to be the result of speculation on the first five chapters of Genesis. 
An important clue to that is the identification of Son of Man with Adam. He 
is not earthly Adam, of course, but his antetype, Adam of the Light (III 
81.12), who exists in the transcendent realm. Another clue is the 
identification of Son of Man as also "Son of God" (V 9,2-3). 

The idea that Adam was androgynous comes from Gen 1:27 and 5:1, 
where it is said that God created Adam male and female. He also created 
him in his own image, which can be taken to mean that God himself is man 
and that he too is androgynous. Hence, if antetype Adam is Son of Man, 
antetype God is Immortal Man, Adam's father. Son of son of Man-Savior 
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should then in all probability be identified with the antetype of Seth, since 
only of Seth is it said that he was begotten in Adam's image (Gen 5:3) (and 
hence was androgynous). 

The three man pattern appears to presuppose a myth like that found in 
Apoc. Mos., where God is the benign ruler and Seth is the eschatological 
savior of Adam's progeny (13.1-3). One can speculate that the reason for 
combining this pattern with the Egyptian one was that those who thought of 
Seth as a savior felt the need to give their beliefs the support of a broader 
theological-philosophical context. The beginning of Eug makes clear that the 
writer, at any rate, felt that he was having to deal with a spiritual threat from 
various philosophical teachings - teachings that presupposed either that 
there was no transcendent world (Stoicism and astrolo.�y) or, if there were, 
that there was no connection between that world and thi., one (Epicureanism} 
(Parrott, 1988: 166-67). 

The two patterns were combined by the simple expedient of adding the 
names of the second pattern at appropriate places. This is the same method 
used in SJC, where, in the Christianization process, Christ is identified with 
Son of Man. Probably the same thing has occurred in such tractates as Ap. 

John and Gos. Eg. (see Krause, 1964: 223; Hedrick, 1981). Since the names 
of the consorts are present in the second group, which was not affected by 
this combining, it seems likely that the three-man pattern lacked such names, 
and was simply identified as androgynous. As we have noted, because there 
was no fourth man, the antetype of Arch-Begetter (in the second group) was 
dropped. But instead of merely dropping his consort Pistis Sophia, the editor 
identified her with the consort of the preceding figure, which led, then, to the 
shifting of the name "Love" from that figure to the next preceding one. 
These names must have had some imponance in the conceptuality of the edi
tor, but what it might have been at the early date of Eug is not clear. 

Part A then permits us to see the combining of a universalized Egyptian 
cosmological system and a speculative system based on Genesis. To the 
extent that these or similar elements are present in combined and elaborated 
form in later tractates, such as Ap. John and Gos. Eg., we are probably 
justified in thinking of Eug as the source. 

B. An Originally Independent Second Part:

Part B (ID 85,9-90,3, par.) 

The originally independent character of Part B is suggested by the fact 
that it is at odds in a number of important ways with the earlier part of the 
tractate. The following analysis will show the points of conflict. 

Part B is introduced by a bridge section, whose purpose is to relate it to 
the foregoing. In particular, the intention is to relate the number of aeons in 
Part B to those in Part A and to suggest that the aeons to be described are the 
types of the preceding ones. It is here that the problems begin. 
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Toe earliest version of the bridge section is undoubtedly in Eug-V 

(13,8-20), as Krause observed (1964: 221), which states that three aeons pre
ceded (the same number as in Part B), with another aeon (that of Unbegotten, 
presumably) embracing them. The three are the aeons of Immortal Man, Son 
of Man, and Son of Son of Man. Left out of account, however, are Self
Begetter (the reflection of Unbegotten) and the twelve aeons created by All
Begetter for the twelve angels (III 84,13-17, par.). To be sure, no aeon is 

mentioned as having been created for Self-Begetter in Part A, but neither is 
one mentioned for son of Son of Man. So the three aeons of the bridge sec
tion (in Eug-V) do not accurately reflect the preceding material. It appears 
that they were designed to meet the need created by the presence of three 
aeons in Part B, in the light of what might be called the typological dogma. 

What is described subsequently is called "the Eighth that appeared in 
Chaos" (III 85,19-21, par.). "Eighth" is probably to be thought of as the 
highest sphere of the visible cosmos (Chaos), perhaps the sphere of the fixed 
stars (the seven planets-including the sun and moon-each having their 
own spheres below it; for the fixed stars, see the description of the "multitu
dinous lights" in III 86,6-8). However, one cannot rule out the possibility, in 
view of the discussion below, that "Eighth" refers to the eighth day of crea
tion. 

The creation described in Part B is said to be the work of Immortal Man, 
even though his work seemed to have been concluded in Part A (V 8,15-18). 
The whole section appears to be based on Genesis 1-5, as was the case with 
the three-man pattern earlier. The clue to the Genesis connection is in the 
discussion of the androgyne "Assembly" ( eKK�HCIA ), which begins in III 
86,24, par. Its female portion is called "Life" (ZwH), and it is explained that 
in this way (by giving her this name) "it might be shown that from a female 
came the life in all the aeons" (III 87,5-8, par.). That is closely parallel to 
the LXX version of Gen 3:20, where the woman is given the name Zcotj 
rather than Eve, and where it is explained that she has that name "because 
she is the mother of all living things" (on aihTJ µ11'tTIP 1tav'trov 'trov �rov'tcov). 

Her mate, however, retains the name of the androgyne, as also happens in 
Genesis 3, but here he is called Assembly rather than Adam. The replace
ment of "Adam" with "Assembly" seems strange at first, since the Greek for 
"Assembly" is feminine. It thus breaks with the convention that the gender 
of names taken from common nouns should be the same as the sex of the 
being who is named (but see III l 12,7-8, where it also occurs). However it 
seems clear that the writer is simply following the pattern of Genesis 3, 
without giving much thought to the convention. (Knowledge of the Hebrew 
Bible, where the word usually translated ElCJCA.T)cna in the LXX is masculine 
[7ilp ], is unlikely in view of the general lack of such knowledge among Egyp
tian Jews [e.g., Philo].) In any case, there is no hint of this change of termi
nology in Part A, where, as has been noted, the term Adam is used (III 81,12, 
par.). 
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The change suggests that behind the account in Part B lies a body of 

speculative thought identifying antetype Adam (taken in a collective sense) 
with the type of an assembly that would subsequently appear, perhaps the 
assembly of the Gnostics. This seems unrelated to the statements in Part A 
that antetype Adam was Son of Man, "of the Light" (III 81,12, par.), and the 
type for time (III 83,22-23, par.). 

The editor of Eug seems unaware of the tension here, or, indeed, that 

speculation on Adam lies behind Assembly. In what appears to be an edi

torial expansion (since it relates Part B to Part A), he identifies Assembly as 

the type not of Son of Man / Adam of the Light but of "the Assembly that 

surpasses heaven" (III 86,22-24, par.), which is described in III 81,3-10, 

par., and is in fact the creation of Son of Man / Adam (III 81,1-12. par.). 

Assembly and his mate begin the spiritual generation that leads to the 

appearance of multifarious immortals (III 87,8-88,3, par.). The creation of 

the immortals is surprising, since the aeons of the immortals had earlier been 

described as above the sphere of the Eighth (III 85,17-18, par.). (This gen

erating activity suggests typological speculation on Gen 4:25-5:32, where the 

sons of Adam and Eve are listed, along with their amazingly long life spans.) 

The immortals in turn provide themselves with great kingdoms, through 

the authority of Immortal Man and his consort Sophia (III 88,3-89,3, par.), 

who is here given the name "Silence," which is different from her name in 

Part A, namely "All-wise Begettress" (III 77,3-4, par.). This realm, then, is 

said to provide the types for all subsequent creations (III 89,6-15, par.). That 

would seem to be in tension with the statement in Part A that our aeon is the 

type of Immortal Man (III 83,20-22, par.) (not the type of a separate realm 

created by him) and that temporal aspects of our aeon are the types of other 

beings described in Part A (III 83,22-84,11, par.). 

In addition to these points of tension, it is worth noting that Part B seems 

to have been diminished in size as a result of being connected with Part A. 
The three aeons that have already been mentioned (V 14.3-7; III 86,8-13) 
are (1) beginning (V) or first (III), (2) the middle, and (3) the unending (V) 
and/or the perfect (V and III). Little is said about the first two in Part B and 
attention is concentrated on the third. However, the identification of the first 

two is important for our discussion, and that can be attempted by looking 

more closely at the third aeon. 

The third aeon is named for Assembly (III 86,14-17, par.). If Assembly is 
initially antetype Adam and Eve (as androgyne), and then antetype Adam 
alone, then it would be reasonable to think that the third aeon is to be related 
(as antetype) to the account of creation that begins in Gen 2:4. The term 
"unending" would be appropriate, since there is no concluding formula for 
creation there, as there is in Gen 2: 1. The term "perfect" would also be 
appropriate, since the third contains the ideal patterns for subsequent crea
tions. 
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If that is the third aeon, then the first ("beginning") would perhaps be con
nected with the creation account that starts with Gen I: I ("In the begin
ning ... . "). The second, "the middle," then might refer to the divine sabbath 
in Gen 2:2-3, which identification would be supported by V 14,7-9, as it is 
restored ("[The first] in it was called ['Above] Unity [and Rest']," implying 

that "Unity and Rest" was the Second aeon) (but note the Eug-lII and SJC 
parallels). 

These three, then, may well have reflected the whole of the Genesis crea

tion account and been intended to present a complete account of cosmic ori

gins. One can conjecture that the description of the three was truncated by 

the elimination of most of the discussion about the first two aeons, in order to 

fit the account into the scheme established in Part A. 

When one takes into consideration the other differences we have noted, it 

is not unreasonable to think that originally Part B (minus the bridge section 

and the conclusion, and with the inclusion of the deleted material) stood by 

itself, as an account of the creation of the cosmos by the antetype of the crea

tor God of Genesis, namely androgynous Immortal Man. The first aeon 

would perhaps have been the super-celestial and invisible realm, the third, 

the visible realm, and the second. the space that separated the two. The 

account may well have ended where it ends now, just at the point where our 

part of the visible cosmos would come into existence. 

To summarize, in its present context, Part B appears to be a description of 

the highest level of the visible universe {the Eighth), and its three aeons are 

seen as types of three supercelestial and hence invisible ones. The evidence 

suggests, however, that Part B was originally an independent speculative 

account based on Genesis 1-5, which provided a total description of the 

universe, up to the point of the creation of the world as it is. 
Looking back on the whole of this section, we have found that Part A is 

made up of two originally different speculative systems that have been com
bined; and now, in the discussion of Part B, we have found a third specula
tive scheme, which an editor has attempted to bring into some sort of har
mony with Part A. 

One must ask why it would have seemed necessary to combine these 
three. Why not simply start fresh in constructing a speculative system that 
would be inwardly consistent? First, as we have learned from the critical 
study of the book of Genesis, the bringing together of accounts that speak 
essentially of the same thing (e.g., the accounts of creation, the flood, etc.) 
may be a sign of the alignment of groups for whom these accounts had sacred 
significance before that alignment. The recognition that one of the systems 
contains an indirect reference to Seth, suggests the identity of one of the 
groups-Sethians, or more likely, proto-Sethians. It was this group that 
made use of the Egyptian cosmological pattern. An ideological reason has 
already been suggested for that- to have a broader theoretical structure for 
dealing with philosophical challenges. But the fact that it was Egyptian may 
suggest a strong Egyptian component in the group, for whom the pattern 
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would have had special significance. As to Part B, it is not possible to iden
tify what group might have held it in special regard, but it is so different from 

Part A that there must have been a separate group of origin. Second, there is 
the conviction that truth is a self-consistent unity (V 6,9-14; 17,13-15). That 
is, the various parts of truth must agree among themselves. If one believes 
that different parts of truth are communicated separately, as the final editor of 

Eug appears to, then one could conclude that when those parts are put 

together, probably under the guidance of Thought (V 3,29-4,5, par.), one 

would have a broader, but, ex hypothesi, still consistent, expression of Truth. 

Obvious differences among the parts could be ascribed to human error in the 
reception of revelation and therefore could be thought of as correctable at a 
later time (III 90,4-11 ). 

It may be that this explanation would also account for later developments 

in gnostic systems, where disparate elements seem often to be involved. 

It should be noted here that there is nothing in the sources of Eug that can 

be considered classically Gnostic. The use of the theory of types means that 

both parts of Eug assume that the structures of this world are reflections of 

the supercelestial world, and not the creation of an inferior deity. There is 
only one reference to distinctively gnostic ideology, and that seems clearly 

editorial (III 85,8). However, Eug should nonetheless be considered proto

Gnostic, since it provided a theoretical basis for later developments that led 

to classic Gnosticism, as SJC shows. 

X. RELATIONSHIP OF THE TEXTS

We have already noted that Eug was prior to SJC and that Eug-III was 

apparently edited in the light of SJC by sharpening the prediction at the end. 

Since that sharpening is only apparent because of the parallel in Eug-V, the 
latter's reading is probably to be thought of as earlier here. In addition to the 
prediction, there are two other places, which we noted, where Eug-V seems 

earlier than Eug-III, namely, the titles in the incipit and subscript. 

We must now look at other evidence that bears on the question of the rela
tionship of the texts. 

An examination of the parallels shows that the two texts of SJC are very 

close. Differences in vocabulary and sentence structure mostly seem to 

reflect different Coptic translators rather than different Greek Vorlagen. 

Gaps in one text in comparison with the other, which are infrequent, can be 
explained as the result of homoioteleuton (e.g., BG 89,16-17, which is lack
ing in SJC-III) or minor editorial activity (e.g., BG 83,17-19, which js also 
lacking in SJC-III). If we take into consideration P. Oxy. 1081, which is 
very similar to the two Coptic texts, we are probably justified in thinking that 

there was only one major edition of SJC. 

A further examination shows that the text of Eug used in composing SIC 

generally was closer to Eug-III than to Eug-V. A good indication of that is 
the bridge section (III 85,11-21 11 BG 108,1-18; V 13,8-18). SIC-BG has 
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two aeons, which are embraced by a third. Eug-111 has the same pattern, 
although the first two are listed in reverse order. But Eug-V has three aeons, 
embraced by a fourth. Beyond that we can observe that the parallels between 
Eug-III and the two copies of SJC are very close, both in terms of the extent 
of text in parallel sections and in language. On the other hand, Eug-V 

differs, in regard to the extent of text alone, some eighteen times, at points 
where the other texts agree with each other. 

It seems impossible to tell which text of SJC might be closer to Eug-III. 

At four points Eug-III agrees with SJC-BG in having more text than SJC-III 

(III 72,3--6 11 BG 84,13-17; III 74,3-411 BG 89,16-17; III 86,22-2411 BG 
111,3-5; III 89,5--6 II BG 115,14-15). In two of these instances, however, 
the lack in SJC-III might well be the result of homoioteleuton. In the other 
two, scribal error of some sort would not be surprising. There are also a few 
places where Eug-III and SJC-III agree against SJC-BG (e.g., III 72,11-1311 
95,5-7 n BG 85,6-9; III 73,12-13 11 96,7-10 11 BG 87,1-4; III 76,23-24 11 
101,7-8 II BG 94,9-11; III 87,911 111,1211 BG 112,3), but these are minor 
and attributable to coincidence, and may have arisen in the process of transla
tion into Coptic. 

Although the text used in the composition of SJC more closely resembled 
Eug-lII than Eug-V, there are two significant places where Eug-V is closer 
to SJC. First, after the address proper, Eug-V has the same verb as the SJC 

parallels (V 1,3 II III 92,7 n BG 80,4), toyw<9, "I want" (Gr. 0tAfO). Neither 
that verb nor an equivalent is found in Eug-III. And second, in the last sen
tence of Eug-V, both it and the two SJC parallels have the word Nloyo, 
"more." That word and the sentences it is found in have no parallel in 
Eug-III. Although the sentences are not exact parallels, there is a similar 
idea in both (Eug-V: "To everyone who has, more will be added"; SJC: "that 
you [the disciples] might shine in Light [even] more than these."), which sug
gests that at this point the writer of SJC was looking at a text of Eug closer to 
Eug-V. 

We can conclude that the text used in the composition of SJC was gen
erally like that of Eug-lII, but that in a few places it  was closer tot'ff:ug-V. 

Changes in the text that resulted in Eug-III, as it stands, would have occurred 
subsequent to the composition of SJC. 

In comparison with Eug-III, Eug-V appears to have undergone consider
able expansion. Although Eug-V has one significant gap (it lacks III 
73,14-20), there are fourteen instances where it has more text (according to 
the arrangement of parallels in this text and excluding the section 
corresponding to the missing pp. 79-80 in Eug-III). It should probably be 
thought of as later than the text represented by Eug-III. However, as we 
have noted, it seems to have some readings that are earlier. Eug-V, then, 
appears to have developed independently and to have been subject to 
modification over a longer period of time. 
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The following time chart diagrams the conclusions about text relationships 
arrived at above: 

Eug-111 ------➔ 

-SJC---------➔
(late I st cent. C.E.) 

Original Eug ------------
(1st cent. B.C.E.) 

Eug-V 

It is not clear why Eug-111 and the SJC texts did not share the extensive 

kind of modification that is found Eug-V. It may have had to do with the 

pairing of Eug-111 and SJC, which could well have acted as a brake on nor

mal scribal tendencies to add glosses, since it would have been evident that 

the texts had to remain quite similar. (That assumes that Eug-III and SJC 

were paired for most of their textual history.) It is also possible that both 
texts came to be thought of in some measure as scripture among certain 
groups of Gnostics. 

The Coptic versions of Eug and SJC were translated by different persons. 
That is shown by the passage left untranslated in Eug-III, and its parallels 

(75,7-8 II III 99,8-911 BG 91,10-12 II V 4,21-3). In no case is that passage 

treated the same. While Eug-III does not translate it, SJC-III attempts to do 
so, but does it incorrectly, and SJC-BG also tries and succeeds. In Eug-V, 

the passage is translated, but quite differently from SJC-BG. (For a recon
struction of the Greek, see the section later in the volume on P. Oxy. 1081 
[lines 46-50].) 

As to the Coptic translations in their totality, Eug-III, SJC-111 and 

SJC-BG all seem related. The grammar, sentence structure and vocabulary 

are frequently the same. In contrast, Eug-V is often quite different. The 
similarities of Eug-III. SJC-III and SJC-BG may be accounted for by 
assuming that they were translated by members of the same or related scribal 
groups, which had developed more or less common translation traditions. 

(For individual differences between the translators of Eug-III and SJC-BG, 

see endnote 4.) 

XI. THE CODICES

A codicological analysis of NHC III has been done by Frederik Wisse 
(1975). In the process he has also described the characteristics of the scribal 
hand. Codicological analyses of NHC V and BG have been done by Robin
son (1979: 16-30; 36-44). His analysis of BG supersedes the one in 
Till-Schenke (331-32). Further developments in the analysis of these 
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codices are to be found in Robinson (1984: chaps. 3 [The Quires]; 4 [The 
Rolls]; 5 [The Kollemata]; and 6 [The Covers]). 

As to the dating of the codices themselves, the material in the cartonnage 

of the leather cover of NHC V is dated between 298 and 323 C.E. (Barns, et 
al.: 3), which provides a terminus a quo for the inscribing of the codex, but is 
only suggetive of the terminus ad quem, since the scraps used for the carton
nage could have come from a time considerably before the time of inscribing. 
Unfortunately the cartonnage of Codex III is no longer extant (Facsimile Edi

tion: xiii). The date of BG was discussed above (see I) .. A recent examina
tion of the cartonnage from the BG cover suggests that the cartonnage should 
be dated sometime late in the third century or early in the fourth (Treu). 

XII. PHYSICAL STATE OF THE TRACTATES

Eug-V. The Codex as a whole is unevenly preserved (Parrott, 1979: 3-4), 
and Eug is the least well preserved of all the tractates. Substantial portions of 
the tops and bottoms of all the leaves are missing (more of the latter than the 
former). In addition, the first eight pages have significant gaps in the midst of 
the remaining text. Fading occurs throughout and is particularly marked on 
the first three right-hand pages. Flaking is found on p. 11. 

It should be added that the quality of the papyrus is among the poorest in 
the library. Examples of this can be found on pp. 1 and 5, in the breaks in the 
vertical fibers, and the heavy, discolored horizontal fiber on p. 6. all of which 
forced the scribe to compensate in one way or another. 

N umerous fragments were placed prior to the publishing of the facsimile 
edition (1975) and therefore need no comment here. However, two were 
placed subsequently. On August 8, 1977, Stephen Emmel, working at the 
Coptic Museum in Cairo, placed two fragments, nos. 1 and 40, in the inside 
lower margin area of pp. 5 and 6, thus providing more text at the beginning 
of 5,27-29 and at the end of 6.29-31 (see 9*f/10*f in Addenda et Corrigenda 
in Robinson, 1984). 

Eug-11/ and SIC-Ill. Three leaves are missing from the tractates: 79-80, 
109-10, and 115-16. Wisse has proposed that they (and three others in the
codex) were removed by a dealer for showing to prospective buyers, which
would sugget that they may still be extant (1975: 227).

Damage attributable to age and rough handling by the discoverers or mid
dlemen is very limited in comparison with Codex V. Reconstruction of the 
text is required on pp. 70--74 (lower inner margin area), 73-88 (middle of the 
top area, extending down to the 5th line at one point), 87, 89, 93 (top outer 
comer), 95-100 (top, toward the inner margin), 105-14 (middle, inner mar
gin area), 117-19 (middle third of page, from the inner margin to approx. 3 
cm. from the outer margin). The MS is remarkably free of flaking or fading.

SIC-BG. The leaves on the whole are well preserved. Restorations are
needed on pp. 96 (outer margin area), 97-106 (top margin area) and 111-18 
(inner upper margin area). Fading occurs on pp. 77-79 and 118. One leaf 
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(85-86) was cracked or tom in antiquity subsequent to inscribing and was 
repaired with narrow strips of papyrus pasted over the break on both sides of 
the leaf. The strips on p. 86 partially cover letters of the text. 

XIII. SCRIBAL CHARACTERISTICS

A. Errors and other Peculiarities

Eug-V 

I have earlier listed some of the errors found here (1979: 4-5). The 

present list is based on a more intensive study of the tractate and is therefore 

more complete. 

1. Errors corrected by the scribe
a. Haplography corrected by letters written above the line or in the mar

gin at the place of omission: 6,6.24; 7,17. In each case a stroke is

placed above the letter. That occurs elsewhere in the codex only in

28,8.22. For similar corrections without a stroke, see 26,6.10.18; 27,3;

31,9.13; 56,23. This difference suggests there may have been more
than one corrector of the codex.

b. Deletion of incorrect letters by dotting: 7,26.33.
c. Replacement of incorrect letters by letters written on top of them (i.e.,

covering them) without erasure: 2,18; 9,1; 10,3; 14,4.

d. Marking out of an unnecessary letter: 14,4.
2. Errors not corrected by the scribe.

a. Haplography: 2,16; 8,10; 9,17; 10,18.

b. Unnecessary letters: 5,18; 15,4.
c. Incorrect letters: 5,18; 6,29; 7,16; 7,20-22; 7,27; 8,7; 10,19.

3. Other peculiarities

a. Omission of a circumflex with lW at 17,7.

b. Use of a dot ("stop") to set off an attributive from the noun it depends
on (5,4; 7,10; 17,14), perhaps as a way of rendering a Greek attributive
adjective in the second position (note that the parallels for 5,4 and
17,14 have relative clauses in place of the attributives).

c. Use of low dots as word separators in 8,7.16; 12,10 (see also 34,10).

d. In 7 ,25 a dot may replace a sentence pronoun.
e. Numeral written at end of 11,20 (a gloss, similar to those later in the

codex [Parrott, 1979: SJ), with a stroke above.
f. Instead of using a second present with a noun and an adverbial expres

sion, the scribe in one instance uses a sentence pronoun and puts the
adverbial expression in first position (11,14). Also sentence pronouns
are used as shorthand for (YWTI£ £- in 7,24-29 and for <YAYMOYT£ 

£POOY .X.£ in 11,1&-20 (cf. III 106,22).
g . .x. is mistakenly written for x in 6,29; 7,20-22. 
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Eug-lll and SJC-III 

The scribe of Codex III is much more error prone than his counterpart in 

Codex V. 
l. Errors corrected by the scribe.

a. Haplography, corrected by letters written above the line at the place of
omission: 72,14; 91,l l ;  95,2; 105,8; 113,11.

b. Replacement of erased or partially erased letters by letters written on

top of them: 70,2; 71,21; 72,8.21; 73,12.19.22; 77,16; 84,3; 85,9.16;
87,10; 89,10.12; 91,2; 94,15.20; 96,15 (correction of dittography); 

97,11; 100,21; 102,7; 106,13; 107,1.6; 113,11; 118,2.5.6; 119,7.

c. Erasure of unnecessary letters, etc.: 81,11 (erased point); 85,8; 87,22;
92,24 (erased dot); 95,24; 96,14 (erased stroke).

d. Replacement of marked out letters by letters written above them: 72,12;
95,6 (marking out omitted); 97,18; 113,8. In all of these a change of

meaning occurs.
e. Marking out of unnecessary letters: 72,12; 89,10; 95,6; l 06,19 (dialec

tal change); 113,8.

f. Re-fonning of a letter to make another without erasure: 73,4.
It is possible that a second scribe made some of these corrections. The

letters written by the corrector under "d" seem somewhat different from 
letters in the rest of the tractate, but the differences are not sufficient to 
make a detennination of a second scribe certain (see Bohlig-Wisse for a 

similar judgment regarding III,2 [4]; Wisse expresses more assurance 
about there being only one scribe in his later essay [1975: 236]). 

2. Errors not corrected by the scribe.
a. Haplography: 71,5; 73,I0.14; 76,14; 83,5; 86,3.4.10.14.17; 89,10;

94,13(?); 95,22; 96,2.23; 97,7.17; 98,24.25; 99,8; 102,9; 103,6.10.23;
104,l; l07.7.8.21; 111,18.20; 113,7.

b. Unnecessary letters: 74,10; 76,5 (dittography); 77,7; 84,5 (dittogra
phy).16; 85,4; 86,17; 95,6; 97,3 (dittography).18; 99,11; 113,8; 118,l
( dittography ). 

c. Incorrect letters: 78,22-23 (reversal of letters); 82,2; 83,13.14; 84,13;
86,7; 87,23; 89,2; 91,15; 93,22; 101,20; 105,22; 106,14; 107,11;
113,1.

d. Cormptions: 86,17; 99,8-9.19-22; 112,7-11.
3. Other Peculiarities.

a. In 99,8-9 a Greek phrase is partially, and incorrectly, translated. It is
left untranslated or rendered correctly in the parallels.

b. The status pronominalis of CWTM is always spelled coTM€"-.
c. The lack of care of the scribe is further attested by random drops of ink

that appear here and there; e.g., at 92,l.10.14; 94,12-13; 100,8.
d. A sentence pronoun is used as shorthand for <ga.yMoyTe eroc xe in

106,22 (cf. V 11,18-20).
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1. Errors corrected by the scribe.

a. Haplography, corrected by letters written above the line at the place of
omission: 84,1; 89,14; 92,2; l02,15; 112,16; 127,8.

b. Replacement of erased letters by letters written on top of them: 92, 18;

116,18.
c. Erasure of unnecessary letters: 93,13; l08,15; l09,12; I 16,17.

d. Marking out of unnecessary letters: 78, I 0.

2. Errors not corrected by the scribe

a. Haplogrpahy: 84,3.12; 86,1 I; 89,17; 91,16; 93,IO; 95,IO; 98,6;
l01,12.18; l02,9; 110,4.5.11; 111,3.7; 112,7.I0.12.16; 113,16; 114,7;

116,5; 118,15; 119,2; 123,9; 125,8 (misplacement).

b. Unnecessary letters: 91,1; 95,IO; l02,18; l05,7; l08,16; 1I0,12;

112,12; 115,16; 120,16; 124,15.

c. Incorrect letters: 84,12; 87,5; 90,16; 92,11-12; 95,1.6; 99,4; l02,11;

l03,15-16; l04,11; l05,8; l07,13; l09,15; IIO,IO; 112.14.16;
113,1.4.7 (mistranslation of Greek); 115,17; 119,11; 120,15; 121,4;

125,9-IO (misplacement). Of the above, the following may be errors

of hearing: 84,12; 87,5; l05,8.

d. Corruptions: 87,5; l03,15-16; l05,8; 116,8-9.

3. Other peculiarities

a. Strokes are used instead of diereses over the diphthong Al in l04,11;

115,11; 123,16 (for the use of the dieresis, see 97,9).

b . .a.e appears three times in the phrase eeo1,. .a.e ZN, when eeo1,. is not 

in first position in the sentence, in 111,3-4; 112,IO; 126,2. It may be 

that .a.e simply provides a mild emphasis in these instances. 

c. Plene writing occurs in 83,7-8 (€MTT€APXH and €MTTee3oyc1A) and

122.15 (<90P€TT ).

d. xis used for x in 112,15.17.

e. Asterisks and diples in the body of the text highlight certain questions

and answers (see detailed description below under Transcriptions).

B. Dialectal Influences

Eug-V 

Although the dialect is basically S, there are numerous signs of other 

dialects, as is the case in the rest of the codex (Bohlig-Labib: 11-14): 

1. The regular use of the demonstrative TTH, TH, NH with the relative, as in
Band F.

2. The regular use of eT A� for the first perfect relative and the second
perfect, as in BAF[A2] (for second perfect: 12,6; 14, 18).

3. The frequent irregular (from the point of view of S) use of NT€ in the

genitive construction.
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4. The occasional appearance of the pronominal form NT£;::, as in A2 (e.g.

3,8.15).
5. The consistent use of e as the qualitative of e1pe , as in A and F.
6. The use of MAZ-, as in A, A2, and B, for the prefix for ordinal numbers

(13,9.12), although M£Z- (S) occurs also (10,19).

7. The single appearance of £1'.£-, as in F, instead of epe- (7,18).

8. The single appearance of the F form of the sign of the future (Ne;::)

(17,16).
9. The BAF form of the second perfect used as a temporal, a practice fre

quent in B and F (6,21;  10,13; 11,22; 14,18).

IO. The AA2 form of the negative third future (16,4).
l I. The AA2 form of the negative consuetudinis (2,17), although the S

form also occurs. 

12. p regularly precedes Greek verbs as in A and A2 (but this occurs in

early S MSS also-Crum: 84a).

13. The following non-standard (for S) orthography:
a. MM£ as in A and A2 (4,25);
b. NA6 as in A, A2 and F (6,22.25; 9,10);

c. 6AM as in A, Az and F (6,10; 7,29; 12,27);
d. xa.e1c as in A, A2 and F (6,30).

I have not mentioned ni -, t-, N 1- in the above. This form of the article is 

identified by Till as most characteristic of B and F (1961: sec. 64), but 
Krause subsequently noted that at least the plural is quite characteristic of 
early upper-Egyptian dialects as well (Krause-Labib: 29). In Codex V these 
forms are found intermingled with n-, T-, N-, without discernible difference 
in emphasis to a modem reader. Nor is it possible to see that one form of the 
article is preferred to the other with certain words. 

As mentioned, these characteristics are essentially the same as in the rest 
of Codex V. Bohlig-Labib accounts for them by positing a Middle Egyptian 

(presumably, F) translator who intended to render the original into S but 
occasionally reverted to his native dialect (12). Schenke disagrees, seeing a 

pre-classical S dialect with A2 features and only occasional signs of F (1966:
col. 24 ). For Eug-V, Schenke is correct regarding the small number of items 

that occur only in Middle Egyptian (7. and 8. above). But his characteriza
tion of the dialect as pre-classical S makes it hard to understand the variations 
that go beyond spelling differences, since even the pre-classical stages of a 
language would need to have the internal consistency necessary for satisfac
tory communication. It is perhaps better to think of those differences as 

having appeared in the course of transmission as scribes from different 
regions adjusted the text in an ad hoc fashion (see Bohlig-Wisse, for a simi
lar explanation as applied to Codex III [ 11-12]). 
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Eug-1/1 and SJC-IJI 

The dialect employed is S with no significant indications of other 

influences. Occasionally one finds orthography more familiar in other 
dialects according to Crum (e.g. ANHZ£ [A Ai1 for £Nez; £MAZT€ [A2] for
AMAZT£ and Meoye [A] for Meeye, all of which are found along with 

standard S spelling). But these are also found in S texts that have become 
available since Crum (see Kasser) and therefore are best accounted for as 

reflecting an earlier non-standardized state of S spelling rather than A or A2
influences, as proposed by Till-Schenke (21) (Bohlig-Wisse has made an 

observation similar to the one adopted here on the orthography of III,2 

[6-7)). 

SIC-BG 

The dialect is basically S with some features that are similar to other 

dialects, especially A2• Those features are not sufficient to make one think

that we are dealing with a mixed dialect. Till-Schenke agrees with this and 

thinks that the translator intended to translate into pure S, that some forms 

were in doubt, and that in those cases he would sometimes reven to his native 

(non-S) dialect (21). Although all the orthographic forms referred to by 

Till-Schenke (18--20) are also found in S texts, the other features are not (the 
irregular use of the preposition NT£-, and the doubling of the N before an ini

tial vowel), and therefore suppon Till-Schenke's view. The fact of the 

widespread nature of these peculiarities in the tractate makes Till-Schenke's 

explanation preferable here to the one proposed above for Eug-V. 

It should be noted here that the use of m-, t-, NI- is frequent in BG. This 

form of the article is preferred with words beginning with a.. Mostly its use 

adds nothing discernible to the emphasis of the word to which it is attached 

beyond an ordinary article. When demonstrative force is desired, £TMMA y 

is normally added (105,7; 111,4; 119,12-13; 120,11-12; 121,5.8). In at least 

one instance, however, this form of the article (without £TMMa. y) does have 
demonstrative force: 96,6. 

C. Scribal Style

1. Script

In Codex V, the script is small and ligature occurs frequently where the
line of one letter can naturally be extended to meet another, often without 
regard to word separation. The letters M, y and <Y regularly lean to the left, 
giving many lines the appearance of a bias in that direction. The scribe often 

ends a long vertical stroke (as with a p, T, q and t) with a slight curve to the 
left, showing a certain flair. The scribe also varies the width of his strokes 
(e.g., the middle horizontal stroke of the t: is thinner than the rest of the 
letter). He enlarges the .x when it comes at the beginning of a line. Often y, 
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when it appears at the end of a line (and sometimes elsewhere too), will have 

a non-cursive form (like a printed "y"). 
Codex III has a larger script than Codex V. Ligature often occurs where 

lines can be naturally extended, but there is less here than in Codex V. The 
scribe's strokes are uniformly thin in width with little interest shown in 
decorative accents. Letter size tends to be uniform throughout. No letters 

regularly lean, which gives a sense of verticality to the whole. Altogether, 
the impression is of ascetic spareness. 

In BG, the script is bold and square in character, with strokes that tend to 
be heavier than in Codex III, but that vary in width, as in Codex V. Ligature 
occurs often within words. Letter size tends to be uniform, although some
times letters become smaller toward the end of a line, as a result (apparently) 
of an attempt to stay within a margin (unmarked). It should be noted that an 
unusually large 1J1 begins 120, l ,  for no apparent reason. Final letters (in a 
line) are occasionally enlarged, perhaps in an effort to make the right margin 
straighter (see the discussion of diples below). The letters q and y (the 
non-cursive form is used throughout) often resemble each other, resulting in 
occasional difficulties i:n transcription (see note to 107 ,13). Sometimes the 
vertical stroke of q, ci,, and the like is extended into the line below. 

2. Superlinear Strokes

The five uses of the superlinear stroke common to these tractates, and
indeed throughout the library, are these: (1) It signals that two consonants are 
part of a single syllable and are united by a sub-vocalic sound; (2) It signals 
that an initial consonant is a sonant; (3) It is used to tie three consonants 
together in a sense unit (i.e., MNT); (4) It marks abbreviated Greek nouns 
(particularly nomina sacra); (5) It signals the omission of an N at the end of a 
line. 

The scribe of Codex V is quite careful. In regard to the first use, he places 
the stroke over both consonants; for the second, he places it over only one; 
for the third and fourth he puts the stroke above all the letters, although typi
cally he begins at the end of the first letter. As noted earlier, the scribe also 
places a stroke over letters that have been omitted in the course of copying 
and that are placed either above the place of omission or in the margin. In 
addition, at l l ,20 a stroke is placed over a numeral written in the margin as a 
gloss for a number in the text (similar to other such numerals later in the 
codex). 

Wisse has discussed the use of superlinear strokes in Codex III ( 1975: 
235). I would only add to his careful analysis that they are regularly omitted 
with final n, T and z in two-consonant combinations. 

In BG, the scribe is inconsistent in his use of superlinear strokes. He gen
erally omits them over the initial N of the perfect relative/second perfect 
prefix (but see 97,9; 105,17; 1 13,l l ;  l l7,l5; 126,1), as he does frequently 
with other initial N's or M's. Also they are omitted normally over the third 
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person masculine singular pronoun when it is suffixed to a consonant (but see 
100,10), and over the final two consonants of such words as QIOPTI and 
oywNz (but see 125,15). The strokes are made with a certain casualness. 
Often the stroke over an initial sonant begins late and is continued over a por
tion of the following letter. Also when one expects two strokes side by side, 
the scribe makes only one (e.g., 101,19). For the editorial policy on strokes, 

see below under Transcriptions. 

3. Articulation Marks

In Codex V, the scribe places curved vertical hooks on r, r and T when

they are in the final position in a sense unit; i.e., always when they come at 
the end of a word, but also with eT, MNT, AT, etc., apparently to make clear 

syllabic closure. Sometimes "- has a hook on it also, but there is no con

sistency about its use and we have therefore ignored such hooks in this edi
tion. 

In Codex III the scribe uses dots or short curved lines unattached to the 

letters in place of vertical hooks. These have been considered by Wisse 
(1975: 234). 

BG has no such marlcs, except for the one in 88, 11. 

4. Page Numerals

Becasue of the method of presentation of the texts here, it has not been

possible to show visually how the page numerals are related to the body of 
the text. A description is therefore provided here. 

In Codex V, the few numerals that remain are found above the text just 

within the outer text margin. The numerals are placed between two horizon
tal strokes. 

In Codex III, the page numerals appear in the center of the upper margin. 
No strokes accompany the numerals. 

In BG, the page numerals are also written in the center of the upper mar
gin. The numeral on p. 94 has, in place of the normal delta (after the fai), a 
figure resembling an alpha, although it is different in form from alphas found 
elsewhere in the text. The numerals have one horizontal stroke above them. 

5. Asterisks, External and Internal Dip/es and Paragraph Markers

Asterisks are found only in BG. They occur in the left margin on the fol
lowing pages: 86, between lines 6 and 7; 86, 9; 87, between lines 8 and 9; 
87,12; 106,11.14; 107,17. These serve to identify questions asked by Philip 
and Thomas (see textual note for 107.13) as well as the responses. On 86 
and 87, the initial asterisks are accompanied by very large diples placed in 
the body of the text where the introduction to the question begins. In each 
case the scribe has lengthened the lower line of the diple so it ends on the 
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next line between the end of the introduction (.x.e) and the first word of the 

question proper. 

A similar diple is found in the body of the text at 82,19, this time introduc

ing a question by Matthew. The marginal indicator in that case, however, is 

not an asterisk but a paragraphus cum corone. Another diple marks the 

introduction to the response to Matthew (83,4 ). 

Asterisks are also used at the beginning and end of each of the lines at 

127,11-12, in order to highlight the title. 

No paragraph markers occur in the extant text of Eug-V. In Eug-III, a 

paragraphus cum corone appears in the left margin on p. 76, between lines 

12 and 13, and two are found at the conclusion of the tractate, setting off the 

subscript title. In SJC-III, a paragraphus cum corone is found in the left 

margin between 96,14 and 15. In the first instance a major shift is indicated 

("another knowledge principle"). In the second, a question by Thomas is sig

naled. In BG a paragraphus in the right margin is used to mark the introduc

tion to the first general statement of the disciples' concerns by Philip at 

79,18. A paragraphus cum corone occurs also in the left margin on p. 126 

between lines 16 and 17, marking the beginning of the conclusion of the trac

tate. 

External diples, used as line fillers in Codex III and BG (but not Codex V, 

except as concluding decorations), have been removed from the texts 

involved but have not been listed in footnotes. It is appropriate to list here 

the lines where they are found in the MSS.

In the two tractates in Codex III diples occur at the end of the following 

lines: 72,7; 73,4; 81,14.18; 82,6.22; 83,23; 85,14.23; 86,21(2); 87,15; 88,16; 

91,11.23; 93,6.19; 94,8; 97,6; 98,21; 100,5; 102,16; 104,1; 106.l; 114,24; 

117, 10; 118,25. In SJC-BG diples are found at both the beginnings and ends 

of lines. They are at the beginning in the following lines: 80,5.6; 87 ,13; 

108,6-10.16.17; 117,7.8; 123,14-17; 124,17; 127,3-7. They are at the ends 

of the following lines: 83,1-4; 89,l; 106,5.17.19; 107,1.2; l 08,5.6.13(2); 

109,8; 110,3.7(2); 11 l,l l; 112,7(2).12; 115,15-17; 116,6(2).15.16; 117,9.15; 
119,6.13; 120,10.13; 121,1-6; 122,5; 123,12; 124,l l ;  125,14; 126,8.12.15; 

127,10. 

In BG 108, 13, the tip of the second diple is extended and curved back (as 

with the final e in 127,3), giving Till-Schenke the impression of a third 

diple, which would be anomalous. Diples are also placed in the body of the 

BG text at a number of points, all of which are noted in the footnotes. In 

116,8, one precedes the final two letters, perhaps as an indicator of an 

anacoluthon. 

XN. TRANSCRIPTIONS 

The transcriptions of the three Nag Hammadi tractates presented here 

were made on the basis of careful examination of original MSS at the Coptic 

Museum in Cairo and a number of sets of photographs of those MSS in the 
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possession of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, by the editor and 
other members of the Claremont team (see the preface). They have been 
compared with a preliminary draft of parallels prepared some years ago by 
Martin Krause. Eug-III was also compared with the version published by 
Trakatellis (see II above). The SIC-BG transcription was made on the basis 
of the editio princeps (Till-Schenke) with the aid of photographs of the origi
nal MS. 

Because of the similarities of the texts and the Coptic, as well as the rela

tively intact character of the MSS, occasional restorations and corrections of 

Eug-111, SIC-III and SIC-BG were done mostly without great difficulty. 

The same was not true, however, with Eug-V, where extensive lacunae made 

numerous restorations desirable. As noted above, the text is considerably 

expanded in comparison with the parallel texts, and the Coptic translator was 

from a different translation tradition. These factors made the use of the 

parallels problematic in the restorations. I want to acknowledge again the aid 

I received, particularly in regard to Eug-V, from Bentley Layton and Stephen 

Emmel. 

As to the citations in the footnotes, since Krause's parallel version is only 

in draft form, it is not cited. However, Krause's translation of Eug-111, 

SIC-III and various portions of Eug-V and SIC-BG (1974) has often made 

it possible to extrapolate the Coptic text that lies behind it and refer to it in 

relation to the transcriptions. 

The following, then, are the citation policies in this edition regarding res

torations and emendations in each of the tractates. 

Eug-V. Only Emmel is cited. Those citations occur where he lists photo

graphic evidence for particular readings. 
Eug-111. Divergences from Krause and Trakatellis are noted. They are 

also cited in support of this edition in case of disagreements. Till-Schenke is 

always cited where it takes a clear position. Silence in regard to 

Till-Schenke should be taken to mean lack of evidence, since only parts of 
Eug-111 are published in that edition. 

SIC-Ill. Divergences from Krause are noted (where they can be deter

mined). Support for this edition is also cited, except for pp. 117-19, where 
there are numerous restorations and Krause has a continuous text; then, only 
divergences are noted. Till-Schenke is cited when it is clear; the text of 
Eug-111 was dealt with in Till-Schenke only as it related to the editing of 
SIC-BG and therefore there are places where Eug-III is not printed. Silence 

in this edition regarding Till-Schenke means no evidence. 
SIC-BG. Till-Schenke emendations are followed except where noted, 

and in those cases the Till-Schenke emendations are specified. Minor diver
gences, such as the dotting of a letter or the position of brackets, are not 
noted. 
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In regard to superlinear strokes, the following policies have been adopted 
for purposes of standardization. When a stroke spans two consonants in the 
MS. it is here only shown over the second, with two exceptions: where an ini
tial M or N is a sonant and has a stroke that continues over an immediately 
following consonant ( common in BG), the stroke is placed over the first letter 
only. Toe same policy is followed in regard to the conjunctive conjugation. 

When a stroke spans three consonants in the MS, it is here placed over the 
middle letter only. Exceptions are made in the case of proper nouns and 
where the stroke is the sign of an abbreviation. 

XV. TRANSLATION POLICIES

Since this is a parallel edition of four tractates, it has been necessary for 
the translations to be fairly literal to make comparison between the texts as 

easy as possible. 
The following translation policies have been adopted here: 
I) Abstract and predicate nouns that were (presumably) anarthrous in

Greek (see BDF: sec. 252, 258) seem often to have been translated with an 
indefinite article in Coptic (Stem: sec. 232). In rendering these Coptic words 
in English, I have routinely omitted the article in the case of abstract nouns 
(but note III 77, 11) and supplied a definite article in the case of the predicate 
nouns. Examples: V 4,11 (cf. parr.); 7,4; 7,6-9, parr.; III 101,18, par. 

2) I have translated demonstrative plurals as singulars if they appear to
reflect Greek demonstrative neuter plurals, which are routinely understood as 
singular. 

3) There is some difficulty in distinguishing among names, titles, roles
and attributes for the various divine beings. I have tended where possible to 
take terms as names, since knowledge of them seems to have been important 
among the Gnostics (see V 4,14-16). 

4) Ethical datives have by and large not been translated since they are
generally archaic in English. Examples: V 6,22; 6,26; III 88,12 (but see 
88,21!). 

5) Occasionally the adverb N!!JOPn, which is usually translated "at first,"
or the like, is here translated "very soon," because "at first" does not seem 
appropriate in the context and something akin to the lexical rendering "early" 
does. Examples: V 6,16; 12,25; III 111,14. 

6) The translation of APXH has been difficult at times because of the
problem of knowing whether it means "beginning" or "principle." I have 
sometimes opted for giving both possibilities in the text. 

7) In regard to the notes, I have attempted to give the significant alterna
tive renderings. In some cases l have noted incorrect readings that may have 
attained some currency. For ease of comparison, I have translated quotations 

from the German and modern Greek versions into English. 
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8) The Greek of Greek loan words is omitted in this edition. These can
be readily identified in the Coptic text by anyone with facility in Greek. 
Highlighting them in the translation is not only esthetically jarring but poten
tially misleading, since it suggests that the words have not been integrated 
into Coptic, which might be true in some cases, but certainly not in all. A 

Greek Loan Word index is provided at the end of the volume. 

XVI. FOOTNOTES AND ENDNOTES

The footnotes and endnotes have been kept as brief as possible. Attention 
has been focused on issues connected with editing and translating. Matters of 

interpretation have been dealt with only in passing, in view of an anticipated 
commentary. Special abbreviations for earlier editions have been adopted for 

the notes and are identified in the list of abbreviations. A separate set of 

notes is provided for each text, with transcription and translation notes com
bined. The endnotes deal with matters involving two or more texts, and the 

need to refer to them is signaled by a footnote in each instance. 

XVII. LITERARY FORMS

Although Eug is in letter form, it quickly becomes apparent that it is basi

cally a religio-philosophical controversy discourse, which has a form of its 

own. This form begins with a description of the position that is opposed. 
There is then a refuation of that position (often very brief). Finally the alter

native proposed by the writer is presented, which is often the bulk of the 

piece. It can be found elsewhere as a separate form (e.g., Orig. World 

[11,5 ]), and in combination with the letter form (e.g., The Letter of Ptolemy to 

Flora [Epiphan., Pan. 33.3,1-7,10), first noted by Doresse [1948: 154-55)). 
SJC is the account of a revelation discourse of a heavenly being (Christ) 

who appears in a special place, in response to the perplexities of his fol

lowers. There are twelve disciples. of whom only Philip. Thomas. Matthew 
and Bartholomew are named, and seven women, of whom only Mary 
(presumably Magdalene) is named. The discourse is punctuated by the ques
tions of the followers. SJC concludes with a commission to the followers by 
Christ, who then disappears. The disciples then set forth to carry out the 
commission. The form of SJC, while unique among the Nag Hammadi writ
ings. has close resemblances to Ap. John. (For further discussion of the form 
of Gnostic revelatory tractates, see Fallon, and Perkins, 1980: 25-58.) 



GUIDE TO THE PARALLELS 
of Eug and SJC 

(Minor similarities and differences are not reflected) 

Eug-Ill alone is referred to for "Eug Only" and "Common Material," except 

for those places found only in Eug-V. SJC-III is referred to for "SJC Only," 

except for those places found only in SJC-BG. 

Sections opposite each other in the outside columns are so placed not because 

they are parallel in language (although they may be) but because they occupy 

the same relative space in the tractates. 

Names of deities and other "realities" are italicized only at their first appear

ance. 

EugOnly 

l. Address of letter (Ill

70,1-3).

5. Invitation to another
approach (III 71,5-13) 

Common Material 

2. Disputed views of philo

sophers about God and the 

cosmos (III 70,3-22). 

4. Refutation of philosophers

(Ill 70,22-71,5).

6. Description of Him Who

ls, The Unbegotten One, pri

marily in negative terms (III

71,13-73.3).

8. He embraces all and is

characterized by certain men

tal qualities (III 73,3-13}.

Their whole race is with 

Unbegonen (omitted by 

Eug-V) (III 73, 14----16). 

SJCOnly 

l. Male disciples and women

go to mountain in perplexity

and meet resurrected savior;

Philip states the general

query. (III 90,14----92.7).

3. Self-disclosure by savior

(III 93,8-12).

5. True knowledge to be

given to elite (III 93,16-24).

Matthew's request: "Teach us 

the truth" (III 93,24----94,4). 

7. Philip asks how he

(Unbegotten) appeared to the

perfect ones (III 95, 19-22).
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11. Transition to new topic

(III 74,7-14)

13. This is a knowledge prin

ciple (Ill 74,19-20)

15. Transition to another 

knowledge principle (Ill 

76,10-14).

17. About the female part of

Immortal Man (Ill

77,2-77,9).

I 9. Elaboration of differ

ences. The relationship of 

numbers shows the relation
ship among these qualities 

(III 78,17-V 8,6). 

GUIDE TO THE PARALLELS 

IO. They have not yet 

become visible ( omitted by 

Eug-V). The difference 

between what comes from 

perishableness and imperish

ableness. Ignorance of this 

brings death (III 73,16-74,7). 

12. The way to true

knowledge: go from visible

to invisible with the aid of
Thought (III 74,14-19).

14. Distinction between

Forefather and Father. Self

begotten F arh£r appears (III

74,20-75,12).

Revealing of the Generation 

over Whom There is No 

Kingdom. Rejoicing over 

Unbegotten Father (lll 

75, 12-76, IO). 

16. Revealing of Immortal

Man (III 76,14-77,2). 

18. First appearance of 

names; creation of aeon for 

Immonal Man and the grant

ing of authority (Ill 

77,9-78,5).

Immortal Man's mental qual

ities (III 78.5-9). 

The hierarchical differences 

among these qualities (Ill 

78,9-17). 

9. Thomas asks why these
came to be (W 96,14-21).

Response: ··Because of his 

mercy and love" (III 

96,21-97,16). 

l l. Mary asks how "we" will

know that (Ill 98,9-12).

15. Matthew asks how Man

was revealed (Ill 100,16-21)

17. Role of Immortal Man in

salvation; his consort (lli

101,9-19).



21. Rejoicing in Immortal
Man's kingdom (V 8,18-30).

23. The multitude of angels
are lights (III 81,3-10).

27. Revealing of the six spir
itual powers by Savior (who
then are identified as twelve
by counting the consorts), 
and those that came from
them. Antetypes of our aeon
are provided by these and
earlier revelations {Ill
82,7--84,11). 

29. Creation of heavens and
firmaments in these aeons (Ill
84, 17-85.6).

GUIDE TO THE PARALLELS 

20. The coming to appear
ance of other things from 
these qualities (V 8,6-18). 

22. Revealing of First

begollen (Begeller) Son of

Man and his Sophia (V 
8,31-m 81,3). 

24. Son is called Adam. 

Rejoicing in the kingdom of
Son of Man (Ill 81,10-21).

26. Revealing of Savior, 

Begetter of All Things, and
his Sophia (III 81,21--82,6).

28. Creation by All 
("Self'-BG) Begetter of 
twelve aeons for the twelve
angels (III 84. l 2-17).

30. Summary statement;
defect of femaleness appears
(III 85,6-9).

32. Description of aeons:
(Eug-V has four aeons; 
Eug-111 and SIC have three.
The order differs between
Eug and SJC [III 85, 9-21 ]).

33 

21. Bartholomew asks 
whether the Son is related to
Man or Son of Man cm
103,22-104,6).

Identified as Christ 

23. Disciples request more 
details about Man cm
105,3-11 ). 

Additional material 

25. The savior is the revealer
(III l 06,5-9). 

Disciples ask how those who 
truly exist came to the world 
(Ill 106,9-15). 

27. Saving work of the 
savior (Ill 106.24-108,16).

Thomas asks how many are 
the aeons that surpass the 
heavens (Ill 108,16-23). 

31. Thomas asks how many 
are the aeons of the immor
tals (BG 107,13-108,l).
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34. Conclusion: Words of 

Eugnostos are to be accepted

(preserved) until one who

need not be taught comes (III

90,4-ll ).

GUIDE TO THE PARALLELS 

Description of the revealing 
of the Eighth ("Sevenrh" 

SJC) by Immortal Man, with 

aeons, powers and kingdoms; 
the naming of aeons (III 

85, 21-86, I 6). 

Designation of the third aeon 

as "Assembly" (III 

86, 16--87, 9). 

Assembly and his consort 

begin the engendering that 

leads to the revealing of all 

the immortals (111 87,9-88,3) 

Authority of immortals 

comes from Immortal Man 

and Sophia. Immortals use it 

to provide themselves with 

domains and retinue (III 

88,3-89,6). 

From this area come the types 

of subsequent aeons and 

worlds (III 89,6-15). 

General rejoicing by all 

natures (III 89,15-90,3). 

33. (Inserted at III 88,21)

The Apostles ask about those 

in the aeons (III 

II 2, 19-ll 3, 2).

34. Reason for the revelation

(III II 4,5-8).

35. Mary asks where the dis

ciples came from, where they

are going and what they

should do in the world (III

114,8-12).

The coming into the lower 

regions of the drop from the 

Light (III 114,12-BG 

I 19,16). 

Development of psychic man 

(BG l l9.l7-l2l.13). 

Coming of the savior and his 

work (BG 121,13--Ill 118,3). 

Commissioning of disciples 

(Ill 118,3--119,8 ). 

Disappearance of the savior 

and beginning of disciples' 

mission (III 119,8-17). 



THE PARALLEL TEXTS 

Please note: A new page of Coptic text always begins at the left margin 
of a line marked by a Coptic page number. It is not otherwise indicated. 
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[q) 

NHC III 90,14--91,9 

TCOcf)IA NIHC TTE:XPC MNN 15cA

TPE:QTUlOYN E:BO� ZN 

NE:ITMOOYT 

NE:P£TTE:QMNTCNOI oyc 

MMA8HTHC MN CAcgqE: I NCZIME: 

MA8HTE:yE: NAQ E:IAYE:1 

E:TrA�l�AIA E:XM TTTOOY 

ecga. yMoyTE: epoq XE: MA NTH I 

z1 pa.cg£ NTE:poycwoyz 

z1o y1cort E:yATTOPI £TB£ 

TZYTTOCTA 1c1c MTTTHPQ " MN 

TOIKONOMIA 5 MN TE:TTPONOIA 

E:TOYAAB" MN I TAPE:TH 

NNE:3oyc1a. a.yw E:TBE: I zwe NIM 

E:TE:PE:TTCWTHP E:IPE: I MMOOY 

NMMAY ZM nMyCTHlp1ON 

[90] The Sophia of Jesus Christ. After 15

he rose from the I dead, his twelve I
disciples and seven I women
continued to be his followers and I
went to Galilee onto the mountain

91 called "Divination I and Joy." When 
they gathered together I and were 
perplexed about the underlying 
reality I of the universe and the plan 

and 5 the holy providence and I the 
power of the authorities and about I 
everything that the Savior is doing I 

with them in the secret I of the holy 

BG 77,8-78,10 

TCOcf)IA Nie TTE:XC I MNNC A  

NTPE:QTwoy IO E:8O� ZN 

NE:TMOO Y T  I NTE:POYE:I N61 

TTE:QIMNTCNooyc 

MMa.eHITHC MN ca.cgqe Ncz"ilME: 

E:TE: NE:yMAeH I5TE:yE: NAQ E:zpa."i 

E:Tra.1�1�a.1a. ZM nTooy E:T£ 

cga.yMoyTE: epoq xe MilTH z1 

pa.cg£ eya. nopI oy I E:TBE: 

eynocT a.cIc MI TTTHPQ MN 

TOIKONOMI 5a. MN T£TTPONOIA 

E:TOYIAAB MN TAPE:TH 

NN£13oyc1a. E:TBE: zwe NIM I 

E:TE:PE:TTCWTHP £IP£ MI MA y 

NMMa.y MMyCTHPI 10oN 

The Sophia of Jesus Christ. I After 

he rose 10 from the dead, I when his 
I twelve disciples I and seven 
women I who continued to be his 
followers 15 went up to Galilee I
onto the mountain 
called "Divination I and Joy" and 
were accordingly perplexed I about 
the underlying reality I of the 
universe and the plan s and the holy 
providence I and the power of the 
authorities, I about everything I that 
the Savior is doing with them, the 
secrets 10 of 

SJC-III: 

91,1 Preceding this line, MS has a short line of decoration with a paragraphus cum 

corone just below in the left margin. 

91,1-2 See endnote 1. 

91,2 Corr.: second e for erased o. 

SJC-BG: 

78,1-2 See endnote 1. 

78,10 Corr.: M is marked out after ON. 

oz 

O H  

77 
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NHCV NHCIII 
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NHC III 91,9-24 

NTOIKONOMIA E:TOYAAB' IO 

AI.IOYWNZ NCS I ncwTHP ZN 

T£Cll<!10Prt 'E:N" MMOPcl>H A��A 
zM nE:l�NAZOPATON" 
neqE:INE: AE: I N&E: tiioyNoc; 

NAfre�oc tiiTE: noyloE:1N 

neqcMot AE: NNA(!1 (11A 15.x.e 

E:PO<l NNE:(11 CAP3 NIM 

£(!1A<C>IMoy (!10nij E:poc A��A 
oyCAP3 I NKA&APON NTE:�E:ION 
N&E: I NTAqTCABON epoq z1.x.M 

nToloy E: (!1AyMOYTE: epoq .X.E: 20 

OA N.X.OE:lt ZN TrA�l� AIA. AYW 

I TTE:.X.Aq XE: tPHNH NHTN tlPHNH 

E:TE: TCl.lE:1 TE: tt MMOC j NHTN 

AYP (!10HP£ THpoy· I a.yw a.yp 

ZOTE:" TTCCl.lTHP Aij 

plan, 10 the Savior appeared, not in

his I previous form, but in the I 

invisible spirit And his likeness I 

resembles a great angel of light. I 

But his resemblance I must not 
describe. 15 No mortal flesh I could

endure it, but only I pure (and) 

perfect flesh like I that which he 

taught us about on the mountain I 
called 20 "Of Olives" in Galilee. 
And I he said: "Peace be to you (pl.)! 

My peace I I give I to you!" And 
they all marveled I and were afraid. 
The Savior 

SJC-III: 

BG 78,10-79,14 

NTOIKONOMIA E:ITOyAAB AyW 
AqoywNz I epooy Ncs1 ncwTHP 
ZN I TE:ij(!10PTT MMOPcl>H A I A��A 
ZPA"i lM OIAlOPATO l5 Mom" 
nE:qE:1NE: AE: NE: I nE:1NE: ne 

NNoyNocs NIArre�oc NTE: 
noyOE:IN 

TTE:qCMOT AE: NA(!1 I (!1A.X.E: E:POij 

MN oyCAP3 I E:(!1ACMoy NA(!1 

TwoyN I za.poq A��A oycAP3 

NKA 5eApON NTE:�1oc NTE:ql zE: 

NTAqTCABON £PC?ll I z"i nTooy 

E:T£(!1A yMoy IT E: E:poq .x.e n A 

N{T}.x.0E:1T I nE: ZN TrA�l� AIA 

TTE:.X.Aij IO .X.E: tPHNH NHTN tPHINH 

£TE: TW"i TE: tt MMO'C" I NHTN 

AYW AYP (!1TTHPE: I THPOY AYP 

ZOTE: ATTCWITHP 

the holy plan, I then the Savior 

appeared I to them, not in I his 

previous form I but in the invisible 
15 spirit. And his likeness was I the

likeness of a great I angel of light 

But his resemblance I must not I 

describe. No mortal flesh I could 

endure I it, but only pure 5 (and) 

perfect flesh like his, I which he 

taught us about I on the mountain 
called I "Of Olives" I in Galilee. He 

said: '° "Peace be to you (pl.)! My 

peace I I give I to you!" And they 
all marveled I and were afraid. The 

Savior I 

91, 15 MS has q (incorrect gender-noted by T-S). 

oe 

79 
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NHCV 1,1-3 

[.i] [eyrNWCTOC N]Nl<g [HPE: ... ]A I 
[ 8±] MN N�[ .. ] �TE: I [ 7±]. ("]

XAIPE: ["] 

[l] [Eugnostos, to] the [ sons ... ] I
[ ... ]andthe[ ... ]I [ ... ]
Greetings!

Eug-V: 

1, 1 Stroke over N is partially visible in MS. 

NHC III 70,1-3 

eyrNWCTOC TIMAKAPIOC 
NNE:jTE: Noyq NE: XE: PA<g£ ZN 
NE:jE:I' 

Eugnostos, the Blessed, to those I 
who are his. Rejoice in this, I 

"Sons": Here and elsewhere CVHPE could also be translated "children" ("child," 
when CVHPE is in the sing.). 

1,1-2 If the word AreNNHTOC appeared elsewhere in the tractate or indeed the 
codex, it would be tempting to restore NICV [Hpe Mm ]a. I [reNNHToc ], "the sons 
[of]l[Unbegotten]," on the basis of5,7-8. 

Eug-ill: 

70,2 Corr.: second Ne for partly erased Noyq (dittography?). 
"This": lit. "these," the Coptic of which is probably a too literal rendering of a 
Greek neuter pl. demonstrative, which is often used to refer to a singular thing 
(Smyth: sec. 1003) (so rendered by K & Tr); see also BG 120,14. 

70,2-3 Bellet proposes that ZN Nee1 (incorrectly transcribed as zNNa.1 by him) 
equals zNa.1 and should be translated, "It is pleasing to me that you know .... " 
PA'l,)E might then be taken as rendering the Greek :xaipE, "Greetings." Thus the 
initial statement would be essentially the same as the parr. (without :xaipE in SJC) 

(57). Attractive as that is, it is probably an impossible reading of the text as it 
stands, since zNa."' does not appear to be found elsewhere with the N geminated, or 
with a stroke over the N. Also the scribe has placed a stop betwen ZN Nee1 and 
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NHC III 92,1-7 BG 79,14-80,4 

CWBE: nE:XA(I NAY 15 XE: E:TBE: oy 
TE:TMME:IE: YE: H E:TBE: oy 
TE:TNIAnop1 H £TE:TNQ11NE: I 
NCA oy nexa.q N61 cf>1�m1noc 

ewe£ nE:XAq NAY XE: E:TBE: oy I

TE:TNME:OyE: TE:TNAITOPE:I. I

£T£TNQ11NE: NCA oy nexe I

cl>1�1rtnoc XE: E:TBE:
eyno5CTAC� MITTHpij"MN
TOIKOINOMIA. ncwTHP nE:XAij
NAY I XE:

E:TBE: eynocTa.c1c I MnTHP'I MN n 

To1KolNoM1A MncwTHP I nexAq 

92 laughed and said to them: "What I 
are you thinking about? (Why) are 
you perplexed? I What are you 
searching for?" I Philip said: "For 
the underlying reality 5 of the 
universe and the plan." I The Savior 
said to them: 

SJC-III: 

XE: 

laughed and said to them: 15 "What 
are you thinking about? I What are 
you I perplexed about? What are 
you searching I for?" Philip said: 
"For the underlying reality I of the 
universe and the plan I of the 
Savior." I He said: 

92,1 There is a drop of ink above n in a position that suggests it was not intentionally 
placed there. Other random drops are found in the MS, e.g., 92,10 and 14: 
94,12-13 (rt. margin). 

SIC-BG: 

79,19 MS has a paragraphus in the right margin next to noc. 

(Eug- III continued) 

t:TPt:TN EIME , indicating that he probably understood the passage as it is rendered 
in my translation. Contrary to Bellet's assertion, the Coptic as it stands makes 
sense grammatically. The infinitive here (ETPETNEIME) is not causative and 
dependent, but rather purely nominal, in apposition to NEEi . It is possible, to be 
sure, that errors were made in the course of transmission and that the original text 
was closer to the parr. 

80 
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NHCV 1,3-17 

toywcg I [eTeT]N�[Me] xe 
�pw�[e] THPOY N5[.xno] 
�TT�[A]Z XIN NTKA[T]ABO�H
Nl[Te m]�ocMoc cgA zoyN
�tNoy cel�[IN ]e NCA TTNOyTe
xe NIM ne· I H [oy]�cg MMINE:
ne· A yw MTTOYl6NTij• NetMeye
AE: E:B�� NZH 10Toy xe Z£NCAB£
Ne eBo� zM m lpo[o]ycg NT£
mKq [c ]M[o ]c· NH eTe I TMe
cgoort NZl:ITOY AN" mTezo I rAP
epATq NTe i:r[1 ]�1wN <gAy.xooq I
l'icgoMNt NCMo'f ee[o�]
ZI TC?C?TOY 15 £TB£ TTA ·; NCE:t
M�T� [MN] NE:[y]IE:PHOY AN"
A ye;>[ 8± ]ro I . [ .. ] -:-. [ 9± ]." 

I want I [you to know] that all men. 
who are 5 [born] of the [earth], from 
the foundation of I [the] world until 
now I [inquire] about God, who he is 
I and what he is like, and they have 
not I found him. And those of them 
who think 10 they are wise. 
(speculating) from the I care (taken) 
of the world, I have no truth in them! 
For I the ordering of the aeon is 
spoken of I in three ways by them, 15 
(and) hence they do not agree [with] 
each other. I [ ... ] I [ ... ]. For I 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 70,3-17 

£TPE:TN E:IME: xe PWME: NIM 
NTAy.x.nooy .X.N NTKATABO�H 5 

MTTKOCMOC cga. T£Noy ceo I 
N<gms eycg1Ne NCA TTNOYITe 
.x.e NIM ne H oyecg NZ£ ne I 
Mnoyze epoq NCABeeye 
E:TNIZHToy Nzoyo eBo� ZN 
T AIOIKH 10c1c MTTKOCMOC AYt 
TANTN I eTMHe AYW 
MTT£TTTANTN TAIZE: TMH£ 
T A1O1KHc1c NrAp I cgAycgAxe 
epoc N<gOMTE: Nl61NcgA.x. e 
E:BO� ZITOO TOY 
N 15Ne4>1� ococf)oc THPOY eTBe I 
TTA0i NCE:CyMcf)WN£1 AN ZO£1 INE: 

that you know that all men I born 
from the foundation 5 of the world 
until now are I dust. While they 
have inquired about God, I who he is 
and what he is like, I they have not 
found him. The wisest I among 
them have speculated about the truth 
from the ordering 10 of the world. I 
And the speculation has not reached 
I the truth. For the ordering I is 
spoken of in three (different) 
opinions I by 15 all the philosophers, 
(and) hence I they do not agree. For 
some I of 

1,4 First and second superlinear strokes are in lacuna. 

1,5 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

1,9 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

1,10 Between the last two letters MS has space with ink marks. The scribe apparently 

attempted to use the space but found he could not because of imperfections in the 

sheet. 
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NHC Ill 92,7-22 

tOYW'Y £TPE:TNE:IME: I XE: 

;;ipwME: THPOY NTAyxTToloy 

E:TTKAZ 0 XIN TKATA BO�H 

M JOTTKOCMOC <yA T£Noy £yo I 

N(YZl6 E:y<ylNE: NCA TTNOYIT£ 
x£ NIM n£ Ayw oyA<y MIMIN£ 

n£ Mnoyz£ £POI.I NICAB££ Y£ .A£ 
;;iz oyo £TNZH 15Toy £Bo � Z N  

T .AIOIKHCIC MITTKOCMOC MN 

OKIM Ayt I TANTN 
MTT£TTE:YTANTN .Af; TAIZE: TMHE: 0 

T .AIOIKHCIC rAp <yAYl'YAXE: 

E:POC N<yOMNT NZ£ 20 E:yAr E: 

MMOC z1TN N£cl>1�O1co4>oc 

THpoy· £TB£ TTA
0

i 

NC£1 CYMcl>WN£1 A N" ZOE:IN rAp 

I "I want you to know I that all men 
born I on earth from the foundation 

of 10 the world until now, being I 

dust, while they have inquired about 

God, I who he is and what he I is 

like, have not found him. Now the I 

wisest among 15 them have

speculated from the ordering of I the 

world and (its) movement. I But 
their speculation has not reached I 
the truth. For it I is said that the 
ordering is directed in three ways 20

by all the philosophers, I (and) hence 

they do not I agree. For some of I 

BG 80,4-81,5 

toyw<y 5 E:TPE:TNE:IME: THPTN I 
£N£NTA y XTTOOy £TT I KA Z XIN 

TKATABO�H I MTTKOCMOC (YA 

TE:IN OY E:yME:E:y E: £y<y1 ION£ 

NCA TTNOYTE: XE: NIM I TT£ H 

oya.<y NZ£ TT£ I MTToyz£ E:Poq 
NCABf; , .A£ E:TNZHToy r x£ > 

£BO� I ZN T .AIOIKHCIC 

MTTKo 15cMoc MN TTKIM AYt I 

TONTN TTE:yTONTN I A£ 

MTTE:(jTAZE: TM£ I T.AIOIKHCIC 

rAp <yAy 

x o oc E:poc X£ coyArE: I MMOC 

N<yOMNT£ NZ£ I z"iTN 

N14>1�oco4>oc THIPOY £TB£ TTA"i 

NCE:cyM 54>WNI AN Z0
°
iN ra.p 

"I want 5 you all to know I that those 

who have been born I on earth from 

the foundation I of the world until 

now, I while they have thought to 

inquire 10 about God, who I he is and 

what he is like, I have not found him. 

Now the wisest I among them have 

speculated from I the ordering of the 

world 15 and (its) movement. I But

their speculation I has not reached 
the truth. I For it is said 

that the ordering is directed I in three 

ways I by all the philosophers, I 

(and) hence they do not agree. 5 For 

nA 

81 
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NHC V l,17-24 

�<;>)"NE: I rAP ee[o� NZHToy 
cexw MM]c;>c I x[e o]yfi[NX TI£ 
ZITOOTq] oyA[A]'I" 20 

�[NK]c;>[oyE: XE: E:TA]qcgwTI�
[z]Al[TN OYTIPONOIA ·] �,:,Kooy£
�[E:] I [E:TAq<gWTIE: ZATN
oy ]z"i MAPM� I [NH" Ayw �A AY
NN]A °( MTIE:<jX [1] I [£TM£"

some [ of them say] I that [it is spirit 
by] itself. 20 [Others, that] it was 
[subject to] I [providence]. Others, 
[that] I [it was subject to] fate. I 
[But] none [of] these has attained I 
[the truth. 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 70,17-71,1 

NrAp NZHTOY cexw MMOC I
£TIKocMoc xe NTAya.re MMoq I
ZITOO T<j MMIN MMO(f 

Z£N2°KoOyE: XE: OYTIPONOIA TE:" 
Z£NIKooye xe oyTIE:THri ecgwne 
I TI£ Ayw oyoN NNA.i AN NE: I
T<gOMTE: ISE: NCMH NTAE:IP I <gPTT 
Nxooy MN oyi'i MMooy 
HTT E:TMHE:. 

them say I abo�� the world that it 
was directed I by itself. Others 20 

that it is providence (that directs it). I 
Others, that it is fate. I But it is none 
of these. I Again, of the three voices 
I have just I mentioned, none 
is true. 

1,19 x: see Emmel, 1979: 182. First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. See note to 

SJC-BG par. 

Eug-lll: 

70,21 "fate": see endnote 2. 
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THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 45 

NHC III 92,22-93,8 

NIZHTOY CE:XW MMOC 

enKo I cMoc xe E:yArE: MMoq 

ZITO 

oTij MMIN MMoq ZE:NKooy[e] I 
.AE: XE: OyTTPONOIA TE:" 

zE:NKOloye AE: xe oyTTE:THrt 

ecgwne I TTE: a.yw ii:ioyoN NNA"i 
AN NE: 5 T<gOMTE: 6£ NCMH
NTAE:IP I cgprt ii:ixooy MMN oye1 
MIMOOY ZHN £TMHE: H E:BO� 
z1ITN pwME:" 

them say about the world I that it is 
directed by itself. 
Others, I that it is providence (that 
directs it). Others, I that it is fate. I 

But it is none of these. 5 Again, of 
the three voices I have I just 
mentioned, none I is close to the 
truth, and ( they are) from I man. 

SJC-III: 

92,24-25 See note to SJC-BG par. 

BG81,5-17 

NZHITOY CE:XW MMOC XE: 
oylTTNA eqoyAAB TT£ z"iToloTq 
MMIN MMOij ZNKOIOYE: AE: XE: 
OYTTPONOIA lO TE: ZNKOOyE: .AE: 
XE: OYITE:0ONT TE: AYW OYA 
NINA"i AN TTE: TE:E:l<gOMTE: I 6£ 
NCMH NTAyxooy Nlcgopn eeo� 
z"iTN NPWME: 15 NTAyxnooy
E:TTKAZ MN I oyoN MMooy eeo� 
ZN TIMHE: 

some of I them say that I it is pure 
spirit by itself. I Others, I that it is 
providence (that directs it). 10 

Others, that it is I fate. But it is none 
of I these. Again, these three I 
voices that have just been mentioned 
I are from men 15 who have been
born on the earth; I none of them is 
of the I truth. 

92,24 Corr.: an erased superlinear stroke above TO. 

93,3 "fate": see endnote 2. 

93,8 Alt.: <N>PWMe, "from <the> men" (T-S); K has "through men." 

SJC-BG: 

81, 7 "pure": "holy" (T-S). The Coptic can mean either. The T-S choice is based on 
the assumption that "the translator of BG took a form of ayetv for aytov 
nv(Euµ)a." That seems unlikely in view of the probable reconstruction of V 1,19. 
That the world is, in some sense, (pure) spirit and is directed by it was Stoic doc
trine (see TDNT [6], 1968: 354-56 [Kleinknecht]). The parallels in Eug-III and 
SJC-III appear to reflect the Epicurean view that there is no directing power. Since 
the text earlier says that these three opinions are different, and "pure spirit," here, 
is, in essence, the same as providence, which is the next view, the readings in 
Eug-III and SJC-III are probably to be preferred. 

81,10---11 "fate": see endnote 2. 



46 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 1,24-2,4 

9± ]cg[. ]TTE:. 25 [ 13±]. N[ .. ]

(7± lines lacking) 

[e] M[ 7± ]e M[ 12±] I m.[_
ne]TE: oyi:i [cy60M 6£ MMO(j
E:E:I] I E:JJ[N]c;>yTe NTE: [TME:
£BOA ZITN] I KE:CM"! [N)C,UOA

•.• ] 25 [ ..• ] I (7± lines lacking). 

[2] [ ... ] I [ ... ] Whoever, then, [is
able to come] I to the God of [ truth
by means of] I another voice,

Eug-III: 

NHCID71,l-8 

TTE:TE:BOA ra.p ZITO!O Tq MMIN 

MMoq oye1oc eqlcyoye1i ne 
qJAijAAij TE:TTPO jNOIA 

oyMNTCO6 TE: TE:TZa.Ni 5 

oy<£1 E:> ME:CE:C8ANE: TE:"

TTE:TE: OYN cgJt;OM 6"E: MMOij E:E:I

E:ZOYN MTTJBOA NTE:E:lqJOMTE: 

NCMH NTaJE:1cypn Nll.ooy NqE:1 

For whatever is from itself I is an 
empty I life; it is self-made. 
Providence I is foolish. (And) fate 5 
is an undiscerning thing. 
Whoever, then, is able I to get free 
of I these three voices I I have just 
mentioned and 

71,3 '!ja.qa.a.q "it is self-made": translation omitted by K & Tr (text is not emended 
by Tr). 

71,4 "fate": see endnote 2. 

71,5 T-S emends oy<ete e>, but elsewhere in Eug-III and SJC-III only oyei is
found. "is ... thing": "is something that is not known" (K [by an emendation?].
followed by Tr, who does not emend the line). 

71,6 "to get free of' (similarly, Tr): less likely, "penetrate to the solutions (sic) of' 
(K). 
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NHC III 93,8-16 

a.NOi< .6.£ NTA£1£1 £!BOA ZM 
noyo£1N NATI£PANTON IO t 
MTI££�A"ANO1<ra.rtcooyNI 
MMOll X£ ££1£X (I) NHTN 
NTAIKPIBIA NTMH£" 
n£T£ oy£BOA I ZITOO Tq MMIN 
MMOll oyB1oc I £qcooc.i 
neT£(!1AllAAll . T£TIPO 15NOIA MN 
MNTCABH NZHTC T£1TZANt A£ 
M£C£C8AN£" 

But I, who came I from Infinite 

Light, 10 I am here-for I know him 
(Light)- I that I might speak to you 

about the precise nature I of the 

truth. 

For whatever is from I itself is a 
polluted life; I it is self-made. 

Providence 15 has no wisdom in it. 
And I fate does not discern. 

SJC-III: 

93,16 "fate"; see endnote 2. 

SJC-BG: 

82,7 "fate": see endnote 2. 

BG 81,17-82,9 

A.NOi< A£ NTAi°£1 £!BOA ZM 
mo yol"N NATAfPHXll A.NOi< 
£TCOOyN 
MMO(l XE: ££1£TAM€ I THyTN 
£TAKPIB£1A NTIMH£ 
n£T£ oyeBOA ra.p I z"iTooTq 
MMIN MMOll. S TI£ oyBIOC 
£qzooy n£T£ I <9<A q>a.a.q 
T£ { T }npONOIA oy I Acoct>oN A£ 
T£ T£80NT I A£ OY£1£ 
£MACAIC8AN£ I TE: 

But I came I from Infinite Light- I I 
know him (Light)-

nB 

that I might instruct I you about the 82 
precise nature of the I truth. 

For whatever I is from itself s is a 

wicked life; it is self-made. I And 

providence I lacks wisdom. And 

fate I is an undiscerning thing. 



48 EUONOSTOS 

NHCV2,4-8 

NT[E:'i<9]0M[TE: NCMH] 5 
en.yxc;,[o]y· qNAPCyf-:iel>W[NI 
No]yloN NIM 
E:TBHHTij• 

Ayw q£ N[NATMoy·) I £YATMOY 
.A£ TIE: £q<9oort [ziii TM)l:.IT[E: 
N)IZE:NPWME: E:yMooy't·

different from these [three voices] 5 

that have been mentioned, he will 
agree [in) I everything concerning 
him, 

and he is [immortal.] I But, although 
he is immortal, he dwells [in the 
midst of] I mortal men. 

Eug-III: 

71,9 "to confess": "and reveal" (K & Tr). 

NHC III 71,8-13 

E:zoyN z1 ITiii K.E:CMH iiiqoywNz 
£BOA. MTI 10NOYTE: NTAA.H8E:IA 
iiiqcyMcl>w IN1 iiioyoN NIM 
E:TBHTij 

TIAl' oylA8ANAToc TIE: £q<9oori 
ziii TMHITE: NNPWME: E:(YAyMoy 

come by means I of another voice to 
confess the 10 God of truth and agree 
I in everything concerning him, 

he is I immortal, dwelling in the 
midst I of mortal men. 
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NHC III 93,16-94,l 

NTWI TN IS£ NE:TCTO NHTN 

ecooyN I ayw NE:TMTI<ga 

MTICOOYN I C£NAt NAY NNH £T£ 

;;;inoy 20xnooy £BOA lN 

TE:CTIOPA NT£fTPIBH £T.XAlM" 

A.AAA lM TI£lOYl£11 

e<T>AYTNNOOyq·.xe 

TIA.i rap I oyaeANAToc TI£ lN 

TMHT£ NIPPWM£ £T£<gAyMoy· 

ne.xaq· 
NAij N15'1 MA88AIOC .X£ O.X0£1C 

But to you I it is given to know; I 
and whoever is worthy of knowledge 
I will receive (it), whoever has not 
been 20 begotten by the sowing of I
unclean rubbing but by First I Who 
Was Sent, 
for I he is an immortal in the midst 
of I mortal men." 
Matthew said 

BG 82,9-83,1 

NTWTN A€ TIE:TCTO NH 10TN 

£COOyN MN NE:TMjTI<gA NCOOyN 

C£NATAjA C NAY NA)" £T£ 

MTIOyf.XTIOOy £BOA lN 

T£CTIO IPA NT£TPIBH £T.XAlM£ IS 

AA.AA £BOA lM TI£lOy"iT I 

NTAyTNNOOyq .X£ 

TIA.i I rap oyATMoy TI£ lN 

TMHfTE: NN£TE: <gAyMOy NP WIM£ 

TI£.XAq NAq NIS I MA 

e a1oc .xe TI£Xc 

I But to you it is given 10 to know; 
and whoever is I worthy of knowing 
will receive I it, whoever has not 
been I begotten by the sowing I of 
unclean rubbing IS but by First I 
Who Was Sent, for I he is an 
immortal in the midst I of mortal 
men." 
I Matthew said to him: 

(9)4 to him: "Lord, "Christ, 

SJC-Ill: 

93,16-19 "But ... receive (it)": "To you is given to know, and to those who are 
worthy of knowledge. It will be given" (K). 

93,22 MS has e (error noted by T-S). 

SJC-BG: 

82,9-12 "But ... it": "But to you it is given to know, and to those who are worthy to 
know. It will be given to" (T-S). 

82,9 MS has the last two letters in ligature. 

82,19 MS has a paragraphus cum corone in the left margin and a large diple after Me. 
The diple seems intended to show the place of the major division. 

Tir 

83 



so EUONOSTOS 

NHCV2,8-13 

n1:1 [oy )N £1'I'!1oort Noyoe:1<9 
NIM. £YA[1')'!1AX£ IO MMOlj IT£ 
MnoycoywNij Nis1 Z£NAPXH I MN 
Z£N£:SoyctA. oyT£ NH £1'T�['!1·] 
I oyTe: [ci,)y�1c NIM· £tMH.[T1 
e:qe:]p�[e:] I NAll oya.a.q· 

[Now He] Who Always Is, I being 

ineffable, 10 no principles or

authorities I knew him-neither 

those who {ordain] I nor any 

creature-except [he (alone) knew] I 
himself. 

Eug-III: 

71,15 "principle": "power" (K). 

NHC III 71,13-18 

ne:i-1'!1oori oya.T<9A.x.£ e:poq ne· 
M 15n£APXH coywNq 
Mne:e::soy1c1a. Mne:zynoTArH 
Mn£Cl)yc1c I NIM xiii 
NTIC.ATABOA.H MTIIC.OCMOC I 
E:IMHTI NTOlj oya.a.q· 

He Who I Is is ineffable. 15 No
principle knew him, no authority, I 
no subjection, nor any creature I 
from the foundation of the world, I 

except he alone. 
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NHC III 94,2-13 

I MMN >..A AY NA.(9 6N TMH£" 

£1 IMHTI £80>.. ZITOOTK' 

MATA.MON I 6£ £TMH£" ncWTHP 
neXAI.I X£ 

5 n£T(900rt oyAT(9AX£ £POI.I TI£ 

I MTI£APXH coyc.oNq 

MTI££30YICIA MTI£ZYTIOTAfH 
i,:1necf)y 1c1c NIM XIN 

NTKATA.80>..H MITIKOCMOC (9A 

T£NOY £1MHTI IO NTOl.j OYA AT(j" 
MN TI£T£ZNAl.j I €6<.0>.. rt NAl.j 

e80>.. z1To0Tij• I nal· £T£ 
oye80>.. ZM nezoylert 

NOy0£1N . JUN NT£NOY 

I no one can find the truth except I 
through you. Therefore teach us I 

the truth." The Savior said: 

s "He Who Is is ineffable. I No 

principle knew him, no authority, I 
no subjection, nor any creature I 
from the foundation of I the world 

until now, except 10 himself alone 

and anyone to whom he wants I to 

make revelation through him I who 
is from First I Light. From now on 

SJC-III: 

BG83,l-17 

MN >..AIAY NA.(9 Z£ £TM£ £1MHTI 
I £80>.. zl°TOOTK MATA.MO I 6£ 
€TMH£ TI£XAl.j N 561 TICWTHP 
<X£> 

neT<9oon I ma T(9AXE: epoq 

E:T<9olon E:MneapxH coyc.oN(j I 

E:MTIE:E:30 ye IA oyTE: 

MlnezynoTarH oyTE: Mne 106oM 

oyTe Mnecf)yc1c I XIN 

TKATA.80>..H MTIKOICMOC 

coyc.oN(j <9A TE:INoy E:IMHTI 

NTOl.j OYA.IA.I.I 

ayw MN TIE:TE:ZNAl.j E: !Seo>.. 

zl°TOOT TI£NT Al.j€1 I E:BO>.. ZM 

nezoye1T NOYlol"N XIN TE:Noy 

no one I can find the truth except I 

through you. Therefore teach us I 

the truth." The Savior said: 
5 "He Who Is, I the ineffable one

who exists, I no principle knew him, 
I no authority. nor did I subjection 10 

or power or creature I from the 

foundation of the world know him I 

until now, I except himself alone 
I and anyone whom he wants (to 

know him) 15 through me, who came

I from First Light. I From now on 

94,11 Alt.: ZITOOT , "through me" (T-S [see BG par.], followed by K). 

94,13 The sentence that follows this line in BG (83,17-19) may have been acciden
tally omitted here. However, the text makes sense without it. 

SJC-BG: 

83,4 MS has a large diple after the second word. 

83,14 neTE:ZNa.q: + <E:6WA.n Na.q>, "and whomever he wants <to make revelation 
to> through me" (T-S). 



52 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 2,13-17 

TIH rap £TMM� y £M� I

MNi'NOyT� [e:]xoHf oy<9A E:NE:Z 
TI[£"] 15 £y(!1A £N£Z I)'�["] 
M£lj<9Wrt £POll Ne;>[ y 11 XTIO" 
�[y]�i'MICI A£ TI£ <q£>NNA1't 
[£IN£ J I £PO[ll" 

For since no divinity is over him, I 
he is eternal. 15 Being eternal, he
does not experience I birth. And 
being unbegotten, <he is> without 
[likeness.] 

Eug-111: 

71,2 l Corr.: first q for an erasure. 

NHC III 71,18-72,3 

TI£TMMAY I rap oya.eaNa.Toc 
TIE: oy<9A ANH 20�e: TI£ E:MNTE:lj 
XTIO oyo N  rap I �IM £TE: 
oyNTAq XTio qNATAKo I

c;,yar£NNHTOC TI£ E:MNTi:j APXH I

oyAN rap NIM £TE: oyNTAlj 
apxH I oyNTAq ZAH" MMN }\.AAY 
APXI £ 
xwq MMNTa.q PAN TI£T£ oyN!Ti:j 
PAN rap TICWNT NK£oya I Tie 

For he I is immortal and eternal, 20 

having no birth; for everyone I who 
has birth will perish. I He is 
unbegotten, having no beginning; I 
for everyone who has a beginning I 
has an end. No one rules 
over him. He has no name; for 11 
whoever has I a name is the creation 
of another. I He 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 53 

NHC III 94,14-24 

1 .ANO"- TINOIS NCOJTHP • 

TIE:TM ISM.A y r.Ap oy.A 1'Moy TIE: 

oyQ1A I E:NE:Z TIE:" oy(!1.A E:NE:Z A£ 

If£ I E:MNT.All XTIO oyoN rAP NIM 

£IT£ oyNT.All XTIO qNAT.AK.o· 

oyl.ArE:NNHToc TIE: E:MNTij APXH 
20 oyoN r.AP NIM £TE: oyNT.Alj 

APIXH oy NT.All Z.AH" £MN .I\..A.Ay 
APIXI E:XOJll E:MNTAll PAN TIE:TE: I 
oyNTAllPAN rAP TICOJN1' 
NIK.E:OYA OE:" 

I I am the Great Savior. 

For he 15 is immortal and eternal. I 

Now he is eternal, I having no birth; 

for everyone I who has birth will 

perish. He is unbegotten, I having 

no beginning; 20 for everyone who

has a beginning I has an end. Since 

no one rules I over him, he has no 

name; for whoever I has a name is 

the creation of I another. 

SJC-III: 

94,15 Corr.: I!) for o. 

94,20 Corr.: second p for erased x. 

SJC-BG: 

84,3 Not emended by T-S. 

84,12 MS has ncwTe, "the ransom." 

BG 83,17-84,13 

ljNA IISW.I\.TI E:PWTN £BO.I\. ZITO IOT 
.ANOK. TIE: TINOIS NCOJP 
TIE:TMMAY r.Ap oy.ATM'o"y I TIE: 
oy(!1A E:NE:Z TIE: oy I '!1A E:NE:Z A£ 
<TI£> E:MNTAll I xno MMAY 
oyON rAP S NIM £TE: oyNT.All 
XTIO) qNATAK.O TI.ATXTIO A£) 
MNTE:q APXH oyoN rAp I NIM 
£TE: oyNT.All APXH I oyNTAll 
Z.AH AyOJ MN IO ".A.Ay APXE:1 
E:XOJlj MNITE:ll PAN TIE:TE: 
oyNTAll I PAN rAp TICOJ<N>T 
NK.E:Oyl.A TIE: 

he will I make revelation to you 

through I me. 

I am the Great Savior. 

For he is immortal I and eternal. 

Now <he is> I eternal, having no ) 

birth; for everyone 5 who has birth I

will perish. And Unbegotten I has 

no beginning; for everyone I who 

has a beginning I has an end. And 

no 10 one rules over him. He has no 

I name; for whoever has I a name is 

the <creation> of another. I He 

TIA 

84 



EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 2,17-27 

£YA]1't £IN£ A£ £POI.I ne:· 
M�ql<9wrt �(poq NOYMO]fcl>H" 
[n]i-, rA p I et[<9wrt epoq
NOyMoPcl> ]H oy[cwNf] 20 N T £
K.�[oyA ne:·
..... ]�M[.] e:y. I [ .. ]· 
£N.[ 14± ]ye: I [ N]TOI.I oyAAq 
[oyiiin.q �oycMo ]T I [e: ]qe: 
NN06 e:c;,[ yoN NIM AyW 
£1.jCA]l[T]i'I E:OYON N[IM 12±] 25

[ .. Jw Aycp c 16± 1 1 [ • ]Tc 
C?Y �t[ 17± A 1']lt £IN[£ £POI.I 

19± l 

I And [being without] likeness, he 
does not I take on [form]. For 
[whoever) I [talces on form is] the 
[creation) 20 of [ another ... ] I 
[ •.. J I only he [has a resemblance] 
I [that] is greater than [everything 
and better] I than everything [ ... J 
2s [ .•• J. And [ ... ] I l - .. no] I 
likeness [ ... ] 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 72,3-14 

oyA ft P AN e:poq ne: MNT Al.I I 
MOPcj)H NPWME: TT£T£ oyNTij 5 
MOPcl>H rAp NPWM£ ncwN-f I 
NK.£oyA ne: 
OYNTAl.j" NNOYZI IA£A MMIN 

MMOl.j N8£ AN NITZIA E:A 

NT ANXITC H NT ANNA y I e;poc

Ai\.AA oyzlAE:A N(9MMW IO TE: 

E:COyATB NZOYO E:NK.A NIM I 
E:CCATl'T E:NlnTHPl.j-. £CNAY I ZI 

c'A" NIM e:ce:·iwpz MMoc I 
OYA.AC" ZI TOOTC MMIN MMOC I 
oyATAP'H"Xti ne: 

is unnameable. He has no I human 
form; for whoever has 5 human form 
is the creation I of another. 
He has his o wn semblance- I not 
like I the semblance we have 
received and seen, I but a strange 
semblance 10 that surpasses all 
things I and is better than the 
totalities. It looks I to every side and 
sees itself I from itself. I He is 
infinite; 

2,18 Corr.: first n incorporates initial ll (cf. 9,ln.). 

2,20 � could be �. Only a large dot remains immediately before the lacuna. For e 

with such a dot, see 3,13 (first e) Facsimile Edition-V. If the letter were a, one 

would expect the dot to be a bit lower. 

Eug-III: 

72,8 Corr.: second AN for an incomplete y. 

72,12 Corr.: z1c'a" for ez1ce, "It looks at every labor" (both e's are marked out; 

a seems to be in a second hand). See note to III 95,6. 
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THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 55 

NHC III 94,24-95,7 

oyNTAll A£ NOYZI 
AE:A �T[q>]q MMIN MMOll TE: Nlee 
�[TAT]E:TNNAY E:POC 'AN" H 
N8E: I NTATE:TNXITC" AAJ\.A 
oyz1A £A I N<9MMW TE: e:coyATB 
E:NIC.A S NIM A YW E:CCOTrt 
E:TITHPll" e:fcNAY ZI c{e:}'A' NIM" 
E:CE:IWPZ MMOC I ZITOO TC 
oyaaTc E:MN APHxc I 

And he has a semblance 
of his own-not like I what you have 
seen and I received, but a strange 
semblance I that surpasses all things 
5 and is better than the universe. I It 
looks to every side and sees itself I 
from itself. Since it is infinite, 

SJC-111: 

95,1-2 Lacunae so restored by T-S. 

BG 84,13-85,11 

oyaTt PAN NAll I TI£ MNTE:ll 
MOPCl>H N 15pwM£ TI£T£ oyNTAll I 
MOPCl>H rap NPWM£ I TICWNT 
NIC.E:OyA TI£ 
oylNTq oyeINe e:Tiwq M 
MIN MMOll TI£ N8£ AN I 

... -

NTATE:TNNAY H Nee 
NITAT£TNXI AAJ\.A oye:I IN£ 
N(!1MMO e:qoyoTB 5 TIE: £NIC.A NIM 
Ayw e:qf COTTI E:NITITHPll 
e:qe:I fwpz NCA ca NIM e:qNAY I 
e:poq eso.l\. z"iTooTq I MA )a.All 
oyan£PANTOC IO A£ TIE: 
oyATTAic.o A£ I ne: 

is unnameable. I He has no human 
form; 15 for whoever has I human 
form I is the creation of another. 
He has I a likeness of his own-
not like I what you have seen and I 
received, but a I strange likeness that 
surpasses 5 all things and is I better 
than the totalities. It sees I on every 
side and looks at I itself from I itself. 
And he is infinite 10 and 
imperishable. I He 

95,6 Corr.: z1c'z..' for ez1ce, "It looks at every labor"; the initial e is marked out, 
z.. is written above the next e in what may be a second hand, and that e is not

marked out. The same correction was made in the same way, and by the same 
hand, in 72,12, except that there the second e is marked out. The z.. is written over 
an erased letter, possibly itself an z... 

SJC-BG: 

85,top MS has a strip of papyrus pasted above the page number. This strip and two on 
the other side of the leaf seem designed either to restore a broken leaf or to prevent 
a weakened one from breaking further. 

TI£ 

85 



56 EUONOSTOS 

NHCV3,l-4 

(5± lines lacking) 

[f] [ ... oyMAK.API ]c;,c [TI£'
e:ya TNo ]e: 1 MMOll I [TI£' 9± ]
£BOA M[ .... ] e:yATMlce: I [TI£' 
£ya 1'<9]AX£ £PO (q TI£'] 
<9AyMoyT£ I (e:poq xe: m ]w1' 
MTIT[Hp]�· 

I (5± lines lacking) 

[3] [he is blessed. Since he is
unknowable] I [ ... being]
unbegotten (and) I [ineffable,] he is 
called I ["Father] of the Universe."

Eug-V: 

3,2 Superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-III: 

72,21 Corr.: .?t.. T<!l for partly erased .?t.. TXI. 

NHC ill 72,14-73,3 

OYA TTAZOq n£ IS OYA £ljMHN

£BOA TI£ NACl>earlToc· oya 
£MNTAq TI£lj£1N£ TI£ I 
oyaraeoc ne NA T(!11B£ 

oyATIC!1WWT TI£ oya £llMHN 

£BOA I TI£ oyMAK.A.P1oc TI£ 
oyATNo20e:1 MMOlj TI£ 
£(9AljN0£1 MIMOlj MMIN MMOq' 

oyATC!1!1Ti:i TI£' oyai'x1 15'£.XM 

NCWlj TI£ I OYTE:AE:IOC TI£ 

£MNT£lj '9(1) 
WT OYMAK. [a]r1oc TI£ o, 
NA$8AP ITOC (9Ay xooc £P0ll 

xe mwi I MTITHpq • 

he is incomprehensible. 15 He is ever 
imperishable I (and) has no likeness 
(to anything). He is I unchanging 
good. He is I faultless. He is 
everlasting. I He is blessed. He is 
unknowable, 20 while he 
(nonetheless) knows I himself. He is 
immeasurable. I He is untraceable. 
He is I perfect, having no defect. 
He is imperishably blessed. I He is 73 
called "Father I of the Universe." 
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NHC III 95,8-22 

oyA1'TAzoq ne eqMHN eeo1-· I 
oyA�8APTOC ne E:MNTAq 
neqe1 10Ne oyArAeoc ne 
eME:QQJIBE: I oyATQJWW1' ne 
oyQJA ANHZE: I ne oyMAKAp1oc 
ne E:ME:YNO 1e1e MMoq 
QJAQNOE:IE: MMoq I oyAATij 
oyATQJITq ne oyA1'15x,  .SE:XME: 

BG 85,11-86,9 

oyATTAzoq ne AYIW oyA 
eqMHN eeoA ne I Ayw MN netNe 
MMOq I oyArAeoc ne AYW 
Meq15cv,ee oyATQJTA ne ovlCVA 
E:NE:Z ne OYMAK'A'PI 10c ne 
oyATNOE:1 MMOq I ne QJAqNol· 
MMoq MAYIAAq oyATQJITq ne 
oy 

NCWq ne· oyTe1-1oc I ne 
E:MNTAQ cvww1' OYMAKA IPIOC 
ne NA�eApToc QJAYMOYITE: 

ATX I TAISCE: NCWq ne IJ� 
OYITE:A1oc ne E:MNTAq CVITA 
MMAY oyMAKAp1oc ne I 

E:PO(j XE: ne,w1' MOTHpij• NATXWZM E:QJAYMOYTE: 5 epoq 
xe ne,wT MnTHpq I ne 

I �11-1rtnoc nexAq xe n xoe,c �11-mnoc nexAq I xe nexc 
20 nwc .se AqoywNz E:NTE:A1oc I nwc .se AqoywlNE:Z E:NTE:A1oc 
nexAq NAq NISI OTE:AIOC nexAq NI.SI OTE:AIOC NCWTHP 
NCWITHP XE: XE: 

I he is ever incomprehensible. I He 
is imperishable and has no likeness 
(to anything). 10 He is unchanging 
good. I He is faultless. He is eternal. 
I He is blessed. While he is not 
known, I he ever knows I himself. 
He is immeasurable. He is 15 
untraceable. He is perfect, I having 
no defect. He is imperishably 
blessed. I He is called I 'Father of 
the Universe.'" 
I Philip said: "Lord, 20 how, then, 
did he appear to the perfect ones?" I 
The perfect Savior said to him: 

SJC-BG: 

is incomprehensible and I 
everlasting, I and there is nothing 
like him. I He is good and he does 
not 15 change. He is faultless. He is 
I eternal. He is blessed. I He is 
unknowable; I he ever knows 
himself. I He is immeasurable. 
He is untraceable. He is I perfect, 
having no I defect. He is blessed I 
(and) without blemish, (he) who is 
called 5 'Father of the Universe."' 
I Philip said: I "Christ, how, then, 
did he appear I to the perfect ones?" 
The perfect I Savior said: 

86,top MS has a strip of papyrus pasted in such a way that it covers most of the page 
number. 

86,4-5 Between these lines a narrow strip of papyrus is pasted in the MS, extending 
from the fifth letter almost to the end of the lines. 

86,6 MS has a large diple between ne and after 4'1Mnnoc and a large asterisk in the 
left margin slightly below the level of the line. 

86,9 MS has a large asterisk in the left margin. 

86 



58 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV3,4-15 

u.eH AE: 5 [MnATE: A]�AY oyw�z
E:BOA NTE: I [ NH E:TOY]ONZ"
ZE:NMN'f'NOCS MN ZE:Nl[E:30 ] yclA.

nH AE: et(!)oort NZHTij I �[qcs]cp
E:QAMAZTE: MOTHpij NTE: y I
[ T]l;IP<?Y" E:NcE:AMAZTE: AE: NTOq
MM<>q 10 AN E:BOA ZI TN AAAy·
nA"i oyNoyc I n[e M]�
oyeNNOIA n <:>Y[ MJeeve .zi.e 1
M[N o ]ycew MN oy(!)OXNE: · MN 
nH I etz7 XN oy(!)o�NE: MN 
oycs9M na I N160M THPoy zwc  
��[(!)]9ort NNOY 15nHrH NTE:Y
THpoy· 

Even before 5 anything is visible of I 
[those that are visible), majesties and 
I authorities, He Who Is in Himself I 
[continuously) embraces the totality 
of them all I but is not embraced 10 
by anything. He is mind I and 
thought; also thinking and I teaching 
and counsel; and he is I above 
counsel and power-all powers I are 
his, since [he] is the ts source of 
them all. 

NHC III 73,3-14 

zAeH eMnATE:AAAY I oywNz ZN 
NE:TOYANZ E:BOA. 

5 tMNTNOCS MN
NlE:loyc1A E:IT(!)oori NZHTij 
eqAMAZTE: riiNt lnTHPij" riiTE: 
NIOTHpq-· AYIJJ MIMN AAAY 
AMA.ZTE: MMO<f nE:TMIMA Y rAp· 
oyNoyc THpij• oyE:NNOIA 10 MN 
oyE:Ne yMHclc o<y>4)poNHCIC I 
OY AOrlCMOC MN OYAYNAMIC I 
NTOOY THPOY 
ZE:NZICOAyNAIMIC NE: MnHrH 
NNIOTHPq NE: 
I Ayw ne yreNoc THP<l <x1N 

Before anything is I visible among 
those that are visible, 5 the majesty 
and the authorities that I are in him, 
he embraces the I totalities of the 
totalities, and nothing I embraces 
him. For he I is all mind, thought 10 

and reflecting, considering, I 
rationality and power. I They all are 
equal powers. I They are the sources 
of the totalities. I And their whole 
race <from 

Eug-V: 

3,9 Fourth letter: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 
3,11 Superlinear stroke: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 

Eug-Ill: 

73,4 Corr.: Nf:ToyaNz for nf:ToyaNz "(in) that which is visible." 
73,5 "that": omitted by K & Tr (text is not emended by Tr). 
73,6 "he embraces": less likely. "He rules" (K). For the concept, see Gos. Truth (I,3) 

22,21-33. 
73,8 "embraces": less likely, "rules" (K); see 73,6n. 
73,10 So emended by T-S. 
73,12 Corr.: p in THPOY for erased z. 
73,14 Not emended by T-S, Kor Tr; rf:Noc, '·race": see endnote 3. 
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THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 59 

NHC III 95,22-96,10 

zaeH NCE:oy<w>Nz Aaay I E:BOA 
NT€ NE:TOYaNZ €BOA TMNITN06 
MN TE:lOYCla E:Y<!JOOrt 
NZHTQ E:qE:MaZTE: [MOZO ]AWN I 
N<N>mTHPI.I E:MN Aaay 
��[a]ZTE: I MMoq· nE:TMMay rap 
oy!Noyc THpq nE: ayw 
oyeN5Nola nE: MN oycj>pONHCIC
I MN oyE:NeyMHC1c MN 
oylAOrlCMOC MN oy6oM· 
NTOIOY THPOY ZE:NZICON 
NAYINaM1c Ne· MnHrH NNlnTHPI.I 
IO NE:" 

ayw nt:yrE:NOC THpq XIN I 

I "Before anything is visible I of 
those that are visible, the I majesty 
and the authority are 
in him, since he embraces the whole 
of the totalities, I while nothing 
embraces I him. For he is I all mind. 
And he is thought 5 and considering 
I and reflecting and I rationality and 
power. They I all are equal powers. 
I They are the sources of the 
totalities. 10 And their whole race 
from 

SJC-III: 

95,24 Corr.: erased z at the end of the line. 

96,l Stroke over M in lacuna is visible. 

Lacuna is not restored by T-S. 

96,10 reNoc, "race": see endnote 3. 

SJC-BG: 

BG 86, 10--87,5 

10 zaTE:ZH NCE:OYWNZ Aaay I 
E:BOA <NTE:> NE:TOYONZ 
TMNTIN06 MN NE:loyc,a 
E:Y<!JO I on NZHTq E:qE:MaZTE: 
NNIOTHP(j NT€ OTHP(j IS €MN 
Aaay aMaZTE: MIMoq nE:TMMay 
rap oy!Noyc THPQ 
oyeNeyMH 1c,c OE: oyE:NNOIA 
nE: MN I oyMNTCaeE: oyME:E:YE: 
MN oy6oM nE: NTooy THlpoy 
CE:<!JH<!J MN NE:YE:PHY I ZN T60M 
NTnHrH NNln I THPI.I 

ayw nE:NTaqqJWOE: 5 THPI.I XIN 

10 "Before anything is visible I <of> 
those that are visible, the I majesty 
and the authorities I are in him, since 
he embraces I the totalities of the 
universe, 15 while nothing embraces 
I him. For he is I all mind; he is 
reflecting; I he is thought and I 
wisdom; he is thinking 
and power. They all I are equal to 
each other I in the power of the 
source of the I totalities. And all that 
came to be 5 from 

86,13 "since he embraces": less likely, "He rules" (T-S); see III 73,6n. 

86,15 .. embraces": "rules" (T-S); see III 73,6n. 

87,4-5 neNTAQ<!lWTTE: , "that came to be": See endnote 3. 

nz 

87 
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NHCV 

EUONOSTOS 

NHC ID 73.14-16 

NC!JOPTT> C!JA APH 15 JLNOY

ey(!Joori ZM nezoyerr I 

iiicooyN Mna.reNNHTOC. 

first> to last 15 is in the

foreknowledge I of Unbegotten, 
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NHC III 96,11-20 

N(UOPrl (UA APHXNOY NE:YIZN 

neQ<UP n NCooyN 

ma InepaNTOC NArE:NNHTOC 

NE:IW't: 
ewMaC nexaq 15 Naq XE: 
nxot:tc ncwTHP I E:TBE: oy 

aNa l' (UWOE: • H E:TBE: I oy ANA 'i
oywNZ E:BOA • nt:xaq I N6 t 

nTE:Atoc NCWTHP · xe aNoK I 

at:1E:1 E:BOA ZM nanE:paNTOc 20 

XE: E:E:INAX W NHTN NZWB' 

I first to last was I in his 

foreknowledge. (that of) the infinite I 

Unbegotten I Father." Thomas said 

to him: 15 "Lord, Savior, I why did

these come to be, and why I were 

these revealed?" I The perfect Savior 

said: I "I came from the Infinite 20 

that I might tell you all 

SJC-III: 

BG87,5-15 

TAPXH (UA <APHXNOY> I NAYZM 
neqcyopn NcojoyN ma TapHxq 
NATxnoq I NE:IWT 
nexaq N61 eWIMac XE: nt:xc 
OCWTHP € IOTBE: oy ANA)' (UWOE: 
ayw I E:TBE: oy ayoy wNz E:BOA I
nt:xaq N6t OTE:Atoc Ncwp I XE: 
ANOK a )'ei E:BOA ZM 
m 1anE:pANTON XE: E:E:IE:TCE: 15ee 
THYTN E:NKA 

beginning to <end> I were in his 

foreknowledge, I (that of) the infinite 

Unbegotten I Father." 

Thomas said: I "Christ, Savior, why 
10 did these come to be, and I why

were they revealed?" I The perfect 

Savior I said: "I came from the I 

Infinite that I might teach 15 you all

96,12 Alt.: <M>mA nepANToc , "foreknowledge <of> the infinite" (T-S). 

96,14 Corr.: a diagnoal stroke after the double stop is erased. 

Between this line and the next, MS has a paragraphus cum corone in the left mar
gin. 

96,15 Corr.: NAl.j xe nx for erased ewMAC ne. 

SJC-BG: 

87,5 Alt.: <YA <o>y or <YA <ne>yxw<K>, "to (their) end" (T-S). This proposal is 
not satisfactory because xwK does not occur in this phrase (XIN TAPXH ... ) else
where in SJC-BG, while APHXNOY does. The emendation adopted here is found 
in the parallels. It may be that NA y (line 6) should be included in the portion of 
the text to be emended (see Eug-III par.). Or perhaps it caused part of the initial 
problem through similarity of appearance. 

87,7 Alt.: <M>TTIATAPHX'I , "foreknowledge <of> the infinite" (T-S). 

87 ,8 MS has a large diple after the first word and a large asterisk in the left margin 
slightly below the level of the line. 

87,12 MS has a large asterisk in the left margin. 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 63 

NHC III 96,21-97,12 

1 NIM · nenNa E:T<!)oort

NE:YIPE:qxno ne· E:YNTAll MMAY

1 ii;ioy6oM < N>oyoyc1a

ii;ipeqxno 

ii;ip[E:llt] �opcJ>H XE:KAAC 

E:CNAIOYcp[NZ] E:BOA N61 TN06 
MMN1'1 (T )PMMao· E:TZHO NZHTij 

eTBE: I TE:ljMNTXPHCTOC MN 

TE:qaranH 5 aqpZNAlj ZITOO Tij

MMIN MIMoq exne ZE:NKapnoc 
xe NINE:qanoA< a>ye oyaaTq 
ZN TE:ljMNITAraeoc· AAAA 
zeNKE:flNX"° NITE: TrE:NE:A 
NATKIM. eyexne 10 CWMA ZI
Kapnoc · oyeooy MN I oyTIMH 
ZN oyacJ>eapc1a MN I neqzMo1' 

I things. Spirit Who Is was the 
begetter, I who had I the power <of> 
a begetter 
and fonn-[giver's] nature, that I the 
great I wealth that was hidden in him 
might be revealed. Because of I his 
mercy and his love 5 he wished I to
bring forth fruit by himself, that I he 
might not <enjoy> his I goodness 
alone but (that) other spirits I of the 
Unwavering Generation might bring 
forth 10 body and fruit, glory and I 
honor in imperishableness and I his 
infinite 

SJC-IU: 

BG 87,15-88,12 

NIM nelnNa E:T<!)oon 
NE:ypeqlxno ne eyNTAll MMAY 
NINoy6oM Npeqxne oyc1a I 
NPE:llt MOPcl>H XE:KAAC 20 

E:CE:OYWNZ E:BOA N61 TN06 
MMNTPMMAO E:TNZHTlj I E:TBE: 
TE:ljMNTXC MN TE:qlaranH 
aqoyw<!) E:BOA z1 ITOOTq MMIN 
MMoq ex5 no NZNKapnoc xe 
NNE:lllPAOOAAYE: MA)'AAlj 
NTijlMNTaraeoc AAAA 
ZNKE: I nNa NTE: TrE:NE:A eTe I 
MACKIM NCE:XOE: CWMA IO zl° 
Kapnoc oyeooy MN I 
oyMNTAT'TAKo MN TE:qlxap1c 

things. I Spirit Who Is was the 
begetter, I who had I the power of 
one who begets substance I and 
gives fonn, that 20 the great 
wealth that was in him might be 
revealed. I Because of his mercy and 
his I love he wished I to bring forth 5

fruit by himself, that he might not I 
enjoy his I goodness alone but (that) 
other I spirits of the Generation That 
I Does Not Waver might bring forth 
body 10 and fruit, glory and I 
imperishableness and his I infinite 

96,23 Not emended by T-S or K ('"power, a begetting, form-[giving] nature"). 

97,7 Not emended by T-S or K, both of whom translate "isolate himself in." "Iso
late" is somewhat removed from the lexical meaning of a.1toAuE1 v. 

97,11 Corr.: z for erased M. 

nH 

88 



64 

NHCV 

Eug-lII: 

73,19 Corr.: e NI for erased oyN. 

Lacuna so restored by T-S. 

NHC III 73,16-19 

Nel;;;inaToyt:1 rap E:OE:ToyaNz I 

�eoyN oy.z,.1a4>opa AE: <9oon· I 

[o]yTE: NIAcj>eapTOC NAICl)N 

I for they had not yet come to 
visibility. I Now a difference existed ti 

I among the imperishable aeons. 

EUONOSTOS 
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NHC III 97,12-23 BG 88,12-89,7 

eTE: MNTii apHxij· I xe E:TE: MN APHXC XE: I KAAC 

epeneqar aeoN oywNz eeoA I eqeoywNz eeoA I N61 
ZITN na yToreNHC NNOYTE: 15 neqar A00N E:BOA l5 zl"TOOTq 

NE:IW1' NAcj>0APCIA NIM. MN I MOIA TXnoq I NNOYTE: nE:IWT 
NE:NTAY<!JWOE: MNNCA Nal" I MMNTIATTAKO NIM MN 

NE:<M>OATOYE:1 AE: E:OE:TOYANZ NE:NITAY<!JWOE: MNNCA NAE:I 

I ne· oyN oy'<!J" {e }1ee AE: I NE:MOATOYE:1 AE: E:OE:TOY 
eNA<!JW<q> I oyTe NIAcj>eapTON · ONZ eeoA oyA1acj>opa I AE: 
NE:QW<!J 20 E:BOA eqxw MMOC XE: E:NA<!JWC C<!Joon oy I TWoy 
neTE: I oyN MAAXE: MMoq NNIATTAKO 
E:CWTM E:INIAOE:PANTON NE:qlW<!J AE: E:BOA XE: OE:TE: 
MAPE:QCWTM I a yw NE:TPHC oy5NTE:q MAAXE: MMAY ecwl�M 

MAPE:QCWTM E:NIATITAKO ANOK 

grace, I that his treasure might be grace, I that his treasure I might be 

revealed I by Self-begotten God, 15 revealed 15 by Unbegotten I God, the

the father of every imperishableness father of I every imperishableness 

and I those that came to be and those that I came to be 

afterward. afterward. 

I But they had not yet come to I But they had not yet come to 

visibility. I Now a great difference I visibility. 

exists among the imperishables." Now a great difference I exists 

He called 20 out saying: "Whoever I among I the imperishables." 

has ears to hear about I the infinities, And he I called out: "Whoever has 5

let him hear"; I and "I have ears to hear, I let him hear about the 
addressed those imperishables! I I will 

SJC-III: 

97,13 "that ... revealed": "for his goodness was revealed" {K). 

97,17 MS has N. 

97,18 Corr.: iy for marked out za.; the corrector neglected to mark out the following e 
{see similar problem in 113,8 and to a lesser degree in 95,6); originally za.e1ae , 
"shadow." 

MS has c at end of line {gender agreement with za. e1ae ). 

SJC-BG: 

88,19-89,2 "But ... among" {so also Schenke in T-S: 340): or possibly, "But before 
they have come to what is revealed, a significant difference exists, however, 
between" {T-S). 

ne 

89 



66 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 3,15-24 

,:t[H) r �P Tl:IPii I eTe <ga.q<gwne 
ee[o1,. ZM n]TAKO' I qNAP 
a.t<gome · 
[nH eteeo1,.] ZN tl[a.cj>]ea.p[c1a. · 
qNa.}p a.[t<gwne a.N·] �1,.1,.a. I 
qNAP zoy[e a.cj>ea.pTON · 
ZCIJC o]y�B01,. 20 ZN ta.c1>��[pc1a. 
6±] ne· I q[ 12± ]wN 
[oyMH]l;l'!J€ I [rap NT€ N]I. pu>Me 
a.yccp[pM· eNc]el [cooyN) �N 
�t�•a.cj>opa. [eTe Ta."i T]e· I
[Nee NNH e]tzeT[ii]�cp[Me·
AyMoy·]

For all I that comes [from the} 
perishable I will come to naught. 
[Whatever is] from I 
imperishableness [ will not come to 
naught] but I will be more 
[imperishable, since] it is from 20 
[ ... ] imperishableness. I [ ... For] 
many I men went [ astray because 
they did] I not [know] the difference; 
[that is,] I [as with] murderers, [they 
died.] 

Eug-V: 

3, 16 Final letter: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 

NHC III 73,W-74,7 

20 f.:1AP€NN0€1 6€ NT€€1Z€ ,XE; I 

�Ka. NIM NTAy<gwne eeo1,. ZM I 
IJT AKO C€NA TAKO 
zwc ea y<gwli:re e801,. zM nfa.Ko· 
neNTA(j'!JW 
ne €801,. ZN TAcl>��PCIA 
NqNAITAKO AN A.AAA 
eqNa.<gwne Nla.ci>ea.pToc 
zwc ea.q<gwne el80h ZN 
T a.cj>ea.pc1a. 
Zu>CT€ oy5MHH«gE Npu>M€ 
a.ynAANA I MnoycoyN 
TE€IA1a.cj>opa. €T€ I TA'i TE: 
AyMoy· 

20 Let us, then, consider (it) this way. 
I Everything that came from I the 
perishable will perish, since it came I 
from the perishable. Whatever came 
from imperishableness will not I 7 
perish but will become I 
imperishable, since it came from I 
imperishableness. So, 5 many men 
went astray I because they had not 
known this difference; that I is, they 
died. 

3, 19 Letter immediately after lacuna and last 3 letters: see Emmel. 1979: 183. 

Eug-III: 

73;1.2 Corr.: second c for erased B {initially zwe ). 

74,1 T-S and Tr restore [ea.]. 

74,4 "so": "so that" {T-S, K & Tr). 
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NHC III 97,23-98,9 

ANOK AE:l(YAX E: I NMMAY" E:TI 
aqoywz eTooTij" 

ne.xaq xe 
NKA NIM NT[aycy]wlne £BOA ZM 
nTaKo ceN[AT]alKo 
x.e NTAycywne £BOA �M I 
TITAKO" 
neNTA(j(YWTIE: AE: 5 £BOA ZN
TMNi'Ai'TAKO ME:(ITAIKo AA.AA 
cgAqcywne NAi'TAIKo· 

zwc oyMHH(YE: NPWME: I AycwpM 
eMnoycoyN Tee1 IA1Ac!>oPA 
AyMoy· 

who are awake." I Still he continued 

BG89,7-20 

tNA(YAXE: I MN NE:TPOE:IC E:TI 
Aqoylwz eTooTq ne.xAq xe 

N 10KA NIM NTAqcywne £BOA I ZM 
TITAKO (jNATAKO 
zwc I eycywne £BOA 
ZM TITAIKO 
TIE:NTA(j(YWTIE: £BOA I ZN 
TMNTAT"TA"KO MA "q"TAKO l5 
AAA.A qcyoon NATTAKo I 
zwc eycyoon £BOA zN I 
TMNTATTAKO 
Nee <N>TAYIMHHcye NPWME: 
CWPM I E:NCE:COO YN AN 
NTE:E:I 20A1Ac!>OPA AyMoy

[98) and said: 

address I those who are awake!" 
Still he continued I and said: 

"Everything that came I from the 
perishable will perish, I since it 
came from I the perishable. But 
whatever came 5 from 
imperishableness does not perish I 
but becomes imperishable. 

I So, many men I went astray 
because they had not known this I 
difference and they died." 

SJC-III: 

98, I So restored by T-S.

"Everything 10 that came from I the 
perishable will perish, since I it 
comes from the perishable. I 
Whatever came I from 
imperishableness does not perish 15
but is imperishable, I since it is from 
I imperishableness. Just as I many 
men went astray I because they did 
not know this 20 difference, (so) they
died." 

98,7 The section found in the parr. immediately before zwc, "so," may be missing

here through homoioteleuton (so also T-S). 



K 
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68 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 3,25-4,2 

25 [Ayw zw] <pA nE:[ l'M]A" E:[TBE: 
m ]l[Acf>eAPTOC] ��OYTE: z� 
[ 7±] I [ ..... ] . o[ .] �TE: 
rl 10± 1 1 c ..... J9c N.[ . 1 
tM [ 11±] I [ 7±] E:q[o ] yw<9 
[E:

.
] N [AZTE: E:NI ]30[<9AXE: E:i'KH] 

E:ZpAl' � [  8±] I [ 8± ]E: 

MA[PE:(IBWK E:BOA] 

zTi TN NIA T]�• H[nE: E:po oy

E:i'ZHrt] I E:T[MMAY' 
M]�PE:(l[Moy<9f AE: (YA TTIXWK] I

25 [But this much is enough about 
the] I [imperishable] God in [ ... ] I 
[ ... ] of the [ ... ] I [ ... ] I [ ... ] 
who wants [to believe the] 30 [words 
set] down (here) [ ... ] I [ ... ], 

let [him leave] 
[the numberless things that are 
hidden,] I [and] let him [go to the 
end] 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 74,7-17 

AYW zw (YA I TTE:E:IMA. E:TTI MN

<91SOM N.l\AAY I E:t oyee

TE:cf>yc1c NN(YAXE: 10 NTAE:IP

<9pti Nxo oy{E:} MTIMAIKAp1oc

NAcf>eApToc NNoyTE: I MMHE:' 

E:(YWTTE: CSE: E:yN OYA I E:(I OYE:<!1 

TTICTE:y E: E:N(YAXE: I E:TKH E:ZPA 1· 

MAPE:(IMO Y<YT 15 xN MnE:eHri (YA 
nxwK MTTE:IToyANZ E:BO.l\ Ayw 

TE:E:IE:NNOI I A. NATCABO(j 

But this much is I enough, since it is 
impossible for anyone I to dispute 
the nature of the words 10 I have just 
spoken about the blessed, I 
imperishable, true God. I Now, if 
anyone I wants to believe the words 
I set down (here), 

let him go 15 from what is hidden to 
the end of what is visible, I and this 
Thought I will instruct him 

3,25 Omission of circumflex with z w: see 17, 7. 
3,26 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 
3,30 Superlinear stroke is in lacuna, but a circumflex is visible above what would have 

been the second letter in the second lacuna. 

Eug-III: 

74,10 Not emended by Tr. 
74,11 "true God": less likely, "God of truth" (K & Tr). 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

NHC III 98,9-16 

TIE:.X.AC NAq IO N61 MAPIZAMMH 

.X.€ TI.X.OE:IC I NA(Y NZ€ 6€ 

E:NNAcoy N NA11n£.X.€ 

nTE:A.IOC NCWTHP .X.€ 

I AMHE:ITN- .X.IN NIA ToywNZ I 

€BOA. (YA TI.X.WK NNE:ToyANZ" l5 

AYW NTOC TATIOZPOIA . NT € I 
TE:NNOIA NAOYWNZ NHTN 

BG 89,20-90,9 

TIE:.X.AC 

NAq N61 MAPIZAM .X.€ TIE:IXC 

nwc cE:NAcoywN I NAl. nexAq 

N61 TITE: A.IOC I NCWTHP .X.€ 

AMHE:ITN 5 .KIN NIA TOYWNZ 

£BOA. (YA I nxwK NNE:ToyoNz 

£1BoA. Ayw NToc TAnoppo1f A 

NTE:NNOIA CNAOYWNZ I NHTN 

69 

" 

Mary said to him: 10 "Lord, I then 
how will we know that?" I The 
perfect Savior said: 

Mary said to him: I "Christ, how will 90 
that be known?" I The perfect I 

I "Come (pl.) from invisible I things 
to the end of those that are visible, 15
and the very emanation of I Thought 
will reveal to you 

SJC-BG: 

Savior said: 
"Come (pl.) 5 from invisible things 
to I the end of those that are visible, 
I and the very emanation I of 
Thought will reveal I to you 

90,2 T-S suggests the third person pl. prefix of the verb may be the result of dittogra
phy (nwc ); note that P.Oxy. l 081,26 supports the reading in SJC-Ill.



70 EUONOSTOS 

NHCV4,3-12 

NNH �[1'oy]oNZ Aycp [(INAISINE: 
NNIA T]loyw�f [zp]�"i ZN 
NE:1'c;>[yoNZ" tE:N]5NOIA rA P 
�[cNA]TA Mooy[· tmcT1c ] I rAp 
NTE:NTTE: TE: NH E:T� Nc�[oyONZ] 
I AN NE: NH E:ToyoNz· 
TA 0i AE: [TE: OYAPXH] I 
i-itrNwc1c · 

TTXOE:IC NTE: i:r[THP]ii I NNE:CVAYt 
PAN E:PO(j AN KA[TA T]t:1N10TME: 
XE: mw1' · AAAA mcyoplf �E:IW1 
mw1' rAp OYAPXH OE: NTE: NH 
E:TNHOY I E:BOA' E:BO[A] 

I of those [that are visible], and [he 
will find the invisible things] I in 
those that [are visible.] For Thought 
5 [will] teach them. For [the] higher 
[faith] I is (that) those things that are 
not [ visible J I are those that are 
visible. And this [is a principle] I of 
knowledge. 
The Lord of the [Universe] I was not 
rightly called 10 "Father" but 
"Forefather." I For the Father is the 
beginning (or principle) of those that 
are to come I through him, but the 

Eug-V: 

4,8 Third superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

NHC III 74,17-75,2 

XE: nwc TRICTlc I NNE:TE: 
N CE:OYONZ E:BOA AN" AYICSNTC 
ZM TTE:TOYANZ E:BOA. 

oy20APXH N COOYN TE: TA"i• 

nxoE:"ic I MTTTHP(I KATA 
TA.>.HeE:1A M[E:y]lxooc E:poq 
XE: E:IWT. AAAA nr[o]lnATWP 
TTE:IWT0 rAp TAPXH � 
TTE:TOYANZ [E:Bo.>.] QE: TTE:TMIMAy c;,. 

how faith I in those things that are 
not visible was I found in what is 
visible. 

This is a 20 knowledge principle. 

The Lord I of the Universe is not 
rightly I called "Father" but 
"Forefather." I For the Father is the 
beginning (or principle) 
of what is visible. For he (the Lord) 7(t 

4, 10 First and second superlinear strokes are in lacuna. 

Eug-III: 

74,21 So restored by T-S. 

75,1 T-S and Tr restore [z eeo" n). 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 71 

NHC III 98, I 6-25 

E:IBOA" xe nwc TmcT1c NNE:ITe 
NCE:OYONZ E:BOA AN" AYISNTC I 

ZN NE:TOYONZ E:BOA 

NE:THrt t:20mArE:NNHTOC iiit:1wt 

nt: I Te oyiiiTq MAAx.e ecwTM" I 

MAPE:(ICWTM" 
nx.oe1c MTHPI.I I ecyAyxooc 

t:poq AN xe e1wt I AAAA 

npoTTATWP <" ne1wt rAp> TAPXH 
NT£ 25 NE:TNAOYWNZ £BOA <ne>·

TTE:TM 

I how faith in those I things that are 

not visible was found I in those that 
are visible, 
those that belong to 20 Unbegotten
Father. I Whoever has ears to hear, I 

let him hear. 

The Lord of the Universe I is not 
called 'Father' I but 'Forefather.' 

<For the Father is> the beginning (or 

principle) of 25 those that will 
appear, but he (the Lord) 

SJC-BG: 

BG 90,9-91,2 

£BOA XE: nwc TTTIC IOTIC 
NNIA ToywNz E:Bo.>. AylzE: E:poc 
ziii Nt:ToyoNz E:IBo.>. 

NTE: mArE:NHTOC NE:I IWT TTE:TE: 
oyN MAAXE: MjMoq E:CWTM 
MApeqcw 15TM
nexc MTTTHPI.I ecyAylxoo<c> E:N 
epoq xe e1wT I AAAA 

TTPOTTATWP TTE:IWT 
rAp {iii }TAPXH NNE:TNAOYIWNZ 
£BOA ne neTMMAY 

how faith IO in invisible things was I 
found in those that are visible 

I of Unbegotten Father. I Whoever 
has ears I to hear, let him hear. 

15 The Lord of the Universe is I not
called 'Father' I but 'Forefather.' 
For the Father is the beginning (or 

principle) of those that will appear, I 
but he (the Lord) 

90,16 t:N:<A>N (T-S). Emendation is not necessary (see Kasser: 2). 

(IA 

91 



72 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 4,12-22 

ZITOOTij" TTIATAP)f[H ] AE: I 
NNATP ZA[E:] E:(lq)OOrt 
�Noycy[op ]ff NE:! lw1"
ZINA �E: E:NE:OYWQ) E:P ZM01' 15
NA'I NNOYPAN" oy rAp
NT NcooyN AN I XE: oy n[E:]·
NoyoE:1<9 AE: N IM E:qE:1ME: I E:poq
N��Tij N8E: NZPA"i ZN OYE:IAE:A I
ecoy[wNR E:Bo� E:CE:INE: MMoq·
NToq I AE: n� [ mcMo]t NT[E:]q
[eT ]Ayt [p ]�[ N] 20 E:PO'I �[e
mw't N ]P�[ qxno]q oyAA(I I
m p  [E:qMTo M nE:qzo ·] E:mAH zi-i I
TTIC: [Mot] N[Teq E:AqoywN]f

Unending Non-Principle (or 

beginning) I is Forefather 

I -in order that we might be ready 

to greet 15 him by name. For we do

not know I who he is. 

Now he always understands I 
himself within himself as in a 

semblance I that appears and 

resembles himself. And it I is [his 

resemblance that] was [called] 20 
"Self-[begotten Father,] I He [Who 
Is before His Presence,"] since in I 
[his resemblance he appeared 

Eug-V: 

4, 13 Third superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-III: 

NHCffl75,2-9 

E:qNAY E:poq MM IN I MMoq NZPA"i 
NZHTij· NeE: Noy5E:1AA · 
E:AqoywNz E:BOA ZM nE:qlE:INE: 
NAyTonATWP E:Te nA"i I nE: 
TTA)'TOrE:N£TWP. AYW 
NANITonoc E:m ANTomTw 
Mn pofONTOC NArE:NNHTOC. 

is I the beginningless I Forefather. 

He sees himself I within himself, 

like a 5 mirror, having appeared in

his I likeness as Self-Father, that is, I 
Self-Begetter, and as Confronter, I 
since he confronted I Unbegotten 

First Existent. 

75,1-3 "he ... sees": less likely, "he, the Forefather without beginning, sees" (K & 

Tr). The lack of a sentence pronoun may result from the scribe's sensing that it 

would be stylistically unacceptable to put it in its expected place, either immedi

ately before or after ra.p, "for." Or perhaps neTMMAY is thought of as a sentence 

pronoun in this context by the scribe (but see 71,18-19). 

75,8 "since he confronted": "in the presence of' (K) (?). 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 73 

NHC III 99,1-10 

[qe] MA Y�[E: TTl]ANAPXOC 
NTTPOTTA ITWf [· 

E:(l]NAY E:PO(j MMIN MMO(j I 

Nzp�[l·] NZHTq ZN oyE:1A.l\ · 
A(IOYIWNZ E:BO.l\ E:{.jE:INE: MMO{.j 
MMIN 5 MMO(j NTO(j AE: TTE:(IE:INE: 
AqloywNz E:Bo.l\· NoyNoyTE: 
NE:I lwt ZITOOTij MMIN MMO(I I 
AYW <N>ANTOTTOC t ZIXN 
NANTO I TTITON t TTE:TTPOONTOC 
NArE:N IONHTOC 

99 is [the] beginningless Forefather. 

I Seeing himself I within himself in a 

mirror, he appeared I resembling 

himself, 5 but his likeness appeared I 

as Divine I Self-Father I and <as> 

Confronter t over the confronted 

ones, t I First Existent Unbegotten 

SJC-III: 

99,1-2 Lacunae not restored by T-S. 

BG91,2-13 

I AE: TTIANAPXOC OE: N(YPTT I 
NE:IWT 

E:(jNA y E:PO(j MMIN 5 MMO(j ZPA l"
NZHT(I ZN oylE:IA.l\ <9AqoywNz 
E:BO.l\ E:(IIE:INE: MMO(j MMIN MMO{.j 
I NTO(j AE: TTE:(jE:INE: A(IOY I ONZ{.j 
E:BO.l\ N(YPTT NE:IWT IO NNOYTE: 
NE:IWT AYW NIANTOTTOC E:TTI 
(IMTO E:Bo.l\ I Mcf>o MTTE:T<9oon 
XINN I <9opn mArE:NHToc 

I is the beginningless I Forefather. 

Seeing himself 5 within himself in a

I mirror, he appears I resembling 

himself, I but his likeness appeared I 

as Forefather, 10 as Divine Father,

and as I Confronter, since he is I in 

the presence of Him Who Is from I 

the First, Unbegotten 

99,8-9 zrxN NANTOTIITON : The parr. make clear that the translator mistook the 
Greek subordinate conjunction, EJCEt, for the preposition, Em, and attempted to 
transform the subsequent word into a noun. 

SJC-BG: 

91,8-9 a.qoyoNzq, "his likeness appeared'': Translation assumes that the Coptic 
translator was rendering a Greek aorist middle (see P.Oxy. 1081,45). Alt. "But he 
showed his likeness as ... " (T-S). 



74 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 4,22-32 

�[eo/\] Nlcy9[rff M]mA[t]�no,r 
[NE:MNTE:(I oycywcy J I �[XPO ]i,oc 
MN nH E:TP cy[opff epoq 
N]25o[yoe1� ·]
�(!MME: E:PO(I AN [Ncyopff• A/\A.A]
I [NE:MN oyo Je1cy eqe
NNA[tcywne · eq)I [NZHT(I
No]yoe1cy N1M· [Ayw 
cyApezol· Jl[Ne ME:E: ]ye xe 
eqcyH [<Y o]y[eHq AN zN] I [T6oM·
MNNc]wq AqoywN[z eeo/\) 30
[ 7± J· NH e [ t )NN A. [ 5± ] I [ .. .
MN]i,c;:A �E: ZNN r;,[8± J I [ .... . 
NA]yTorE:NH [c 10±) 

before) I Unbegotten. He was not 

equal) I [in age J with the one [before 
him, who is J 25 [light,) since he did

not know him [at first. Bt•t] I [there 

was no) time when he was [non

existent, since he was] I always [in 

him. And some) I [think] that he is 

[not] equal [to him in) I [power. 

Afterward] he revealed 30 ( ••• ), 

who [ ... ] I [ ... ] And then in 

[ ... J I [ ... J self-begotten [ ... J 

Eug-V: 

NHCID75,9-15 

oyz1 '°coxpoNoc ME:N ne 
MTIE:TZA I TE:(IZH. 

A/\/\A NqcyHcy oyeHq I AN ZN 
T6oM· MNNcwq AqoylwNz E:BO/\ 
NoyMHHcye NANITonoc 
NA yTorE:NHC NZICO l5xpoNOC 

IO He is indeed of equal age with the 

one who is before I him, 

but he is not equal to him I in power. 

Afterward he revealed I many 

confronting, I self-begotten ones, 

equal in age 15 (and)

4,22-23 N<g<;>[Pif M-], "[before)": The context requires that the Coptic be understood 
relationally, although normally it would be construed temporally. 

4,24-25 "him ... [light]": See P.Oxy. 1081,49-50 for a reconstruction of the Greek. 
p cg[opfl €po�]. "[before]": See note to 4,22-23. 

4,25-27 The reconstruction of these lines is somewhat conjectural, since only the cen
tral portion remains in the MS and there are no parr. The reconstruction of the 
second lacuna in line 25 may be two letters too long. 

4,30 Superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 75 

NHC III 99,1�16 

NE:IW1' oyz1coxpo INoc ME:N OE: 

{ z )ii:iooyoE:1N E:TU. I TE:qE:ZH 

A.l\.l\A Nij(YH(Y NMMAq I AN ZN 
TISoM· MNNcwq AE: AyoylwNz 
E:BO.l\ NCSI OYMHH(YE: 

NAN 15Toooc NAyTorE:NHC 

THPOY NIZICOXPONOC 

IO Father. He is indeed of equal age 

I <with> the Light that is before I 

him, 

but he is not equal to him I in power. 

And afterward was revealed I a 

whole multitude of confronting, 15 

self-begotten ones, I equal in age 

SIC-III: 

99,11 Not emended by T-S ("in the light"). 

SIC-BG: 

BG 91,13-92,2 

NE:IWT I oyzYcoxpoNoc MEN 
OE: 15 MOETZATE:qE:zH NNoylo"iN 

Ahh<A> q<9H<9 oyeHq AN I ZN 
TISOM MNNcwq AE: I AqoywNz 

E:BO.l\ NISI OYA 

TO NANTOOOC N AyTorE: INHC 
THPOY Nz"icoxpoNo'c" I 

Father. I He is indeed of equal age 15 

with the one before him, who is 

light, 

I but he is not equal to him I in 

power. And afterward I was 

revealed a 

whole multitude of confronting, 

self-begotten ones, I equal in age 

91,15 "with ... light": "with that from the lights. which is before him" (T-S). 

NNoyo"iN is most likely an attributive. The doubling of N before oy is a frequent 
practice in BG (T-S: 21). See P.Oxy. 1081,49-50 for a reconstruction of the 
Greek. 

qe 

92 



5 

76 

NHCV5,l-9 

[ 8± ]yw[ 9± ]N I [ 7± ZN)N eo(oy 
NN]� -tt Hne I (epooy· NH) eTe 
cya.y[t PAN] epooy· I [.x.e 
treNe ]� · NNATP f[Po] ezpa. "i 
e.x.wc 5 [Nzpa."i ZN 
NIM ]NTppw[oy] e1'KH ezpa."i 

I [ma. To] A [e T]Hpij NTe NIATP 
ppo ezpa."i I [e.x.w]oy· cya.yt PAN 
epooy .x.e Nl[cyHp]e NTe 
ma. TM1ce MN mnrre I [ee]c;>A 
MMO(I oya.a.c.r 

[ ... ] I [ ... in] glory (and) 
numberless, I [are those] who are 
[called] I ["The Generation] That Is 
Kingless 5 [Among the] Kingdoms 
That Exist." 

I [And the] whole [multitude] of 
kingless I ones are called I "[Sons] 
of Unbegotten and Him Who I Put 
Forth Himself." 

Eug-V: 

NHC Ill 75,15-23 

Nz1coA yNAMIC eylza. eooy 
eMNToy Hne· ecya.ylMoyTe 
epooy .x.e TreNea. elTe MN 
MNTjipo z1.x.wc Nzpa."i I ZN 
MMNTppA"i eTKH ezpa. ... 

OMH 2ClHcye Ae THpij MOMA eTe 
MN I MNTppo z1.x. wq cya.y.x.ooc 
elpooy .x.e NcyHpe 
Nna.reNNH I Toe Ne1wi 

power, being I in glory and without 
number, who are called I "The 
Generation over Whom I There Is 
No Kingdom among I the Kingdoms 
That Exist." 

And the whole multitude 2Cl of the 
place over which there is no I
kingdom is called I "Sons of 
Unbegotten I Father." 

5,3 Translation assumes the second half of a cleft senteoce begins here. 

5,4 The punctuation is not a stop but seems to be a way of dealing with a Greek attri

butive adjective in the second position. Note that the parr. use a relative. See also 

17,14-15 and 7,10 (related). 

EUONOSTOS 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 77 

r 

NHC III 99,16-100.4 

z1 z1co AyNAMlc I eyzA 

eooy eMNTOY Hne· 

£Q1AY(MOYT£ eneyreNOC 

xe TreNe (A" £Te MN MNtppo 

tlXWC 

te20eo1'. ZM neNTAT£TNoywNt 

N(tHTij zwtTHOYTN eeo1'. ZN 

NI (PWM£ £TMMAY"t 
nMHHQ1£ I A£ THPij eTMMAY eTe 
MN MNT(ppo z1x woy Q1AYMOYT£ 

epo 

oy xe N<YHPE: MTTAf[E:NN]�Toc I

NE:IWt 
TTNOYTE: nc[wT J�p I TT<YHPE: 

<M>TTNOYTE: TIA ... E:TE: I TT£QE:INE:

NMMHTN

and power, I being in glory (and) 
without number, whose race is called 

I 'The Generation I over Whom 
There Is No Kingdom' 

t from the one 20 in whom you 
yourselves have appeared I from 
these I men. t 
And that whole multitude ( over 

which there is no I kingdom is called 
100 'Sons of Unbegotten I Father, 

God, [Savior], I Son of God,' I 

whose likeness is with you. 

SJC-III: 

100,3 MS has N (not emended by T-S). 

S.IC-BG: 

BG92,3-16 

Nz"iCOAYNAMOC eytA e(ooy 
E:MNTE:Y HITE: nA"i e5TE:
Q1AYMOYTE: E:TIE:QrE: (NOC XE: 
TrE:NE:A E:TE: MN I MNTppo 
z"ixwc 

nA"i NTA(TE:TNoywNz eeo1'. 

NZH(TQ E:B01'. AE: ZN NIPWME: IO 

E:TMMAY 

NTE: TIMA E:TE: I MN MNTPPO 
z"iXWQ Q1A<y>(MOYTE: E:pO<Q> 
XE: nArE:NH (TOC 

TTNOYT£ TTCWTHP I NN<YHPE: NTE: 
TTNOYTE: 15 TTA0( E:TE: MNTA(j E:INE: 
NM(MHTN 

I and power, being in I glory without 

number. 5 His race is called I 'The 
Generation I over Whom There Is 
No I Kingdom.' 
It is in this (race) that I you 
appeared. And by these men 

IO of the place over which I there is

no kingdom, <he> is called I 

'Un begotten, 
I God, Savior I of the Sons of God, 
15 He Who Has No Likeness I

among You.' 

92,1 1-12 MS has l!J�(lt,myn: epooy (active instead of passive). 



78 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCVS,9-21 

TTIA tcoywNi:j 10 A.€ E:(IME:<; €BOA. 
i!!NN eooy NIM NAtlT��c;> MN 
oypt:(!1€ NNAt(!1AXE: I �[po]t1· 
e:[T]Be nA"i NE:(IKE:Q1HPE: I THp.oy
OYNTAY iiiintMTON ZPA y I NZHTij• 
eypAQ1E: eyMHN ziiii 15 neyeooy· 
NNA tcg1BE: MN TTITE: I A.HA. NNA tt 
<!II epotj' ITH E:TE: iiiilnoycwTE:M 
epoll e�ez· oyTt: 
Ml[no]ycoywNi:j zpA"i Z<N> 
{n}KocMo� I NIM NTAY MN
NE:yAIWN [·

e]BoA. 20 At: ziiii ne'impe t:Bo[A.]
t;it.1ot1 oyAAll I A[cnfpp e t:BoA.

Now the Unknowable 10 is full of
every imperishable glory I and 
ineffable joy. I Therefore all his sons 
also I have rest I in him, ever
rejoicing in 15 their unchanging
glory and the I measureless 
jubilation that was I never heard of 
or I known among all their I worlds 
and aeons. 

20 Now from Him Who Put Forth
Himself I came forth 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 75,23-76,12 

NTOQ A.€ TTIA TNOE:I 
iiiiMO(I E:tj[MHZ €]BOA. NNAY NIM 
NA<l>eAP� � � [MN o ]YPA(YE: 
NAT<YAIXt: t:POll NTooy THpoy 
eyiiiiTON I iiiiMooy NZHTij· t:YMI-JN 
€BOA. 5 E: YPA(YE: ZN oypA(!1€ 
NAT { T }qi AXE: I E:pOtj E:ZPA ., E:Xiiii 
neooy t:TE: ME:lll<YIBE: MN 
nTt:A.HA. t:Tt: Mt:Y<YIT(I-. I nA"i 
t:TE: iiiinoycoTME:(I t:Nt:z oy!At: 
iiiinoyNOE:I iiiiMOtj ZN NAIWN 10 
THPOY MN NE: YKOCMOC. 
Ayw I zw (YA nt:t:IMA XE:KAAc 
NNE:NIBWK €BOA. ziiii TTIATTIPON · 

Now the Unknowable 
[is] ever [full] I of imperishableness 
[and] ineffable joy. I They all are at 
rest I in him, 5 ever rejoicing in
ineffable joy I over the unchanging 
glory I and the measureless 
jubilation I that was never heard or I 
known among all the aeons 10 and
their worlds. 
But I this much is enough, lest we I 
go on endlessly. 

5,13 Third and fourth letters: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 
5,14 First two letters: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 

5,18 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. MS has M. 

Eug-III: 

76,1 K translates "[remains] always incorruptible," apparently restoring [MHN e:]Bo�. 
Tr translates "And the unknowable [is] in every imperishableness and in ineffable 
joy." For NAY NIM as "ever," see Crum: 235a. 

76,2 T-S restores [1A] and [o) only. Tr restores [1A AYW o]. K has "in" {ZN) for 
MN. 
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NHC III 100,4-16 BG 92,16-93,12 

NTOq 5 A£ ne TTATPNOE:I MMoq· I NTOq A£ mA TN0
°

t" I MMoq £qMHZ 

eqMez NE:ooy NIM NAcl>eAPITON 

ll p AQ1£ NATQ1AX£ epoq I 

NTOOY THPOY c£MTON MIMooy 

NZHT(j" £YMHN £BO.I\ 10 £YPAQ1£ 

zl'l oypAty£ NAT<!JAIX£ epoq zM 

neqeooy £TE: M£qlcg1ee MN 

nT£1'.H.I\ £Te M£YIQ11Tcf" nA"( 

MTTOYCOTME:ij £1N£Z OYA£ 

MTTOYNO£1 MMOq 15 ZN AIWN 

NIM· MN NE:yKoclMoc QIA 

T£NOY" 

Now he 5 is the Unknowable, I who 

is full of every imperishable glory I 

and ineffable joy. I They all are at 
rest I in him, 10 ever rejoicing in 

ineffable joy I in his unchanging 

glory I and measureless jubilation; I 
this was never heard I or known 15 

among all the aeons and their worlds 
I until now." 

SIC-III: 

NNeooy I NIM z"i MNTATTAKO z"i 

PAQ1£ NATtyAXE: epoq I NTooy 

A£ THPOY CE:MITON MMOOy 

NZHTq £YIMHN £YPA<g£ ZN 

oypA 5tye NNA TQ1AX£ epoq ZM I

neqeoo y £TE: ME:qtyl 1B£ MN 

nT£.I\H.I\ £TE: MA YIQ11Tq nA"( eTe 

MTTOYICOTME:q £NEZ OYA£ 0 10 

MTTOYN0
°

i MMO(j Z N  <N>Al!WN 

THpOy MN NE:YKOCIMOC QIA 

TE:NOY 

Now the Unknowable I is full of 

every glory I and imperishableness 

and 

ineffable joy. I And they all are at 

rest I in him, I ever rejoicing in 

ineffable joy 5 in I his unchanging 
glory I and the measureless 

jubilation I that was I never heard or 

even 10 known among all the aeons I 

and their worlds I until now." 

100,8 A probably random drop of ink is above the second N. 

SIC-BG: 

92,18 Corr.: first I for partly erased T. 

93 
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NHC V 5,21-27 

N61 KE:APXH E:80J\ I [MTTE:(lx]i:ro 
o y a.a.q MM0NoreNH<: I [N�Axe 1
TT?-,NTwc·

nH ra.[p t:TAq]lc;>[YwNz] e1_10.>.. 
ZA8H MTTTHP'{ 25 Zt:t [ntE:WN 
NN]ATNAPHXij mwt [et]lt[oyw 
E:80J\] MM0q oya.�q· t:T[t:] I 
[N]�PXH["J

another principle I [from his] Only
begotten, Wholly Unique I [Word;] 

for it is [in] him [who] I [appeared] 
before the universe 25 [in the] infinite 
[aeon], the Father I [Who Put Forth] 
Himself, who [is] I [the] principle 
( or beginning), 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 76,13-17 

I KE:APXH NCOOyN TE: TA"i" €80}\ 
z, I T00T(j Mn<a.yTo> rt:NNHToc 

nezoye1-i 15 NTAqoywNz z a.eH 
MTTTHP(j" I ZM TTATTE:PANTON 
oyAyToct,y !He ne 
NAYTOKTICTOC NE:IWT 

I This is another knowledge 
principle from I <Self->begotten. 

The First 15 who appeared before the 
universe I in infinity is Self-grown, I 
Self-constructed Father, 

5,22 First three letters after the lacuna: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 

5,22-33 See 17, l l. 

5,23 [Nl!Ja..u: ], .. [Word]": or [Nl!JHPE: ], "[Son]"; see IIl,2 (Gos. Eg.) 68,25-26 (ne:<l• 
MoNorE:NNHC N<!JHPE: ). The next sentence makes the reconstruction in the text 

more likely. 

n?,.N: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 

5,24 oA: see Emmel, 1979: 183. 

Eug-IU: 

76,13 .. knowledge principle from": "beginning of knowledge. Through" (K & Tr). 

76,14 "<self->begotten": "unbegotten" (K); Tr does not emend but translates 
"unbegotten." Support for my emendation: 82,13-14 and V 5.20. 

76,14-16 Both K & Tr have a comma after .. _begotten" and a grammatical break after 

"infinity." 
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NHC III 100,16-101,1 

nt:XA(I I NA(! N61 MAeeAIOC XE: 

nxo1e1c ncwTHP" nwc AnpwMt: 

I oywNz E:BO.l\" next: TTTE:.l\1 20oc 

iiicwTHP • XE: toywqi I 

E:TPE:TNE:IME: XE: 

nt:NTA'I I oywNz ZAeH iiiinTHpq • 

ziiii I TTATTE:PANTON mA y TocJ>yHc 

PA NAYTOKTICTOC iiie1wt 

Matthew said I to him: "Lord, I 

Savior, how was Man revealed?" I 

The perfect 20 Savior said: "I want I 

you to know that 

he who I appeared before the 

universe in I infinity, Self-grown, 

101 Self-constructed Father, 

SJC-III: 

BG 93,12-94,2 

TTE:XAq I NA(! N61 MA8AIOC XE: I 

nwc AqoywNZ €BO)\ iii 156t 

TTPWME: TTE:XAq N6 I I TTTE:.l\lOC 

NCWTHP XE: tlOYW<Y 
E:TPE:TN E:IME: I XE: 

TTE:NTAqo ywNZ ZAT E:IZH iiiinTHpq 

ZM TTATTE:PAN 20TON 

nAyTocJ>yHc NAYTOKTICIToc 

NE:IWT 

Matthew said I to him: I "How was 

Man revealed?" 15 The perfect I

Savior said: "I I want you to know I 

that 

he who appeared before I the 

universe in 20 infinity, 

Self-grown, Self-constructed I 

Father, 

100,21 Corr.: first N for a y (?); n for erased N. 

SJC-BG: 

93,13 Corr.: an I is erased immediately after e. 

(IA 

94 
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NHC V 5,27-6,5 NHC Ill 76,18-77,1 

n[1:1] E:TE: myA[X]E: (!10[ort] I 
[NZHT ]ij· 
E:(IME:Z E:BO.l\ NOyo�[IN ]  I [E:'IP 
oy]9E:1N N[N]At[qiA)X[E: E:PO(I") 
I 30 [NTAPXH) �E: E:(IME:� [YE: 
E:TpE: )l[TIE:(IE:IN )E: qiwn[E: 
NOYN06 N60M N) 

� o[yoE:1N E:'IP) oy[oE:1N 9±] I 
NT<;>Y[Noy mp )wM[E: E:TE: 
oya.pxH ne] I NTE: [noyo]E:tN 
E:Tt:4f':i�[y A(loywNz M)lmE:wN 
i:i[zo]9ytcz1 M[E: NNATMoy· 
t)SMNtzoo[yt] ME:N qi[Ayt PAN
E:poc]

that the Word I dwells, 
full of shining, I [ineffable] light. 30 

And [in the beginning,] when he 
took thought I [to have] I [his 
likeness] become [ a great power of] 

(6) [shining light ... ,] I [immediately
Man, who is the principle (or

beginning)] I of that [light, appeared
as] I the androgynous [immortal]
aeon.
[The] 5 maleness [is called)

Eug-V: 

I E:(IXHK E:BO.l\ zM noyoE:1N 
E:TPOYIOE:IN NAT(YAXE: E:PO(I 
TI A "j A (INO 20E: I NT APXH 
E:TpE:TIE:(IE:INE: <YWI TTE: NOYN06 
N60M" NTE:YNOY I ATAPXH 
MnoyoE:IN E:TMMAY I oywNz 
E:BO.l\ NOYPWME: NA8A(NATOC 
NZOOYTCZIME: 
TTE:(IPAN 
MMNTz[ooyf cyAyxo]oc E:PO'I 

I and is full of shining, ineffable 
light. I In the beginning, he decided 
20 to have his likeness become I a
great power. Immediately, I the 
principle (or beginning) of that light 
I appeared as Immortal I 
Androgynous Man. His male name 
IS 

5,27-29 The left side of the text reflects fragment placements made by Stephen 
Emmel on August 8, 1977, at the Coptic Museum, Cairo, which are not included in 
the facsimile edition. The fragments are those numbered l and 40 in the facsimile 
edition. 

6,3 Second superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-lII: 

76,19-20 "In ... become": "This one comprehended ("perceived"-K) the llf)Xll, so 
that his appearance became" (T-S, K [similar] & Tr). 

76,23 "appeared as" (so also T-S, alt. & Tr): "revealed" (T-S, alt. & K). 

EUONOSTOS 
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NHC III 101,1-8 

et1IXHK eeo.l\ MTioyot:tN 

E:TPOYIOE:IN t:yAt(YAXE: E:pOtj 

TI€ I E:AtjNOE:I NTAPXH 

E:TPE:TIE:tj 5t:INE: (YWTIE: NOYN06

N60M0 

I NTE:YNOY ATAPXH 

MTIOYOE:IN I E:TMMAY oywNz 

iiioypwMt: I NAeANAToc 

iiizooytcztME: 

being full I of shining light I and 

ineffable, I in the beginning, when 

he decided to have his 5 likeness 

become a great power, I immediately 

the principle (or beginning) I of that 

light appeared as [mmortal I 

Androgynous Man, 

SIC-III: 

BG94,2-ll 

E:(IXHK €BO)\ I MTIOYOE:IN E:TP 
oyoe1N I eoyAT(YAXE: t:POll TIE: 

t:t15No
0

i NTAPXH t:Tpt:TIE:(IE:I INE: 

(YWTIE: ZN OYN06 N60M I 

NTt:yNoy t:TMMA Y ATioyolt:IN 

NTAPXH E:TMMAY OYIWNZ €80)\ 

ZN oyzoyt:IT N 10pwME: 

NNAeANATOC NlzoyTcz"iME: 

being full I of shining light I and 

ineffable, 5 in the beginning, when 

he decided to have his likeness I 

come to be in a great power, I 

immediately the light I of that 

principle (or beginning) I appeared 

in a first 10 immortal I androgynous 

man, 

101,4-5 "in ... become": "when he comprehended the apxri, so that his appearance 

became" (T -S). 

101,7 "appeared as" (so also T -S, alt.): "revealed" (T-S, alt.). 

SIC-BG: 

94.� "in ... power": "(he) comprehends the llPX''l, so that his appearance comes in
great power" (T-S).



84 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV6,6-ll 

I xe 'fi"Noyc NPE:(IXTJc;> 
[t:]T X'!J[K eeo.l\] I MMO'I oy.u.(I" 
TE:(IMNtcz, [Mt: At: xe] I 
tt:NNOIA TA NICOcj)IA. THPOY 
[tPt:'l]lxno NTE: Ntcocl>1A· 

cgAyt p�[N e]r[oc] IO XE: TME:0 

E:TTIAH CE:QIH(Y ZN T6AM I MN 
NE:YQIOPTT NE:IOTE: 

I "Begetter Mind Who Perfects I 
Himself." [And] his femaleness (is 
called) I "Thought, She of All 
Wisdoms, Begettress I of the 
Wisdoms." 

[She] is called 10 "Truth,"-since
they are equal in power I with their 
forebears 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 77 ,2-6 

I xe ne�[no nNoyc t:T]�HK 
E:BO.l\. I TTE:(IPA� [At: 
MMN]TcztME: TTANco 1ci,oc 
cocJ>� A Nr�NE:TE:IPA.

CE:XW 5 MMOC epoc ON XE: 
E:CE:INE: MTTE:CICON AYW 
neccyNzyroc 

I "[Begotten,] Perfect [Mind]." 
I And his female name (is) "All-wise 
I Begettress Sophia." 

It is also said 5 that she resembles
her I brother and her consort. 

6,6 The unusual stroke over n indicates that the letter, written above the line, should 
be inserted (see 6,24; 7,17 [insertion from the margin); 28,8.22). Although the 
stroke seems to continue to the left of the letter in the MS, the line is almost cer
tainly the result of the bleeding of the ink along a papyrus fiber. 
Second superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-lII: 

77,2 nE:J:([no: "Begotten": "the ... [nous)" (neN[oyc) (K). The form of the Coptic 
article suggests a noun with two initial consonants, and the trace of the first letter 
suggests x rather than N. Tr restores nE:J:1.[oe1c , "the [Lord." Support for my 
reconstruction: 82,14-lS; V 10,20-21. 

77,6-8 "consort ... truth": "consort, a truth against which there is no contention; for 
as to the lower truth, the error that is with it" (K & Tr). Line 7 is not emended by 
Tr. 
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NHCIII BG 

85 
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NHC V 6,11-14 

E:TE: NTc;>c TE: I tMNTME: NNATP 
MX�[z] E:�[cooy]r:, MIMoc 
NZHTC ZM TTE:T�Hlt" �YNTAC I 
NtTT1'.ANH E:Ct E:ZPA"i E:XWC-

-who is I indisputable truthfulness,
[knowing] I herself within herself in
secret, and having I error fighting
against her.

Eug-V: 

NHC III 77,6-9 

oyl MHE: E: ( y }Mt:Yt NMMAc TE:" 
TMHIE: ra.p MTTE:CHT cya.ct NMMAc 
(N61T£TT1'.ANH£TNMMAC 

I She is uncontested truth; I for here 
below error, which exists with truth, 
I contests it. 

6,12 e:c;:[cooy ]1:,1: The space in the lacuna seems sufficient for only three letters. One 

must assume therefore that the scribe either wrote very small or omitted some

thing. Although the facsimile edition makes it appear that the final letter could be 

an e:, ultraviolet examination suggests that N is more likely. 

EUONOSTOS 
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NHC III 101,9-19 

I .x.eKAAC eeoJ\. z1TN mpwMe 10 

eTMMAY NAeANATOc eyet I 
MATE: ii:1ney.x.a"i NCE:NHcl>e I 
eeoJ\. ZN Tiicye ZITN 
ci,epMHINeyTHC NTAYTNNOOY<f 
na"i I E:TNMMHTiii QJA nxwK eeoJ\. 
15 NTMNTZHKE: NNCOONE:. 
TE:<!ICYNZyroc AE: Te  TNOCS 
iiicolc1>1a · NTAyTocyc XIN 
N<yoprt I NZPA"i NZHTij eyNoyzii 
z1TN I n ayToreNHc Ne1w1 

I that through that Immortal 10 Man 
they might attain I their salvation 
and awake I from forgetfulness 
through the interpreter I who was 
sent, who I is with you until the end 
15 of the poverty of the robbers. And 
his I consort is the Great Sophia, I 
who from the first was destined in 
him I for union by I Self-begotten 
Father, 

BG 94,11-95,4 

.X.E:KAAC eleoJ\. z"iTM TTIA TMOY 
elTMMAY NPWME: eyet ME:ITE: 
ii:1noy.x.a·i NCE:NHcj)e 15 E:BOJ\. ZN 
Tiicye eeoJ\. z"ilTM npeqewJ\. 
NTAYTAoyloq na"i E:TNMMHTN 
qJA I ZAE: NTMNTZHKE: NNCOIONE: 
E:TE:(jqJBeepe TE: T 
coci,1a TNOCS NTA<y>Tocyc I qe 
.x.1NN cyopn Nzpa"i NZHT[q) I 
eycyNZyriA z"iTM 
TTIAYIToreNHC NE:IWT 

that through I that Immortal I Man 
they might attain I salvation and 
awake 15 from forgetfulness through 
I the interpreter who was sent, I who 
is with you until <the> I end of the 
poverty of the robbers, I since his 
companion is 
Sophia, the great one, I who from the 95 
first was destined in [him] I for 
union by Self-begotten I Father. 

SIC-III: 

101,14 MS unaccountably has stroke over w. 

SIC-BG: 

94,11-13 "through ... attain": "through this immortal one men might attain" (T-S). 

95.1 MS has q (active instead of passive). 



88 l!UONOSTOS 

NHC V 6,14-24 

E:BO1'. A� 15 ZM TTIPWME: 
iiiNATMOy AqoywNfleeoA 
iiicgopif NtSI TIPAN 
iiitMNTNO[y]ITE: MN tMiii1XOE:IC 
MN oyMiiiTpp[o] I MN NH 
E:1MNNCWOY E:BOA ZN NA"i" I TIH 
AE: E:TE:yt PA[N] E:P(?(<l] XE: 
OIUJ [1] 20 m� lpME: NTE: ncgwK 
oye1w-t E:B<?[A] I MM[o 1'! 
E:TAqoywNi MnA"i E:BOA Aqlxno 
NA(j NOyNAtS NNE:WN" 

[npo]c T[e]ITE: Twq MMNTNAC5"" 
oyN c;,(yqieHp] I E:qcgoort ZN 
oyzw''f-' rt· 

Now 15 from Immortal Man very
soon appeared I the name of divinity 
I and lordship and kingdom I and 

those that came afterward from 
them. I And he who is called 
"Father, 20 Man of the Depth, Self
Father," I when he revealed this, 
created I a great aeon 
[for] I his own majesty. 

There is [a companion] I in 
conjunction 

Eug-V: 

6, 15-17 See endnote 4. 

6,24 The stroke over T: see 6,6n. 

Eug-lil: 

NHC III 77 ,9-17 

E:801'. 10 ZITOOTq MTIA8A NATOC 
NPWME: I ACOYWNZ E:BOA NtS I 
oyoNOMA 1c1A iiiqiopTi xe 
MNTNOYTE: I ZI MNTPPO" TIIWT 
rA P E:cgAylxooc epoq xe 
TIPWME: NAYTO 15nATWP 
A(jOyWNZ MTIE:E:I E:BOA I 
A(jT A MIO NA(j NOyNOtS NAIWN 

I npoc TE:(jMNTNOtS 

Through 10 Immortal Man I 
appeared the first designation, I 
namely, divinity I and kingdom, for 
the Father, who is I called "Self

Father Man," 15 revealed this. I He
created a great aeon 

I for his own majesty. 

77,11 .. appeared ... designation": "first appeared a designation" (T-S, K (similar) & 

Tr). 

77,16 Corr.: TAM10 N for partly erased TANO NAq. 
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NHC III 101,19-102,5 

eeOA ZM 20 TTA0ANATOC NPU>ME: 
tiiiTA'IOYIU>NZ E:BOA N«gOplt ZI 
t,tiiiTNOYITE: ZI MNTPPO t TTE:IW"t 

rAP t:(9AY 

t,tOYTE: E:PO'I XE: TTPWME:. 

nA�TOTTATWP A'IOYU>NZ MTTAT 

t:IBOA AqTAMIO NAq NOYNOCS 

iiilAIWN 

t:TTE:'IPAN nt: zor AOAC 
5 npoc TE:'IMNTNOCS 

from 20 Immortal Man t who
appeared I as First and divinity and 
kingdom, t I for the Father, who is 

BG95,4-14 

E:BOA z"i 5TM mA TMOY NPU>ME: 
APA I t aNoywNz eeoA N«gopn I 
{N}ZM MiiiTNOyTt: z"i MNTPIPO t
ne1wT rap t:«gayxoc I epoq xe 
TTPWME: TTA YTO 10TTATWP {na"i} 
aqoywNz <Mna"i> E:IBOA 
AqTAMIO NAq NOYINOCS NAIWN 

eneqpAN nt: I zor .11.oac 
npoc Tt:qMNTINocs 

Through 5 Immortal Man, then, I 

102 called 'Man, Self-Father,' I revealed 
this. I And he created a great aeon, I 

t we first appeared I in divinity and 
kingdom, t I for the Father, who is 
called I 'Man, Self- 10 Father,' 
revealed <this>. I And he created a I 
great aeon, 

whose name is Ogdoad, 
5 for his own majesty. 

SJC-III: 

whose name is I Ogdoad, 
for his own majesty. 

101,21 z1: <ZN> (T-S sugg.), resulting in the following rendering: "From Immortal 
Man he appeared first <in>(?) divinity ... . " See endnote 4. 

SIC-BG: 

95,7 Alt. {NZ} MMNTNOyTe, etc. (T-S), which results in the following rendering for 
lines 6 and 7: "we first revealed divinity and kingdom." See endnote 4. 

95,10 Not emended by T-S ("he appeared"). It may be that the Coptic translator mis
took autov for au-roe; (see Ill 102,2). 



90 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 6,24--31 

£Aq[t NA(j NOy]25NACS 
�Ne:soyc,a · A<lPf p(o ezpai"] I 
[exwo]y: E:A(jCWN"f N�[q 
NZE:N]".-!OYl[TE] MN 
ZE:NAPXAfre1,.[oc ZE:]NTB[� 
M]l[MN]TAtt HITE: epooy [E:ZPA0i
ey],Ml!J[E·]

I £BOA. A£ zii.1 ITA "i ac;:r(ap ]<x>, 
NCS! [tM]N[T)30[N]OyT� MN 
tM�[T]XA£1<: [MN tMNT]l[p]p9· 

to whom he [gave] 25 great authority.

He ruled I [over them], having 

created [gods] I and archangels. 

unnumbered I myriads [for] retinue. 

I Now from him [originated] divinity 

30 and lordship [and kingdom] I and 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 77,17-24 

A<lt NA(I NIOYNOCS NE:30YCIA · 
aqp ppo ezp2o."i I E:XN NCWNT 
THPOY A(ICWNT 20 NA(I 
NZE:NNOyTE: MN 
zeNAPXAf 1reA.oc MN 
zeNafreA. oc zeNTBA I £MN Toy 
HITE:" ezoyN eyzyITH IPE:CIA 

E:B01'. CSE: ZITOO T<j MITPWME: 
£TMMAy ACAPX£C0AI NCSI 
1'.MNTI 

He gave him I great authority, and 

he ruled I over all creations. He 

created 20 gods and archangels I and 

angels, myriads I without number, 
for retinue. 

I Now through that Man I originated 

divinity 

6,29 MS has x (a common scribal error for x). 
6,29-31 The right side of the text reflects fragment placements made by Stephen 

Emmel on August 8, 1977, at the Coptic Museum, Cairo, which are not included in 
the facsimile edition. The fragments are those numbered l and 40 in the facsimile 
edition. 

6,29-32 The left margin in the MS appears to have been shifted about one letter's 
width to the right, perhaps because of an imperfection in the sheet. 

Eug-III: 

77,23 T-S holds that the section found in SJC following zynHpec1A is missing from 
Eug-111 through homoioteleuton. However it seems more closely related to the 
Sondergur of SIC than to Eug.
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NHC III 102,5-17 

.wt Naq I NoyNocs 

jije3oyc1a aqp ppo I exM 

ncwNf NTMN1ZHK£ I aqcwN1 

NA(j NZE:NNOyTE: I MN 

ZE:NAl"rE:1'.0C <MN> 

ZE:NAPXAI" 10r£1'.0C ZE:NTBA 

e:MNTOY HTIE: I eyqJMQJE: 

eeO"- zM n oyoe1N I E:TMMA Y MN 

nei'TNA NQJOIMNT Nzooy1 £TE: 

TIA TCOl4'1a ne TeqcyNzyr oc 

£ 15901,. rap ZM TIE:E:INOyTE: 

ACIAPXE:C0AI NCSI 

TMN<T>NoyTe I Miii TMNTppo· 

He was given I great authority, and 

he ruled I over the creation of 

poverty. I He created gods I and 

angels <and> archangels, 10 myriads 

without number I for retinue 

from that Light I and the I tri-male 

Spirit, which is that of Sophia, I his 

consort. 

15 For from this God originated I 

divinity I and kingdom. 

SJC-Ill: 

102,7 Corr.: first N for T. 

BG 95,14-96,8 

a.qt AE: NAq NNOyNOCS 15 

N£30yc1a aqp ppo ezpa1 I E:XN 

NCWNT NTMNTZHIKE: aqcwNT 

NAq NZNNOYIT£ MN zNarre1,.oc 

MN zNlapx1arre1,.oc ZNTBA £MN 

TE: y HTIE: E: YQJMQJE: (j� 
e 1eo1,. ZM Tioyo·iN E:TMIMA y MN 

TIE:TINA NQJMTl�ooyT E:TE: na"i 

TIE: TIA T 5co4>1a TE:qqJBE:E:PE: 

e1eo1,. rap ZM TIINOYTE: 

ACIAPXE:C0A.I N61 TMNTNOYITE: 

MN TMNTPPO 

I And he gave him great 15 authority, 

and he ruled I over the creations of 

poverty. I He created gods I and 

angels and I archangels, myriads 

without 

number for retinue 96 

I from that Light I and the tri-male 

Spirit, I that is, that of 5 Sophia, his 

companion. 

I For from this God originated I 

divinity I and kingdom. 



z 

7 

92 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 6,31-7,8

MN NH eTOYHZ [Ncwoy·] I [eTB]� 
[nA°i] �Yt PAN e(poq .x.e TINOy] 
[Te NT£ N1NO YT]� ry[1.x.oe1c 
NT]� I [N1.x.oe1c mpp]o NT[e 
N1p]pwoy- I [AqoywNz A£ e]eo1,. 
ZM [nA]i° NCSI Kel[ 7± J. oc· 
er[e] oynHrH S [ne NT£ NH 
eT]Ay(!1q>[n]� MNNcwq· 
I [OYNTA<I A£ NO]yNOYC MN 
oyeNI [NOIA ] 

t:4N oyu>(!1· oyMeeye i..e I [MN] 
oycl}[w} MN Oy(YO.X.N£. 

those that follow [them]. I 
[Therefore he] was 
called ["God] 
[ of gods, Lord of] I [lords, King] of 
kings." I [And] from [him appeared] 
another I [ ... ], who [is] the source 
5 l of those who came] afterward. I
[Now he has] mind and [thought} 

I and will, also thinking I [and 
teaching] and counsel 

Eug-V: 

7,3 Third superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

NHC III 78,1--8

NoyTe �[N TMNTppo· e]TI:!£ nA·i 
Ayt I PN(I .x.e TIN<;>y[Te 
NNNOY]Te· TIPPO I Nppwoy· 
nezo[ye1i N]PwMe 

I TTIICTIC ne NN[e]TNA(Ywne· s 
MNNCA NA0i 
oyNTA<I NZHTij Nloyz1A10N 
NNOyc oyeNNOIA. 

Nlee eTe qo NMOC 
oyeNeyMHCIC I MN 
oylj)pONHCIC oy 1'.0rlCMOC 

[and kingdom]. Therefore he was I 
called "God of gods," "King I of 
kings." First Man I is "Faith" for 
those who will come 5 afterward. 

He has, within, I a unique mind 
(and) thought-just as I he is it 
(thoughtHand) reflecting I and 
considering, rationality 

7,4 The trace immediately following the first lacuna is compatible with the tail of an A 

orM. 

Eug-111: 

78,3-4 So restored by T-S (but superlinear stroke is omitted). 

78,6-7 See endnote 5. 

[78J 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 93 

NHC III 102,17-103,1 

eTBE: na·,· aylMoyTe epoq xe 
nNOYTE: NINNOyTe· nppo 
NPPWOY ne 20 zoye1't NPWME: 

eyNTA(I MIMA y ii.1neqz1.a.1ON 
NNOyc I iiizpa'i NZHTij· MN 
oyeNNOIA 
I N0E: E:T(jO MMOC 
oycJ)pONH 1c1c oyeNeyMHCIC 
oy"-or1I 

pr CMOC 

Therefore he I was called 'God of I 
gods,' 'King of kings.' 20 First Man 

has I his unique mind, I within, and 
thought I -just as he is it 
(thought)- (and) considering, I 
reflecting, rationality, 

SJC-III: 

102,23 See endnote 5.

SJC-BG: 

BG96,8-18 

ayw elTee na�· aqcMoy epoq 10 

XE:TINOYTE: NNNOYTE: I AYW 
nppo NNepwoy I n<9pn NPWMe 

oyNTA(I I MMay zpa"i NZHTij 
iiioylNoyc enwq ne MMIN 15 

MMO(I MN oyeNNOIA 
I iiiTZe eTqo MMOC 
oyleNeyMHC1c Miii 
oycJ>po INHCIC oyMeeye 

And therefore I he blessed himself 10 

as 'God of gods' I and 'King of 
kings.' I First Man 

has. I within, a I mind, which is his 
own, 15 and thought I -just as he is
it (thought)- I (and) reflecting and 
considering, I thinking 

96,9 aqcMoy epoq, "he blessed himself': <AYMOyTe> epoq, "he <was called>" 

{T-S sugg.); <aycMoy> epoq, "he <was blessed>" {T-S sugg.). In the context, 

self-benediction does not seem inappropriate. 

96,16 See endnote 5.



94 EUGNOSTOB 

NHC V 7,8-18 

MN I [nH e]tz1X[NN] oy(!JOXN£ 
MN oycsoM 10 [z]�NME:�[oc]
NT£J\.IOC. AYW NNAITMO[y· 
KAT]� A£ tA<l>0APCIA £YI�':'� 
Ml5i [N]l:f t:tNE: MMOOY E:BOJI." 
I K[AT]� tcs[oM] .a.e 
C£(!JBBIHO yt· N( 8£ £TE: oywt 
oye1wt oyet 15 oy'!,)HP£ · Ayw 
IT'!,)HPE: t:y£NNOIA I tt:NNOIA 
<b.>£ £COyATB E: NIKE:'!,)W l�IT 
THpoy· AYW iiiee NZPA·1 ZN 
NIA't: 1xno· £11.E:tMONAC 

-even I [that which] is over 
counsel-
and power: '° perfect and immortal 
[attributes]. I Now [in respect to] 
imperishableness, they are I [equal] 
to [those) that resemble them. I But 
[in respect to power], they are 
different, just I as father differs from 
15 son, and the son from thought, I
<and> the thought surpasses 
everything else. I And in the (same) 
way, among uncreated things, I the 
monad 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 78,9-17 

I MN oy.a.yNAM1c · Mt:11.oc NIM 
£ '°T'!JOOTT ZNTE: J\.IOC NE: 
ZNA0ANAITOC NE: KATA M£N 
TA«!>0APCIA CE:((!JH(!J. 
KATA TCSOM Oyiii OyAIA (cj)OpA. 
iiiee NTT<!JIB£ Noye1wT· I

£y'!,)HP£. AyW Oy(!JHPE: 
£Y£NNOIA 15 AYW T£NNOIA 
t:n'!,)wxri Net: NITAE:l'!JPTT 
Nxooc ZN N£NTAy xnoloy· 
TMONAC o N'!,)OPTI 

I and power. All the attributes 10 

that exist are perfect and immortal. 
In respect to imperishableness, they I
are indeed equal. 

(But) in respect to power, there is a 
difference, I like the difference 
between father I and son, and son 
and thought, 15 and the thought and 
the remainder. As I I said earlier, 
among the things that were created, I 
the monad is first. 

7,10 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. Punctuation: see 5.4n. 

7,12 First word: see Emmel, 1979: 183 (line identified as 7,22 up). 

7,16 MS has T. 

7, 17 The stroke over .x.: see 6,6n. .x. is written in the left margin. 

7, 18 The F form of the nominal subject prefix of the present circumstantial is not 

found elsewhere in the codex; but see 29,6 for a similar form. 
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THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

NHC III 103,1-10 BG 96, 18-97, 11 

oy60M' ME:.11.oc NIM eyl<9oort MN I oy60M Me.11.oc NIM E:T 
ziiiTE:.11.ION NE: Ayw I [<9oon ZNTe.11.h QN NE: 
zE:NA8ANATON NE: KATA ME:N f ZNl[ATMOY N]� '5-ATA ME:N I 
TAcl>8APCIA CE:(!JH(!J. TMNTATTAKO CE:(!JH(!J 
KATA oy 560M CE:(90B£. N8E: f KATA .A.E: T60M CE:(90 5B£ N8E: 
MTT(!JIBE: I NOYE:IWt E:y (!JHPE:. MTT(!JIBE: NOYIE:IWT E:Y (!JHPE: Miii 

<AYW Oy (!JHPE:> E:yE:NNOIA 'f Oyf(!JHPE: E:yE:NNOIA MN 
AYW TE:NNOIA en<9wxrt Nee I oy I E:NNOIA enKeceene I A yw 
iiiNE:NTAE:IP <9prt NXOOy ZN I Nee NTA"ixooc r-i 10<9opn 
NE:NTAyxnooy TMONAC TMONAC ZN Nl(!JPTT NXTTO AN 
N '°<9oprt 

power. All the attributes that exist I and I power. All the attributes that 
are perfect and I immortal. In exist are [perfect] (and) I [immortal]. 
respect to I imperishableness, they In respect to I imperishableness, they 
are indeed equal. are indeed equal. 

(But) in respect to 5 power, they are I But in respect to power, they are 

different, like the difference I different, 5 like the difference 
between father and son, <and son> between I father and son, and I son 
and thought,I and the thought and and thought, and I thought and the 
the remainder. As I I said earlier, remainder. I Now, as I said '°
among I the things that were created, earlier, the monad is not among the I 
the monad is 10 first. first creations. 

SJC-111: 

103,6 Erroneous omission noted by T-S. 

SJC-BG: 
97, IO MS has just one stroke over the last two letters.
97,10-J I TMONAC ... AN, "the monad ... creations": T-S sees a textual corruption

here and proposes that the text read TMONAC Ncgopn or Te Tcgopn ZN Ncgopn 
Nxno, "the monad is the first among the first creations" (omitting AN). T-S may 
be correct, but see V par. 

C<iz 1 

[97]



96 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 7,18-28 

AYW t.11..yAc I <QAZPA'1' 
E:[NIA ]E:�AC" ...;,A E:KAC AE: 20 
«;E:PAP<x>1 ezpA'i E:XN I 
NIAN<QE:,' NIAN(QE: AE: 
CE:PAP<x>e1 ezpA'i E:XN I 
NIAN(QO' NIAN(QO AE: 
CE:PAP<X>E:I I (E:]XN NIANTBA. 
ne'icMot ON ne I [E:T] <goort ZN 
NIATMoy· tMONAC 25 �E: MN 
t�[N]NOIA' NA n,pw� [E:] 
�IN[A]T(Moy·] �IME:E:ye <g[u>ne] 

I E:<N>AE:K[A]c· NIAN(YE: AE: N[E: 

NICBO ]loye· [NIAN ]�[o AE:] NE: 

and the dyad I go up to [the] decads, 
and the decads 20 rule the hundreds, 
I and the hundreds rule I the 
thousands, and the thousands rule I 
the ten thousands. Again it is this 
pattern I [that] exists among the 
immonals: the monad 25 and the 
thought are those things that belong 
to [Immortal] Man. I The thinkings 
[are] for I <the> decads, and the 
hundreds are [the teachings,] I [and 
the thousands] are the 

Eug-V: 

7,19-22 See endnote 6. 

NHC ID 78,17-24 

COYHZ I NCWC NCSI TAYAC MN 
TeTp1Ac I cyAzpa·,· E:NPAMHT 
NPAMHT A.£ 20 CE:APXI E:XN 
NPA<QE:' £P£NPA(YE: I APXI E:XN 
NPA<go· E:PE:N<PA>q10· APlx 1 
t:XN <NPA>TBA · nE:CMOT ne na'i
<zN> I <N>AeANATOc nezoye1-r
NPWIME: NTE:E:IZE: · TE:(IMONAC Te
(Coptic pages 79 and 80 are
missing.)

The dyad I follows it, and the triad, I 
up to the tenths. Now the tenths 20 
rule the hundredths; the hundredths I 
rule the thousandths; the 
thousand<th>s rule I the ten 
thousand<th>s. This is the pattern 
<among the> I immortals. First Man 
I is like this: His monad 

7,20-22 MS has in each case x (a common scribal error for x). 
7,24-25 "the monad . .. Man": see 7,6-7. Apparently mind, thought and will are 

referred to. The punctuation in line 25 is a word separator but may also be 
intended to replace a missing sentence pronoun. 

7,26 Corr.: cgopi'f, "first," is deleted at the beginning of the line by a dot over each 
letter. 

7,27 MS hast (sing.). 

Eug-lII: 

78, 19-21 Tr translates the fractions as whole numbers without emending the text. See 
endnote 6. 

78,22 First emendation: MS has Ne. 
78,22-23 MS has NZN, "of immortals" (not emended by Tr, although his translation 

reflects an emendation). 
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NHCIII BG 



98 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 7,28-8,8 

N1(90XN [e·] I N[l ]ANTBA [AE: N]E: 
Nl6AM. NH (AE: E:1']30[t9]�nE: 
E:B(OA ZN] J::IE:T[ .••. CE: ]I <½IOOft 
MN NE:yA[ 11±] I [z]�N e�[N] 
NIM [ 12±] I [ ... ] .. [ .. ] � 
'9�[ 10±] 

[H] N[ 7±] �co[ywNz eeoA zM] I

nNoy[c N]TAP[XH N61 tE:NNOIA]
I MN NIM [ee]ye· a.[yw E:BOA ZN
NI ](ME:E:yE: r::i[1c ]ew· E:[BOA ZN 
NICBW] S N1(90X� [e·] E:BO[A ZN
Nl(90XNE: ] ( Oy60M"
MNNCA [6]E: AE: M[ME:AOC] (
THpoy. a.<q>oywNz E:�[o]� ZN 
r::i[eq6oM] I NtSI nH THPq 

counsels, I [and] the ten thousands 

[are] the powers. [Now] those [who] 
30 come [from the ... ] I exist with

their l ... ] I [in] every aeon [ ... ] I 

[ ... ] 
[8] [ ... In the beginning, thought] I and

thinkings [appeared from] mind, I

[then] teachings [from] I thinkings,

counsels 5 [from teachings], (and)

power [from] I [counsels].

And after all [the attributes,] I all

that [ was revealed] I appeared from

Eug-V: 

7,33 Corr.: y deleted between� and� by two superior dots. 

8,4 ew: see Emmel, 1979: 183 (line identified as 8,30 up). 

8,5 u: see Emmel, 1979: 183 (line identified as 8,29 up). 

8, 7 Low dot probably indicates word separation; see 8, 16n. 

MS-has y (incorrect pl. pron.). 

�: see Emmel, 1979: 183 (line identified as 8,27 up). 

NHCIII 
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NBC ill 103,1�12 

<N>0AH A€ NNKA NIM. 

A<ll0YWNZ €80� NCS"I 

neNTa.yoyoNzq I e8o� THpq· 

And after everything, I all that was 

revealed I appeared from his power. 

SIC-III: 

BG97,ll-14 

Nza.e Ae I NfKA NIM a.qoyoNzoy 

I €80� ZN T€(j60M NCS"I ( 

TT€NTAq0 yoNzq THP<l 

And finally he who I revealed it all I 

revealed everything I from his 

power. 

103,l l-12 "all ... power": "all that was revealed from his power appeared" (T-S); 
less likely because of the Coptic punctuation and the parr. 

SIC-BG: 

97,11-14 "And ... power": or" ... he who wholly revealed himself ... "; "But he 
brought to appearance the last (pl.) of all things from his power, namely, the one 
whom he brought to appearance completely" (T-S). The sentence appears to be 
corrupt; see parr. 



100 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV8,8-18 

eTAy[oy]<;>NZ<f [e80�] I Ayw 
AqoywNf [e80�] �M n1:1 
[€TAy]1°co<N>Tq NCS"I TTH 
€TAy�[ONKq] AYW I TTH €TAYt 
M0Pcl>H N[Aq A]<f<?Y(!)NZ ( €80� 

ZM nH eTAy[Mo]�[Kq·] �HI 
eTAYt PAN epoq- AqoywNz I
€80� ZM TTH €TAYt M0Pcl>H NA(j" 
l5 €AtAIAcl>0PA NT€ NH 

eTAyxno(oy. oywNz €80� zM 
TTH €TAYt r[AN] I epoq XIN 

TAPXH <gA APHXq" KAT� I

oyCS"0M NT€ N1€WN TH[p]oy· 

[his powers.] I And [from] what 
[was] 10 created, what was 
[fashioned] appeared. And I what 
was formed appeared I from what 
was [fashioned.] I What was named 
appeared I from what was formed, 15

while the difference among begotten 
things I appeared from what was 
[named], I from beginning to end, by 
I power of all the aeons. 

Eug-V: 

8,8 c;>Nz,i: see Emmel, 1979: 183 (line identified as 8,26 up). 

8,9 �M: see Emmel, 1979: 184 (line identified as 8,25 up). 

NHCIII 

8,10 Last three letters and preceding superlinear stroke: see Emmel, 1979: 184 (line 
identified as 8,24 up). The stroke is visible in the MS. Emmel reports seeing a 
remnant of the letter under the stroke, but none is visible in a photo taken prior to 
removal of transparent tape. 

8,11 ycpNz: see Emmel, 1979: 184 (line identified as 8,23 up). 

8, 12 Final word: see Emmel, 1979: 184 (line identified as 8,22 up). 

8, 13 Final letter: see Emmel, 1979: 184 (line identified as 8,21 up). 

8,16 Low dot after initial oy is not a stop; it makes clear word separation; cf. V 
34,10. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 101 

NBC III 103,12-21 

eBOA. ZN TeqCS"oM: I A yw €BOA. 

zM neNTA ycoNTij I AqoywNz 

€BOA. NCS"I neNTAy 15pnA.ACCA 

MMO(j THpq • €BOA. ZM I

neNTA ypn A.ACCA MMOQ 

A<j(OYWNZ NCS"I neNTA(jXI 

MOP(cl>H €BOA. ZM neNTA(j.XI 

MOPcl>H I neNTAYt PAN epoq 

€TB€ TIA i" ZO ATI�IB€ �WTI€ 

NNIArENNH (Toe .xN NTAPXH �A 

APHXNOy 

And from what I was created, I all 
that was fashioned 15 appeared; from

I what was fashioned I appeared 

what was formed; I from what was 

formed, I what was named. Thus 20 

came the difference among the 

unbegotten ones I from beginning to 
end." 

BG 97,15-98,7 

15 AYW €BOA. ZM TI€NTA(j (CONTQ 

THP<l AqoywNz I eBOA. NCS"I 

neNTAYTIA.AC(CA MMO(j THP<I 

€BOA. I ZM TI€NTA YTIA.ACCA M 

Moq a.qoycp[NZ €BOA. NCS"I] I

TI€NTA(j.XI MOpcj)H �M I

neNTAqx1 Mopcj)H ne I NTAYt 
PAN NA(j €BOA. ZM 5 na.i" ATI�IB€ 

�wne N(NIA <T>xnooy XIN 

TAPXH �A I APH.XNO Y 

15 And from everything that he I 

created, all that I was fashioned I 
appeared; I from what was 

fashioned, 

appeared I what was formed; from I 

what was formed, I what was named. 
From 5 this came the difference

among I the unbegotten things from 

beginning to I end." 

(98] 



EUONOSTOtr 

NHC V 8,18-28 

TTIPQ? IM€ A€ NNATMOY €(1Mf?Z 
€BOA N�[e]20ooy NIM. 
NNAi'TAKO MN oypa.cg� I 
NNA1'(!1A.X€ MMO<f 
€P€T€(jMNTPIPO THPC T€AHA 
MMOC NZHTC ZN oylTeAHA N<gA 
eNez· NH eTe Ml)[oy]lcwTM 
epooy €Nez· oyTe 
M[noy ]25co[ y ]wNoy ZNN e[w ]N 
NIM e[TA<j]l[<g]C!Jne MNNC(!Jfo]y 
[M]N NeqKo[c]l[Moc: MNNcwq
AC�[w]ne NCS"I 15-[e]l[a.]nc:H €BOA 
z [M 

Now Immortal Man I is full of every 

2u imperishable glory and ineffable I 
joy. His whole kingdom I rejoices in 

I everlasting rejoicing, those who 
never I have been heard of or known 
25 in any aeon that I [came] after 
[them and] its [worlds]. I Afterward 

[another] I [principle] came from 

NHCID 

102



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 103 

NHC ill 103,22-104,4 

I TOTE: TTE:.XA(j NA(j NCS"I 

ea.peo"o IMa.1oc .xe TTWC 

A yoNOMAZE: <MMO(j> Z I 

PA TTeya.rrel\ <1 >ON .xe TTPWME: I 

A yw mgHpE: MTTPWME: TTE:E:I I <gHPE: 

.se oyeeo" ZN NIM M(Mooy TTE: 

I Then Bartholomew I said to him: 

"How (is it that) <he> was 

designated in 
104 the Gospel 'Man' I and 'Son of 

Man'? I To which of I them, then, is 

this Son related?" The 

BG98,7-13 

TOTE: TTE:.XA(j I NA(j NCS"I 

BAP0O,.OMAI 1Oc .XE: TTWC 

AYMOYTE: 10 epoq ZM 

TTeya.rre,.1ON I .xe TTPWME: Ayw 

TT<gHPE: I MTTPWME: nlt!)HPE: 

oyeleo" NAQI MMooy TTE: 

Then Bartholomew I said to him: I 

"How (is it that) he was called •0 in

the Gospel I 'Man' and 'Son I of 

Man'? I To which of them is the Son 



104 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 8,28-9,3 NHC III 

n]�PW[M£] NNATMOy[·] ( �� £T£
cgAyt [PAN e]poq xe
mpeq 30[.xno] N.XWI( �[eo�
M]Moq o y[AAQ"] I [NTepeq.x.1
mt] t:'l�T� �nqcyN [zyroc] I
[tN06 NCOcj>IA a.q]OY'!)l:'l E:�[o�
M]t[mcgoptf MMIC£ E:T]MMA[ y ]
�z[ooyt]

[eJ [cz1Me· nH eTJ� cg�[vt r]AN, 
[epoq .X.£ Til(!1HP£ ] N<gOp[ff] 
t:iMICE: I [NT£ TTNOYT£ i-" 

Immortal [Man], I who is [called] 
"Self-perfected 30 [Begetter.]" I 
[When he received the consent] of 
his [consort,] I [Great Sophia, he] 
revealed I [that first-begotten 
androgyne,] 

[9] [ who is called] I "First-begotten
[Son] I [of God]."

Eug-V: 

8,33 Third superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

9,1 Corr.: N incorporates initial q (cf. 2,l8n.). 

9,2 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 105 

NHC III 104,4-16 

TI€XAQ NAQ N61 5 TI€TOYAAB"X€ 

toywc�f €TP€(TN€1M€ X€ 

TI€l:OY€11' NPW(M€ <gAy MOYT€ 

epoq xe I TIP€QXTIO TINoyc 

€TXHK I €BO� l:ITO OTlj MMIN 

MMOQ IO TIA i" AQ€N0YM€1 MN 

TNO6 N(co<1>1A T€QCYNZyroc 

aqoy(WNZ €BO� MTieqcgoprt 

NXTIO I N<gHP€ Nl:O OytC ZIM€ 

TI€Q(PAN Nl:OOyt <gAYMOYT€ 

€ 15poq X€ TIPWTOr€N€TWP 

Nl<9HP€ MTINOYT€" 

Holy One 5 said to him: "I want you 
I to know that 
First Man I is called I 'Begetter, 
Self-perfected I Mind.' to He 
reflected with Great I Sophia, his 
consort, and revealed I his first
begotten, I androgynous son. His I 
male name 15 is called 'First 
Begetter I Son of God'; 

SIC-BG: 

BG 98,13-99,9 

TI€(XAQ N61 TI€TOYA AB X€ 15 
toywcg €TP€TN £IM€ I xe 

TI€ZOY€1T NPWM€ €(T€ 

cgayxooc epoq xe TIP€Q(XTIO 

TINOyc NAYTOT€ 

r�1oc TIAI AQ€N]�YM€1 MN ( 

T€€1NO6 NC]O<l>I A T€Q(<g[B€]�p 

AQOYWNZ €BO� I 
MTI€QTIPO T<O>r€N<HTOC> 5 

N<gHpe NZoy TcZi"Me I Tiai· €T€ 
TI€QPAN NZO(OYT TI€ 

TIPOTOr€N€ (TWP TI'!,)HP€ 
MTINOY(T€ 

related?" I The Holy One said: 15 "I
want you to know I that 
First Man, who I is called I 
'Begetter, Self-perfected 
Mind,' reflected with I [this Great] 
Sophia, his I companion, and 
revealed I his first-<begotten>, 5 

androgynous son, I whose male 
name I is First Begetter, I Son of 
God, 

98,18-99,I T -S mistakes the last 7 letters of 98,18 for two words and divides thus: 

NAY, "to them" and TOT£, "then." The latter word is made the beginning of a 

new sentence, which is continued by T -S on 99,1 with the questionable restoration 

ofoyN. 

99,3 Alt. �B££P<£> (T-S; unnecessary since �B££P is also fem. [Kasser: 84)). 

99,4 MS has npoT£r£N£TWP , "First Begetter" (harmonization: see lines 7 and 14). 

T-S has only the first emendation, but translates as above, which is possible

because of the ambiguity of the word (see LSJ, s.v.). It is difficult to believe, how

ever, that that ambiguity was involved here.

[iiel 

[99]



106 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV9,3-15 

Teq[MN]1'c£i' Me I [xe tcgopne] 
MMI [ce] �COcj)IA 5 [tMAAY 
MOTHP ]q· eTe cga pezo I ["iNe 
MOyTe] epoc xe Ta.ra.nw I 
[NTOQ .Ae m ]cgopff MM1ce 

eyNl[TA<I NTeqe]�oyc1a eeo� 
ZM I [ne]q[e1w1' · 
A<l]TAMIO. NA<j NO Y IONA6 
�[ewN] npoc T€(jMNTN06. 
I �[qTAMIO ] �a.q NZeNa.t"re�oc 
I ���[N]TH �Na.1't Hne epooy 
I ezra.·i eycgMcge· 
nacge·i THPq I NN1al"re�oc 
ecga yMoyTe epo 150y xe 

His female aspect I [is "First-] 
begotten Sophia, 5 [Mother of the 
Universe]," whom some I [call] 
"Love." I [Now] First-begotten, 

since he has I [his] authority from I 
his [father], 
created a 10 great [aeon] for his own 
majesty, 
I [creating] numberless myriads of I 
angels I for retinue. 
The whole multitude I of angels. 
who are called 

Eug-V: 

9, lO First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

9,12 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

NHCID81,1-5 

A(jTAM[IO NA(j NZ€N]arre�oc I 
zeNTB [a €MNToy] 11ne ezoyN I 
eyzynHp�CIA. 
nMHH<ge THPij I NNal"re�oc 
eTMMAY cgayxo 5oc epooy xe 

He created angels, I myriads [d 
[without] number, I for retinue. The 
whole multitude I of those angels are 
called 

For the remarkable reconstruction of the first word I am indebted to Bentley Lay

ton. 
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NHC III 104,16-105,2 

TIE:(jPAN I NCZIME: TCOcl>IA 
NTIPU>To I reNeT1pa TMAA y 
MTITHpij· I (YAPE:ZOE:INE: MOYTE: 
epoc 20 XE: TArAnH" NTO(j AE:
ncyopri I Nxno 
cyayMoyTe epoq xe I nexpc 
eyNTAq NTeloyc1a I ZITM 
neqe1w-t 

aqTAMIO I NA<! NoyMHHcye 
i,iafre 

pE: AOC E:MNTOY HTIE: 
eyzynH IPE:CIA 

his female I name, 'First I Begettress 
Sophia, Mother of the Universe.' I 
Some call her 20 'Love.' Now first- I 
begotten is called I 'Christ.' Since 
he has authority I from his father, 

he created I a multitude of angels 
105 without number for retinue 

SJC-BG: 

BG 99,9-100,l 

E:TE: nexc ne 
neq IOpaN MMNTCZ

0

iME: ne 
npolToreNeTe1pa Tcoci,1a 
TMA y MTITHP<l TA ... E:TE: I 
cyapezo"iN MOyTe epoc xe I 
TArAnH TIE:TIPOTOrE:NE: 15Twp rap 
E:(YAYMOyTE: I epoq XE: nexc 
eoyNTeq I Teloyc1a z"iTOOT<l 
MI TIE:(jE:IWT 

A(jTAMIO NA(j I NOVATO 
NArreAOC E:MN 

Toy HTIE: e[yzynHPE:CIA ] 

I who is Christ; his 10 female name is 
First I Begettress, Sophia, I Mother 
of the Universe, I whom some call I 
'Love.' For First Begetter, 
15 who is called I 'Christ,·
since he has I authority from I his 
father, 

created I a multitude of angels 
without 
number for [retinue] 

100,1 Restoration is T-S, alt. Others are: e[y11,1M11,1e] (correctly rejected by T-S as 

too short); e[zoyN ey11,1M11,1e] (T-S, alt.; a combination not found elsewhere in 

BG). Meanings are similar in all cases. 

[fl 

[100) 



108 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 9,15-21 

TE:Kk.1'.HCIA NNE:toyAAB I �H 
E:TE: li:ioyoe1N MN N1AtzA e1 l[B]E: 
<Ne>· N1At're1,.oc oy N E:TMMAY I 
[e ]<gwne ey<gANt m E:PN 
NE:Yl�r�c;,y· 
(!IAPE:N°E:Y ACnACMOC. 20 [<gwn]E: 
NZE:NAt're1,.oc eye1NE: I

[MMOoy·] 

15 "Assembly of the Holy Ones." I 

are the lights and shadowless ones. I 

Now when these angels I kiss each 
other, I their embraces 20 (become]

angels like I (themselves.] 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 81,5-10 

TE:k.k.1'.HCIA NNE:ITOYAAB" 
NOyOE:IN NATZa.E:IBE:C I

NE:TMMa.y CSE: ey<gANa.cnAZE: I

NNE:YE:PHOY <!lAPE:NE:yAcna.c I 
MOC <!jWnE: NZE:NAt'rE:1'.0C 
E:y '°E:INE: MMOOY 

5 "Assembly of the I Holy Ones, the 
Shadowless Lights." I Now when 
these greet I each other, their 
embraces I become angels 10 like 
themselves. 

9,21 MS has a blank of approx. I cm. between the lacuna and the subsequent word. 

Eug-lll: 

81,5-6 "Assembly ... Lights" (similarly. Tr}: "The church of !he sainls of light 

without shadow" (K}; " ... of the holy lights ... " (K, footnote}. 
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NHC III 105,2-9 

eBO"- zM nenNA MN noyloe1N · 
nexa.y NAq N61 NE:'IMA jeHTHC 
xe nxoe1c neTe<9a. y5MoyTe 
&poq xe npwMe· oyjwNz NAN 
&TBHHTij" XE:KAAC I ZWWN 
E:NAE:IME: AKPIBWC &ITBE: 
n&qeooy nexa.q N'61/ 
nTej1,.1oc NCWTHP" xe neTe 

I from Spirit and Light." I His 
disciples I said to him: "Lord, reveal 
to us 5 about the one I called 'Man' 
that I we also may know his glory 
exactly." I The perfect I Savior said: 
"Whoever 

BG 100,2-10 

I E:BO1'. ZM n�[nNA MN no]ylo"iN 
n&xa.y NA'I N61 NeqjMA8HTHC 
xe nexc ne1 5wT eTe 
<9a.yMoyTe epoq I xe nrwMe 
MATCABON ejpoq XE:KAAC ZWWN 
E:NjNACOYWN neqeooy 
AKPI IBwc nexa.q N61 nTe1,.1oc 
IO NCWTHP xe neTe 

I from [Spirit and] Light." I His I 
disciples said to him: "Christ, 5 teach 
us I about the Father, I who is called 
'Man,' that we also may I know his 
glory exactly." I The perfect 10 

Savior said: "Whoever 



110 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 9,21-25 

ney<9opl'f MMICE: I [ ..... 
NE: 1 ]wt <9[A] Yt PA� [ep]oq I [XE: 
..... ] . [. ]N9[yc· A]AA[M ET]E: 
I [mBA"- Mnoyoe1N ne·] nH 
(E:TA<I] 25 [el E:80"- ZM 
noyOE:IN ·] 

Their fir st-begotten I [ ... father] is 
called I [" .. . Mind, Adam," who] I 
[is the Eye of Light,] who 25 [came 
from Light,] 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 81,10-12 

nenpwTorE:NE: !Twp· NE:IWT 
(9AY xooc E:PO<I I XE: A.AAM TTA 
noyOE:IN.

First Begetter I Father is called I 
"Adam of the Light." 

9,23 MS has a stroke above the second lacuna. 

Eug-III: 

81,11 Corr.: an erased point between first w and P. The point following p is inexpli
cable, unless it, together with the erased point, was intended to signal the deletion 
ofp. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST Ill 

NHC III 105,9-19 

oyNTij lO MAA.X.E: MMAY E:CWTM 
MAPE:<I ICWTM" 
nenpwToreNE:TWP Nle1wt 
e<uAY .x.ooc epoq .x.e A.A.AM· I 
[n]BA1'. MTTOYOE:lN XE: NTAljE:I 
el[Bo]� ZM noyOE:lN 

eTP oyoe1N 15 [MN] 
NE:<jAl"rE:1'.OC E:TOYAAB " 
NIAt<9A.x.e epooy NATZAE:IBE:C 
eyTE:PTTH eyMHN E:B01'. ey pA I (YE: 
ZN TE:YE:N8YMHCIC NTAY IXITC 
NTN neye1wt 

has 10 ears to hear, let him I hear.

First Begetter I Father is called 
'Adam, I Eye of Light,' because he 
came I from shining Light, 

15 [and] his holy angels, who are
ineffable I (and) shadowless, I ever 
rejoice with joy I in their reflecting, I 
which they received from their 
Father. 

SJC-III: 

BG 100,l�lOl,6 

oyNTi:j I MAA.X.E: ecWTM 
MAPE:<I I CWTM 
nenpoToreNE:TWP I NE:IWT 
E:<YAYMOYTE: epoq I .x.e A.A.AM 
TTBA1'. Mnoyo"iN 15 E:BO1'. .X.E: AljE:I 
E:BO"- ZM noylo"iN 
TE:ljMNTE:PO AE: THPC I TA 
noyo"iN Te 
E:TP oyo"iN I MN NE:qArre1,.oc 
E:TOYA 
[AB NAT(YA.x.e] epooy I [pa.] 
[NATZAIBE:c ] ceTepne I eyt:tl:IN 
E:B01'. E:YPE:(YE: I ZN 
TE:YE:N8YMHCIC N5TAY.X.ITC 
NTOoTq Ml neye1wT 

has I ears to hear, let him I hear. 

First Begetter I Father is called I 

'Adam, Eye of Light,' 15 because he
came from Light. 
I And his whole kingdom I is of the 
shining Light, 

I and his holy angels, who are 
[ineffable] I (and) [shadowless], ever [101) 
rejoice I with joy I in their reflecting, 
5 which they received from I their 
Father. 

105,14 Regarding the section in the parr. (added here by K) following noyoerN • 

"Light," see BG 100,16--l?n. 

SIC-BG: 

100,16--17 T€(1MNTepo ... Te, "And ... Light" (omitting "shining"): T-S holds 
that this section is missing in SIC-III through homoioteleuton. 



112 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 9,25-10,2 NHC m 81,12-21 

Til<!J [HPE: J I [E:TE:PE:TE:(jMNTPPO 

M]ez T[HPC] I [NOYPA(!1E: 
NNAT(!1A]�e MM[oq] I [ 21±] I 
[ 21± ]3° [ 21± 1 I I 21± 11 [ 21± J I
[ l 1± oy AE: ;;;ineqoy]

["I) [WNZ ZNN E:W]N �[IM E:TAY(!1WTTE:] 
I MNNC(!>[oy] MN [NE:YKOCMoc· 

the (Son] I [whose whole kingdom 

is] full I [of ineffable joy] I [ ... J I 

[ ... ]3()[ ... ]I [ ... JI [ ... ]I 
[ ... nor has it been revealed) 

[10) [in all the aeons that came] I 
afterward and [their worlds.) 

Eug-V: 

10,2 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

TMNTPIPO AE: MTT(!1HPE: MTTPWME: 

E:CIME:Z NPA(!1E: NA T(!1AXE: epoq 
IS MN oyTEI\Hl\ E:ME:Cj(!11BE: 
eyTep lne E:YMHN £BO/\ ZN 
oypAcgE: NA Tl(!1AXE: epoq ezpA"i 
e.xlli neyeooy I NA TTAKo· nA"i 
E:TE: MnoycolTMeq eNE:Z oy.Ae 
MTTE:CjOYWNZ 20 E:NAIWN THPOY 
NTAY(!1WRE I MN NE:YKOCMOC. 

And the kingdom I of Son of Man 

is I full of ineffable joy is and 
unchanging jubilation, (they) ever 
rejoicing I in ineffable joy I over 
their imperishable I glory, which has 
I never been heard nor has it been 
revealed 20 to all the aeons that came 
to be I and their worlds. 
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NHC III 105,19-106,6 BG 101,6-102,3 

TMNTp20po THPC Mn(!1HP& TMNTepo A& I Ta. ncgHP& 
MnPa>Me Mnpa>Me I Te 
I neTecga. yMoyTe epoq JI.& &Te cga.yMoyTe I epoq JI.& 
nlcgHpe MnNoyTe nexc 
e<c>MHZ NPAlcge NAT(!1All.& &CM&Z lO THPC NPA(!1& 
epoq NATZA&IB&C I zI T&.>..H.>.. NATC!1AIJ1.e epoq NATZA0iBec 
eMeqcgIBe eypooyt 25 ezpa."i <MN> oyTe.>..H.>.. &MAqcgIBe I 
&XM neqeooy NAtTAKO eyTepne eyMHN &BO.>.. I ezpa."i 

p� 
eTe MnoycoTMeq &Nez cga. I &JI.M neqeooy 15 NATTAKO na."i 
TE:NOY oy.Ae ii:fneqoywNz I E:T& MITIOYCOTM&(j E:NE:Z (!1A I 
&BO.>.. ZN NAIWN NTAycgwne I T&Noy oy.Ae Mneqoyla>Nz ZN 
MNNCA NA 0i MN N&YKOCMoc· <N>AIWN NTAycgwlne MNNCA
5 ANOK NT A&l&I &BO.>.. ZITN NA&I MN
TI A y I TOf&NHC MN NE:YKOC[MOC [rs] 

ANOK TI&N]ITA(j&I &BO[.>.. ZM
na.yTore]INHC a.ya> &Bo.>..

The whole kingdom 20 of Son of Now the kingdom is I that of Son of 
Man, Man, 
I who is called 'Son I of God,' I who is called I 'Christ.' 
is full of I ineffable and shadowless It is completely 10 full of ineffable I 
joy, I and unchanging jubilation, and shadowless joy, I <and> 
(they) rejoicing 25 over his unchanging jubilation, I (they) ever 
imperishable rejoicing I over his imperishable 15 

106 glory, which has never been heard glory, which has I never been heard 
until I now, nor has it been revealed until I now, nor has it been revealed 
I in the aeons that came I afterward I in <the> aeons that came I 
and their worlds. 5 I came from afterward and 
Self- I begotten and their worlds. [102] 

I [I] came [from Self-begotten] I and 
from the 

SJC-III: 

105,22 MS has q (incorrect gender, by attraction to mgHPE:, "Son"; not emended by 

T-S).

SJC-BG: 

l01,12 Alt.: <zt>TE:11.Hll. (T-S, alt.). 

101,18 Alt.: ZN Atll>N <NIM>, "in <every> aeon" (T-S, alt.). 



114 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV 10,2-6 

MN] I Ncwq a.[q]<uwn� [NCSI ... 
eeo1'.] I ZM na."i.-�[T]e n<u�[pe 
MnlPWM&] 5 n e· ea.q[t] M&T� 
[MN Tco4>1a. TE:q]lcyNzyroc · 

I Afterward [ ... ] came from I him, 
[who] is Son [of Man.] 5 Having 
consented [ with Sophia, his] I 
consort, 

Eug-V: 

NHC ill 81,21-23 

R(YHP& 6& I MRPWM& 
a.qcyMct,wNe1 MN I Tcoct,1a. 
TeqcyNzyroc 

Then Son I of Man consented with I 
Sophia, his consort, 

I 0,3 Corr.: a. over false start of another letter. 
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NHC III 106,�17 

nezoye1t Nloyoe1N E:TE: MN 

APHXij" XE: I E:E:!E:MHNE:Y E: NHTN 

N NKA I NIM· nA1'.IN NE:(!MA8HTHC 
10 TTE:XAY XE: MATA.MON ZN 

oylwNz E:BO"- xe nwc E:BO"- ZN 

NI IATOYWNZ E:BO1'. AYE:I E:TTE:CHT 

I z1TN maeANATOC enKoclMoc 

E:(!1A <(!>Moy nexe TTTE: 151'.IOC

NCWTHP" XE: 

ncyHPE: i:flnPWME: Aqq1 MN 

Tcocj)1A TeqlcyNzyroc 

First I Infinite Light that I I might 

reveal everything to you." I Again, 

his disciples said: 10 ''Tell us clearly 

I how (it is that) they came down 

from the I invisibilities, I from the 

immortal (realm) to the world I that 

dies?" The perfect 15 Savior said: 

"Son of I Man consented with 

Sophia. his 

SJC-III: 

106, IO "clearly": "through a revelation" (K). 

106,13 Corr.: third a for erased o. 

BG 102,3-17 

ZM nelzoye1T N oyo"iN 

MmA 5nE:PANTON XE: 

E:E:INA TCAIBE: THYTN E:NA
0

i 

THpoy I nA1'.IN nexAy N61 

NE:'IIMA8HTHc xe nexc 

MAITCABON ZNN oywNz <eBO"

xe nwc> E: 10BO1'. ZN NIATOYWNZ

NAle1 eTcyoon E:A< y >e1 

enelCHT E:BO"- ZN NIATMoy I 

enKOCMOC E:TE: <YA'IIMoy 

nE:XA(j N61 nTE:1'.I 15oc NCWTHP
'XE:/ 

ncyHpe Ml nPWME: AqcyMcj)WNI MN 

I Tcocj)1A TE:qcyNZyroc I 

I First Light of the 5 infinite that I 

might teach I you all these things." I 

Again, his disciples I said: "Christ, 

teach I us clearly <how> (it is) that 
10 those who truly exist came down I 

from the invisibilities, I from the 

immortals, I to the world that I 

dies?" Toe perfect 15 Savior said: 

"Son of I Man consented with I 

Sophia, his consort 

106, I 4 MS has y (incorrect pronoun number; not emended by T-S). 

SJC-BG: 

102,4-5 MS has stroke over the second N (line 4), which rightly belongs over the fol

lowing M. 

Alt.: <N>aneraNTON. "infinite light" (T-S sugg.). 

102,11 MS has q, "he came down" (translation line IO) (emendation is T-S sugg.); 

unemended, "those who truly exist" would be in apposition to "the invisiblities." 



116 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 10,6-18 

Aq[oywNf E:B01'.] I NOYN06 
Mcl>wc[THP E:qE: iiizo]toytcii'ME:" 
E:T� [nE:QPAN Nzo]toyt 
<!1AYMOY[Te E:poq x]e 
n[cwj10THP mpeqxno NT[E: 
NITHP Joy· I neqp AN 
MMNtcz7 t:t[E: <!1APE:Z ]olE: INE: t 
PAN E:POC XE: [TTTICTIC J 
T�[o]lcl>•A· 
E:TAncwTHP oyN t ME:TE: I MN 
TE:QCYNZyroc TTTICTIC · 15 
TC04'IA. AQOYCJJNZ E:B01'. 
NNOYA[N)tcooy MTINIKH E: CE: 
iiizooyt I cz1 ME:. E:TE: NPAN 
NT�yMiiit[zo]toyt NA 0i NE:' 

he [revealed] t a great luminary, 
[who is] androgynous (and) I whose 
[male name] I is called 
["Savior,] 10 Begetter of [All 
Things"). I Some call his 
feminine I name "[Pistis] Sophia." I 
Then when Savior consented with I 
his consort, Pistis 15 Sophia, he
revealed I six spiritual beings, who 
are androgynous, (and) I whose 
masculine names I are these: 

Eug-lII: 

82,1 T-S restores only m:qp ]. 

NHC Ill 81,23-82,12 

AqoytwNz E:B01,. iiioyN06 
NOYOE:IN 
Nzooyf [CZIME: . TIE:qp ] AN (. 
MMNi-iz.ooyi- (YA<y>[x�oc 
epoq] Jf.E: ncw!THP npeqxne 
NKA �[• ]M TTE:QPAN I MMNTCZIME: 
@AYXOOC epoq XE: 5 TCOcj)IA
n ANrE:NE:TIPA <uAPE: I zoe1N 
xooc E:poc XE: TTTICTIC 
I ncwTHP .se AqcyMcl>CJJNE:I MN t 
TE:qcyNzyroc TmcT1c co4>1A I 
AQOYCJJNZ NCOOY 
MTINE: YMA IOTIKON NzooyTCZIME: 
E:TTTY I noc nE: NNE:TZA TE: YZH · 
NZOOYT I NEYPAN NE: NA"i 

and I revealed a great androgynous 
light. 
[His] masculine name I is [called] [8' 
"Savior, I Begetter of 
All Things." His feminine name I is 
called 5 "Sophia, All-
Begettress." Some t call her 
"Pistis." t Then Savior consented 
with I his consort, Pistis Sophia, I 
and revealed six androgynous 
spiritual beings '° who are the type t 
of those who preceded them. I Their 
male names are these: 

82,2 MS has '!: Alt. 19Ap(ezo1N xooq x]e, "name [is called]" (?) (Tr, an unusual 
locution in the context; see lines 5 and 6). All that remains of '! is the lower part of 
the long vertical line, which would be compatible also with p or t. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

NHC ill 106,17-24 

AqoywNZ: eeoA NIOYN06 

;;:ioyoe1N Nzooyt I cz1ME: · 

nE:(IPAN i-izooyt 20 '!,IAYMOYTE:

BG l02,18-103,9 

AqoywNz eeoA {z)NNoyl 

[N06 NOYOE:IN) NZOYTl[CZIME: 

Te)qMNTZol <;>YT ME:N 

117 

epoq xe ncWITHP npeqxne NK.A E:<gAYMOYITe epoc XE: ncwTHP 

NIM· neql PAN NCZIMe ne 5 npeqxno NfK.A NIM I 

TIANreNE:TI IPA coc1>1A TeqMNTCz°iMe .a.e xe I coc1>1A 

'!,IAP£Zo£1N MoyTe I epoc XE: TIANreNHTE:1 IPA £Te <gapezo"iN 

TTIICTIC MoylTE: epoc xe TTIICTIC 

I and revealed a I consort, and revealed I a great 
androgynous light. I His male name 
20 is called 'Savior, I Begetter 
of All Things.' His I female name is 
'All-Begettress Sophia' I Some call 
her I 'Pis tis.' 

[great] androgynous [light). I His 
maleness I is called I 'Savior. 5 

Begetter of All Things'; I and his 
femaleness is called I 'Sophia, All
Begettress,' I whom some call I 
'Pistis.' 

SJC-BG: 

102,18 Not emended by T-S ("appeared in"). I had earlier thought it best not to 
emend [1975: 176, n.3], but the testimony of the other texts here, as well as the 
evidence of scribal carelessness elsewhere in BG, have persuaded me otherwise. 

[pf] 

[103]



118 EUONOSMS< 

NHC V 10,18-11,4 NHC m 82,12--83,2 

Ticgoplf TI€ n<1 >A Tl xTio <Ne1w1' 
NNl>THp9y· TTME:ZCNA Y [ne) 20 
mx no eeoA MMo,r 
TI!t:4[ezcgoMNT) I ne nH 
eTAy.imoq[· nMezqTo ]loy [ne) 
mx n[o] NTE: TI[cgoplf•J I
TIJ:i[ez)foy [ne mx no THpij• 
nMez) I [cooy] n[e 15±] 
25[ ..•. ] NIP [AN 
NTE:YMN'tCZ�Me] I [NA"i Ne·] 
tz[oye1Te ne 6±] I 
(6± lines lacking) 

ncgopri ne TIA lr£NNHTOC 
TIME:ZCNA y ne nAyfTor£NNHTOC 
TIME:ZQ10MNT 15 ne nreN£Twp • 
nMezqToo y ne I
TT£TIPWToreN£TWP 0 TIM£ztfoy 
ne TIANreNE:TWP · nMezcooy f

ne nA px1reN£TWP · NPA N zu>oy f 
NN£ZIOME: N£ NA"i" Tcgopri ne 20 
TITIANCOcj>OC COcj>IA. TME:ZCNTE: 
I TI£ TIANMHTwp· cocj>1A· 
TME:ZQ1O fMTE: ne TIANrE:N£TIPA 
coct,1A 
I TMezqToe ne 
TenpwToreN€TI IPA coct,1A · 
TMezte TE: TArAnH co 

[Ti..] ( 12±] . [ 10±] I [ 13±] t[Mezte 
ne] I [TArATTH Tcocl>)tA · 
t[Mek[co ne) I [TmCTIC 
T]coc1>1[A· ct,IA" T":4[E:ZCOE: TE: TTI]I.CTIC [. 

first, "Unbegotten I <Father of> All 
Things"; second, 20 "Self-begotten"; 
[third,] I "Begotten"; [fourth,] I
"Begotten of the [First";) t fifth, 
[" All-begotten"; sixth,] t f . . . J 25 
[ . . . ) the [feminine names) I [are 
these: first, ... ) I (6± lines lacking) 

[11) [ ... ] I [ ... fifth,] I ["Love 
Sophia"; sixth,] I ["Pistis) Sophia" 

Eug-V: 

10,19 For restoration, see V 3,4. 

colct,1A 

first, "Unbegotten"; I second, "Self-
1 begotten"; third, t5 "Begener"; 
fourth, I "First Begetter"; fifth, I
"AII-Begetter"; sixth, I "Arch
Begetter." Also the names I of the 
females are these: first, 20 "All-wise 
Sophia"; second, I "All-Mother 
Sophia"; third, I "AII-Begettress 
Sophia"; t fourth, ''First Begettress I 
Sophia"; fifth, "Love Sophia"; 
[sixth), "Pistis Sophia." cd 
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NHC V 11,4-19 

o ]yNTAY 5 [Ae NZE:NKE:P ]�N · N[H 
e]TA"iTAA Y I [NH TN N(!Jopn· 
e]BoA Ae ZM mt Mel[Te NTAY ] 
f?TAYP q)oPif Nxooy· I
[AyoywNz] eBoA N61 
ZE:NE:NNOIA I [ZN ZE:NE:WN ] E:AYP 

q)opif Nxooy 10 eBo[A Ae ZN] 
NIE:NNOIA NIMeey e· I e[BOA AE: 
ZN] NIME:ey e NICBooye· I f?�[oA 
Ae ZN] NICBooye Nl(!JOXNE: · I 
€BOA AE: ZN Nlq)OXN€ NIO YW'!f 
I E:BOA A€ ZN NIO YWq) NE: 
Nl(!JAX e· 
15 oyNTAY AE: NZ€NKE:PAN. 

NIE:N l�OIA A€ (!1AYMOY T€ 
epooy xe I �! Noy Te· NIMeey e 
AE: xe NI I [xo ]e1c. NICBW NE: 
NIArreAoc· I �•q)C? xNe Ne 

[And] they have 5 [other names,

which] I gave I [you earlier.] 
Now from the consent I [of those] 

who have just been mentioned, I 

thoughts [appeared] I [in aeons] that 

were mentioned earlier. 10 (And 

from] thoughts, thinkings; I [and 

from] thinkings, teachings; I [and 
from] teachings, counsels; I and 

from counsels, wills; I and from 

wills are words. 
15 Now they have other names.

Thoughts I are called I "gods"; 

thinkings, I "lords"; teachings are 

"angels"; I counsels are 

Eug-111: 

NHC III 83,2-10 

e�[OA ZN Te]ycyNcj)WNH 1c,c 
NTAE:IP (!JPIT Nxooy AyoylwNz 
ZN NAIWN € TKH € ZPA"i N61 5 

NE:NNOIA. E:BOA ZN <N>€NNOIA 
NE:N l8 YMHCIC €BOA ZN 
NE:NeyMHCIC I NE:cj)pONHCIC 
E:BOA ZN NE:cj)pONH 1c1c 
NAOrlCMOC. E:BOA ZN 
NAOrl ICMOC NE:8€ AHCIC. E:BOA 
ZN NE: 10eeAHCIC NAoroc. 

I [From the] consenting I of those I 

have just mentioned, thoughts 
appeared I in the aeons that exist. 5 

From thoughts, reflectings; I from 

reflectings, I considerings; from 

considerings, I rationalities; from 

rationalities, I wills; from 10 wills,

words. 

83,3-4 K omits "in" and incorrectly makes "aeons" the subject of "appeared" (fol

lowed by Tr). 

83,5 Not emended by Tr, although his translation reflects the above emendation (so 

also K's translation). My translation omits the articles here and elsewhere in the 

list because it appears that inclusive collectivities are referred to. 
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NHC V 11,19-25 

NIAfr£Aoc· tN1oy 20[w<g N]£ 
NIQ1AX£"t 
tANMN't<CNooyc> iB I [.a.el �Te 
NUSOM £T£ AYP cgol[Pi't 
N]�[oo]y £TAyeIpe NNoyt I
[M£T]£" AYOYUJNZ £BOA
�NOYANl(Co N60M Mffii)IICH
T9y�[•] TOY�[• I 25 [M]Mooy
Ne£ £T[e NH] MM[N'tzooy't] I

"angels"; t [wills] 20 (are] "words." t 
[Now] when the I twelve powers 
who have [just] I been [discussed] 
achieved I [consent], each (pair) 
revealed I [six spiritual powers]. 25

Just as [the masculine (off-spring)] 

Eug-V: 

NHC III 83,10-16 

TMNT�NOOYC l 6£ N60M 
NTA£1P <gpn Nxooy I 
AYCYMcl>UJN£I MN N£Y£PHOY I 

A yoyUJNZ £BOA N6 I tiizooy T 
<i; i;> I N£ZIOM£ <i; i;>. ZUJCT£ 
NC£P <gqe 15cNooyc NAYNAMIC
Te<gqecNo love a.yoywNz eBoA 

Then the twelve I powers, whom I 
just discussed, I consented with each 
other. I <Six> males (each) (and) 
<six> females (each) were revealed, 
I so that there are seventy- 15 two
powers. Each one of the seventy
two I revealed 

11,19-20 Some text has apparently dropped out: N1cga.x£, "words," is not another 
name (11.15). 

11,20 The numeral at the end of the line following the written number is probably a 
scribal gloss, similar to those in Apoc. Adam (V ,5) 80,9; 81,14; 82,4; 82,10. 
Apparently interest in the gloss led the final copyist to overlook the second half of 
the number. 

11,23 Third letter after lacuna: see Emmel, 1979: 184. 

Second superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

l l,24 Emmel reconstructs ]l)'i:,i[a'T)p:.H (1979: 184). An examination of the photo
graphs leaves me unconvinced of any ink traces before ! KH; moreover the abbrevi
ation Emmel employs for ltVEuµa-nioi differs from that used in the one other place 
in the codex where the word is found: 10,16. 

l l,25 Second and fifth letters after first lacuna: see Emmel, 1979: 184.

Eug-111: 

83,13-14 MS has, in each case, cc. Since c is the numeral for 200, it is inappropriate 
in the context. At some point in the transmission of the text stigmas (�) were 
apparently mistaken for sigmas (c). Not emended by Tr, although his translation 
reflects an emendation (so also K). 

Corr.: second c (line 13) for erased m-1e . 
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NHC V 11,26-12,4 NHC III 83,16-20 

[N]TE: NE:YCO<_>[y· eye] Ncooy
<;<_>[oy·] I [zw]<_;Te f'.,l[H eT]cpwne
Nd10Me M]l[nN]�· ey[e
Nco]<;[o· Ayw NA0i eT]le
NIA [N<gqeCNOO ye NTE:
NIA]yN30[AMIC NE: AyoyWNZ
E:BOA 6±]

(2± lines lacking) 
[1e7 [. NIAN<gM ]�'t<g[ece· neyzwTp 

ne] I [mo yw<g· 
Mm ]wt· JJ[H E:TAqoyoNzoy] I 
xe ey[e<g]wne [NZE:NTynoc · ]  I 
TIIPWM [e 6]e NN[ATMOY 

I of the six (pairs) of them [are] six 

each, I so [those who] are [female] I 
[spirits are six each. And these] I 
[seventy-two] 30 [powers revealed
. . . ] I (2± lines lacking) 

[12] [ ... the three hundred sixty. Their
union is] I [the will

of the Father, who revealed them] I

that they might become [types.]

I [Therefore our aeon]

Eug-V: 

N61 Toye1 Toy!e1 MMooy Ntoy 
MTINE:YMATI !KON 
E:TE: NATNE: T<gMT<gece 
NIAYNAMIC neyzwTP THpoy ne 
20 noywqr 

TIA8ANATOC 6E: NPWME: I 

I five spiritual (powers), I which 

(together) are the three hundred sixty 

I powers. The union of them all is 20 

the will . 

Therefore our aeon came to be as the 
type 

11,26 Third letter after first lacuna: see Emmel, 1979: 184. 
11,27 <½): see Emmel, 1979: 184. Emmel reconstructs � immediately after the first 

lacuna, but all that is visible is the top of the curve. Since a middle stroke, which 
usually extends to the right of the upper curve, is not visible, the more likely 
reconstruction is c. 

12, I First superlinear stroke is in lacuna 
12,2 See endnote 7. 

Eug-lll: 

83,20 .. will": see endnote 7. 
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NHC V 12,4-12 

A TT£N£WN 1 5 cgwne 
MneqT[ynoc· mxpoNoc) I A£ 
£TAqcgwne No[yTynoc N)ITe 
mcgopl'f NJmo r"ii[Teq NQ1Hpe·J I 
tPOMTT£ A£ ACcg[wne 
NOyTynoc) I NT£ ncp· 
TTIMN-t[cNooy]c A£ 10 NNE:Bo-t. 
Aycgwn[e NoyTyn)oc I NT£ 
tMN-fCNooy[c NCSOM £T)Ayloy 
WNZ eeoA ZM ncp· NIAfreAoc I 

came to be 5 as the [ type J of 
[Immortal] Man. [Time] I came to 

be as the [type ot] I [his) first
begotten [son.] I The year [came to 
be as the type] I of Savior. The 

twelve 10 months came to be [as the 

type] I of the twelve [powers who] I 
appeared from Savior. They are 

Eug-V: 

12,5 Superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

12,6 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

NHC ID 83,21-84,4 

Aqcgwne NA(I NTYTTOC N61 
neNIAIWN · nexpoNoc Aqcgwne 
NI Tynoc MnenpwTorE:NeTwp 
neqcut!r(e· T£POMTT£ A)�<9Wne 
l'ilTynoc Mn[cwTHP' 
nMN)TCNoloyc Neeoi AyQ1wne 
NTynoc I NTMNTCNooyc NCSOM" 

I of Immortal Man. I Time came to 
be as I the type of First Begener, 

his son. [The year] came to be as I 
the type of [Savior. The] twelve I 
months came to be as the type I of 

12,10 Low dot may indicate word separation (see 8,7 and 8,16). 

12,12 Third superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-Ill: 

83,21-22 K unaccountably does not translate the possessive article neN- ("our"), 
leaving instead a lacuna indicator. He also incorrectly makes "the immortal Man" 
the subject of the sentence. 

84,1 a.qcg]wne (Tr-incorrectly restored). 

[TepoMne ], ["the year"]: ["the all-begetter"] (na.NreNeTwp) (K) (too long for 
the lacuna). 

84,2 "savior": not restored by K. 

84,3 Corr.: Tynoc for Tonoc (erasure). 

MS has the second superlinear stroke in lacuna. 
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NHC V 12,13-21 

NE: Til(QMN"t(QE:CE: NZOOY NTE: I 
TE:POMnE:. a.y<ga>ne
NOYTY 15noc NTE: t<QMN"t<gE:CE: 
NCSOM I E:Ta.yoywNi E:BOA ZM 
ncwTHp· I N1a.freJ..oc AE: 
E:TAy<gwne e�[oA] I ZN NA"i eye 
NNA "tt Hne epooy ["] I a. y<gwne 
NoyTynoc NTA[y] 20 NCSI 
N1zoo y MN NE:yoyNoy M[N] I 
NE:ycoycoy· 

I the angels. The three hundred sixty 
days of I the year came to be as the 
type 15 of the three hundred sixty
powers I who appeared from Savior. 
I The days with their hours and I 
moments came to be as the type of I 
the angels who came from 20 them 
(the three hundred sixty powers), 
since I they are numberless. 

Eug-V: 

NHC Ill 84,4-11 

n<9MT 5 { T }<gE:CE: NTN 
TE:POM<n>e Nzooy NITAy<gwne 
NTynoc NT<9MT<9E:lce NCSOM" 
NA

0

i NTAYOYWNZ E:BOJ.. I ZM 
ncwTHP Na.freJ..oc NTAYl<gwne 
E:BOJ.. ZN NA'i E:TE: MN HnE: 10 

epooy a.yl.!)wne NAY NTynoc I 
NCSI NE:YNOOyE: MN NE:ycoycoy 

the twelve powers. The three 5 

hundred sixty days of the year I 
came to be as the type of the three 
hundred I sixty powers who 
appeared I from Savior. Their hours 
I and moments came to be as the 10

type of the angels who came I from 
them (the three hundred sixty 
powers) (and) who are without 
number. 

12,13 The absence of punctuation after NE: may indicate that Nl3.fre1-oc Ne, "They 

are the angels," is a gloss (see par.), or it may mean that the scribe intended the 

rendering "The angels are the three hundred sixty days of the year. They came to 

be .... " 

Eug-lll: 

84,5 MS has TepoMTe. Tr emends this word but lacks the initial emendation. 
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NHC III 106,24-107,5 

Nt:TNHO Y 25 THPOY £ZOYN 
E:TTKOCMOC N 

pZ ee NOYT�t-'.E: E:80,\. ZM 
noyoe1N I eeo-'. ZITOOTQ M na."i 
£YTNNOIOY MMOOy E:TTKOCMOC 
Mrtna.NITOKPA Twp· xe eyeza.pHz 
t:pooy 5 E:80,\. ZITOO TQ" a.yw 

All who come 25 into the world, like
107 a drop from the Light, I are sent by 

him I to the world of Almighty, I 

that they might be guarded 5 by him.
And the 

SJC-III: 

BG 103,1�17 

10 oyoN NIM E:TNHy enlKocMoc 
A yTNNooytce £BO.\. z"iTM na.t: 1 
I Nee NNOYT�t"-e eeo-'. I ZM 
noyo"iN E:TTKOCMOC 15 

MTTTTANTOKPATWP t E:A IPE:Z epoq 
E:BO.\.ZTTooTqtl a.yw 

10 All who come into the I world
have been sent I by him, I like a drop 
I from the Light, to the world 15 of
Almighty, I t to guard it by him. t 
I And the 

107,l Corr.: second" for erased p; i for erased letter. 
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NHC III 107,5-14 

a.ncwNz N!Teqe<9e Mopq· zi:i
0E:TE:ZNE:C . I NTCOcj>1a. XE:
epenzwe <NAOYWNZ> E:BO>.
ZI ITOOTQ M0KOCMOC THPij
NTMN<T>I ZHKE: E:TBE:
TE:(.jMNTXACI ZHt 10 MN
TE:(.jMNTB>.>.E:" MN
TMNta. !TcooyN xe a.<y>t PAN
epoq· ANOK I AE: NTa.e1e1 eeo>.

ZN NTonoc Ml[n]c;:a.zpe· ZM
neTE:ZNeq i:imNocs I [No ]yoe1N
NTAZ€1 E:BO>. ZM ncwNZ

bond of I his forgetfulness bound 
him by the will I of Sophia, that the 
matter might be <revealed> through 
it I to the whole world in poverty I 
concerning his (Almighty's) 
arrogance '° and blindness and I the 
ignorance that he was named. But I 
I came from the places I above by 
the will of the great I Light, (I) who 
escaped from that bond; 

SJC-III: 

107,6 Corr.: second z for erased N. 

BG 103,17-104,11 

TMPPE: NTE:(.jB(!JE: I a.CMOP(.j ZM 
noyw<9e N 
Tcocj>1a. [XE:Ka.a.c epem)jzwe [i>X] 
Na.oy[wNZ E:BO>. M)jnKOCMOC 
THP(.j ZN T�[NT]jZHKE: E:TBE: 
TE:(.jMNTXa.5c1  ZHT MN 
TE:(.jMNTBX>.E: I MN 
TE:(.jMNTATCOOYN .XE: I a.yt PAN 
epoq a.NoK AE: I a.·iei eeo>. ZN 
NTonoc I NTne zpa."i ZM noyw<9 
M •0nNocs Noyo"iN a. Tew>. 
MjncwN<Z> E:TMMa.y 

fetter of his forgetfulness I bound 
him by the will of 
Sophia, [so that the] I matter might (104] 
be revealed [to] I the whole world in 
poverty I concerning his 
(Almighty's) arrogance 5 and 
blindness I and his ignorance that I 
he was named. But I I came from 
the places I above by the will of 10 

the great Light; I have loosed I that 
<bond>; 

107,7 So emended by T-S (in translation only) & K. 

107,8 "in poverty": "as poverty" (K). 

107,9 "concerning": "because of' (K). 

· l 07, l l MS has q (active rather than passive: "he gave himself a name"; not emended
by T-S or K). For the significance of a deity's being named, see 94,21-24, and 
parr. 

107,13 T-S restores [nc]. 
107,14 "who": "which" (K) (great light? will?). 

SJC-BG: 

104,4 "concerning": "because of' (T-S). 

104,6--7 See III 107, 1 ln. 

104, 11 Ms has T, "that creation" (not emended by T-S). 

N.B. the stroke rather than the expected dieresis in the last word; see also 115,11 
and 123,16. 
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NHC III 107,15-22 

15 [E:T]�MA y AE:ICWAJt Mcj>WB 

NNI [c ]<;>ONE: AE:ITOyNocq 

XE:KAAC eq!Na.t Ka.pnoc 

eNa.<gwq eeoA I [z]t Toot NCSI 

niTKtAE: E:TMMAY I 
neNTA YTNNOoyq ZITN TCOcj>IA 
20 E:(!E:XWK E:BOA AyW 

NNE:(j(QWWT I CSE:" A.AAA 

E:yNANOZ <B>q E:BOA ZITO tot 

nNOCS NCWTHP XE: 

15 I have cut off the work of the I 
robbers; I have wakened that drop I 
that was sent from Sophia, I that it I 
might bear much fruit 20 through me 
and be perfected and not again be I
defective but be <joined> through I 
me, the Great Savior, that 

SIC-III: 

BG 104,12-105,4 

a.1cwAn I Mcj>we MnMza.oy 

NCONE: I a. "iToyNocq XE:KAAC 

eqe It Ka.pnoc E:NA<gwq eeoA 1s

z"iToT Ncs1 tTXtAe E:TMIMA y 

TATNTAYTNNOO YCI E:BOA 

z"iTooTc NTcocj>1 IA NCXWK 

NCTM<gWnE: 

CSE: [N]<gTA A.AAA E: yE:NA I ZBE:C 

E:BOA Z"iTOOT A INOK ne nNOCS 

NCWTHP I XE:KAAC 

I have cut off I the work of the 
robber tomb; I I have wakened that 
drop I that was sent 15 from Sophia, 
I that it I might bear much fruit I 
through me and be perfected and not 
again become 
defective but be joined I through [105) 
me-I I am the Great Savior- I that 

I 07, 15 MS has first superlinear stroke in lacuna. 

"cut off': "revealed" (K, apparently translating csw1-n instead of cw1-n). 

107,18 Regarding the gender of T�tM:, see BG 104,13-105,2n. and Till's endnote 
(T-S: 328). 

107,21 Not emended by T-S or K ("be separated"). T-S takes the word to refer to 
separation from material bonds. No z,:; is unattested elsewhere as stat. pron. of 
Noyze, "separate." In view of the BG par. it seems, therefore, more likely that 
Noz,:; should be emended as above. See BG 105,l-2n. 

SIC-BG: 

104,13-105,2 N.B., the pronouns referring to TAt1-e are masc., preceding its 
occurrence, and fem. following it. T-S suggests that the scribe copied his Vorlage 

until he came to the noun, which he took to be fem. (it occurs as either masc. or 
fem.). Subsequent pronouns therefore were changed (T-S: 328). 

105,1-2 "be joined": less likely, "be fertilized" (T-S). T-S takes the verb to be dif
ferent from, although similar in appearance to, Noyzs, "to yoke, be joined" 
(Crum: 243a). Crum also makes this distinction but expresses his uncertainty 
(243b). For the transitive use of Noyzs (2), meaning "to fertilize," Crum cites 
only the instance here, the grammatical object of which he mistakenly takes to be a 
female personage. For the concept of joining, see 122,5-123, 1. 
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NHC Ill 107,22-108,12 BG 105,4-106,5 

epeneq leooy NAOYWNZ eeoA.· E:PE:OE:(jE:O 5oy oyWNZ E:BOA. XE: 
XE:KAAC I E:YNA TMAE:IE: eylE:TMA0iE: TKE:coc1>1a. I €BOA
TKE:COcl>IA E:BOA ZM 2s necspwz ZM Til(YTA E:T{E: }l<MMAY XE: 
E:TMMAY XE: NNE:NE:C N>NE:NE:C(YH IPE: CSE: (YWOE: N(YTA

pH (YHPE: CSE: (YWOE: N(YTA A.AAA I A.AAA 10 E:yE:MATE: NNOyTIMH I 
E:yNAt MATE: ZN TE:TIMH MN I MN oyeooy NCE:BWK I ezpa."i (YA 
oyeooy NCE:BWK E:Zpa."i (YA neye1wT a.ylw l'iicecoywN 
neyle1wt ·l'iicecoyN N(YAXE: TE:Z"iH NNl<YAXE: Mnoyoe1N 
Mnoy5oe1N MMNtzooyt NTWTN NTw15TN AyTNNooy THyTN I 
NIAE: NTAyTNNOOy THOyTN E:BOA z"iTOOT(j MO(YH IPE: 
z1 ITM O<YHPE: NTAyTNNooyq· I NTAYTNNOOY(j XE:KA !AC 
XE: E:TE:TNAXI oyoE:IN E:TE:TNAXI oyo"iN N 

NTE:TN"ICAZE: THNOy E:BOA TE:TNCAZE: THy[T]� E:IBOA [i>Q 
NTB(YE: N '°NE:loyc1a. a.yw NTB(!)E: NNE:loylc1a. 

NCTMOYWNZ I CSE: E:TBE: THNOY NCTMOyWNl CSE: E:TIBE: THYTN 

NCSI TE:TplBH I E:TXAZM TH E:TE: N CSI tTPIBH S E:TXAZM TE:BOA ZM 

his I glory might be revealed, so that his glory 5 might be revealed, so that 
I Sophia might also be justified in Sophia I might also be I justified in 
regard to that 25 defect, that her regard to <that> defect, I <that> her 

108 sons might not again become sons I <might not> again become 
defective but I might attain honor defective but 10 might attain honor I 
and I glory and go up to their I and glory and go I up to their Father 
Father and know the words of the and I know the way of the I words of 
masculine Light. And 5 you I were Light. You 15 were sent I by the 
sent by I the Son, who was sent I Son, I who was sent that I you might 
that you might receive Light and I receive Light and 
remove yourselves from the remove yourselves I from the [106] 

forgetfulness of 10 the authorities, forgetfulness of the authorities, I and 
and that it might not again come to that it might not again come to 
appearance I because of you. appearance I because of you, 
namely, the unclean rubbing I that is namely, the unclean rubbing 5 that is 

SJC-III: 

108,11 "because of you·•: "for your sakes" (K). 

SJC-BG: 

105,8 MS has M3.'IC!JINe • "that does not seek."



EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 12,21-23 

NT£
0

iZ£ ON N[H £]1TAYOYWNZ 

£BOA." Al.jTAMIO f':l[Aq) I N61 

n ey e1wt mpeqxno N[NH] I 

Thus, again. I the father of those 
who appeared, I Begetter of All 

[Things], very soon created 

Eug-III: 

NHC ill 84,12-15 

I NT£POYWNZ A.£ £BOA. N61 

N£NITA£1<QAX e E:pooy 

Al.jTAMIO NA<q> I N61 

na.Nr£N£TWP nE:yE:ICIJT N 15<gopn

I And when those whom I have 

discussed appeared, I All-Begetter, 
their father, very soon I created 

84,12 NTE:poy<oy>wNl (Tr; unnecessary emendation). 

84,13 MS has y (correction of untranslated ethical dative): not emended by Tr, who 

translates "for them" (so also K). 

"their father, very soon": ''their first father" (T--S. K & Tr). 
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NHC III 108,12-25 

oyeeol\. Te I lM ne1<.pwM • £TlA. 
zoTe· neNITA.qe1 £BOA lM 
OCA.PIC.INOC M 15Mooy lWM"
ezpa.·i e.x.N T£ylnp0No1a. · TOT£ 
ne.x.a.q Na.[q] I N61 ewMa.c .x.e 

n.x.oe1c ncwlTHP N£TOYA.TB 
eNnHoye oylHP Ne· Neya.1wN · 

ne.x.e nTe201'.IOC NCWTHP" .x.e 
tena.1Noy I MMWTN .x.e 
T£TN(!)IN£ NCA. I NIN06 NA.IWN 
.x.e N£TNNOYINE: eyzN 
NIA.OePA.NTON 

NT£1POYWNl A£ N61 NH 
NT a.e 1 25<9a..x.e epooy N<9oprt
A.(ITCA. [NO] 

I from the fearful fire that I came 
from their fleshly part. 15 Tread upon 
their I malicious intent." Then 
Thomas said to [him]: I "Lord, 
Savior, I how many are the aeons of 
those I who surpass the heavens?" 
The perfect 20 Savior said: "I praise I 
you (pl.) because you ask about I the 
great aeons, for your roots I are in 
the infinities. 
Now when I those whom I have 
discussed earlier were revealed, 25
he [provided] 

SJC-lll: 

BG 106,5-107,5 

nl1<.wz £TZA.TN TE:NTA.C lei eaol\. 

ZM nca.p1<.1Noc I MMooy a.yw 
eT£TN£ llWM e.x.N 
TeqnpoNOI 10a. TOT£ ne.x.a.q 
NA.q N61 I ewMa.c .x.e nexc 
ncwlTHP oyHp Ne NIA.IWN I 
eToyoTii £MnHye nel.x.a.q N61 
OT£1\.IOC NCW 15THP .X.£ 
tena.1Noy MIMWTN .x.e 
T£TN(!11NE: I eTBE: NIN06 NA.IWN 
I .x.e N£TNNOY NE: eyzpa. I e t  ZN 
NIA.OepA.NTON 
NT£POYWNZ .A.e N 61 I 
N£NTA.

0

i.x.ooy N(!1olren' a.qji 
(!1PO NTA.MI 10 NA.(I N61 
n a. yToreNe 5Twp N£tWT 

from the I envy that is with what I 
came from their fleshly part, I and 
(also) that you might I tread upon his 
malicious intent." 10 Then Thomas 
said to him: I "Christ, Savior, I how 
many are the aeons I that surpass the 
heavens?" The I perfect Savior said: 
15 "I praise I you (pl.) because you 
ask I about the great aeons, I for 
your roots are I in the infinities. 
Now when I those whom I have 
discussed earlier were revealed, I 
Self-Begetter I Father very soon 
created 

108,25 Bracketed letters are those presumed to be at the beginning of 109,l. 

SJC-BG: 

106,6 Alt. for line: <IC.WlT E:TU, ZOTE: NTAq->. "the <fearful fire that> came ... " 
(T-S sugg.); see SJC-111 par. 

106,11 MS has a large asterisk in the left margin. 

106,14 MS has a large asterisk in the left margin. 

107 



138 EUONOSTOS; 

NHC V 12,24-30 NHC m 84,15-85,3 

THPOY MMN'tCNoo[yc NNE:WN] 25 
Ncyop[il] ey[cyM]cyE: 
MmMtiTCN[ooyc·] 
I [Nt]ze Ne1 [ewN· n]c:;,y� noya. 
Nl'!"[H] I NtOB N6At.:f 
E:Ta.[yoy ]wNz �[B011.] I [NZ]HT[ij· 
OyNTAY Ntoy] �CTE:[PE:WMa.] I 
[z]N NE: [ynH OYE: THpoy·]
ZWCT[E: ] 30 �[c]�(p (!1MN1(!1E:CE:
NCTE:PE:WMA ... ]
(2± lines lacking)

I twelve [aeons] 25 for [retinue] for 
the twelve (powers). 
I So each of the [aeons] of I the 
seventy-two powers who appeared I 
[from him have five] firmaments I 
[in all their heavens], so 30 [there are 
three hundred sixty firmaments ... ] 
I (2± lines lacking) 

Eug-V: 

12,28 Fifth superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

MMNTCNooyc iiia.1wN I ezoyN 
E:TZYTTHPE:CIA 
M (iii }nMNf TCNooyc Na.fre11.oc· 
a.yw N zpa.i" I ziii NAIWN THpoy 
NE: Y N  coe· coe· ne· ZM noya. 
noya. MMOOy ZWCTE: 20 NCE: p  
(!1(jE:CNOO ye MITE: NTE: 
TE:(!11 (jE:CNOoyc N60M Na."i 
NT a.yoywNz I E: B011. NZHTQ" a.yw 
ZN MnH oye I THPOY NeoyN toy 
toy NCTE:fpewMa. zwcTE: Ncep 
(!1MT(!1E: 
CE: NCT�[PE: WMA N ]'fE: 
T'YMTcye Ice iii6o� [Na. r 
NTa.yo]ywNz eao11. I NZHTOY 

15 twelve aeons I for retinue for the 
twelve I angels. And in I each aeon 
there were six (heavens), I so 20 
there are seventy-two heavens of the 
seventy-two I powers who appeared 
I from him. And in each of the 
heavens I there were five 
firmaments, I so there are 
(altogether) three hundred sixty 
[firmaments] of the three hundred I 
sixty powers that appeared I from 
them. 

12,30 MS has a superlinear stroke visible in the second lacuna above the letter that 
would have followed cTepewMa. 

Eug-III: 

84,16 Not emended by T-S, Kor Tr ("with the twelve"). 

85,l Tr restores as above but leave NTE: untranslated ("[firmaments]. Three hun
dred") (similarly, K). 

85,3 "from ... firmaments": less likely, "from the firmaments. When they" (K & Tr). 
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NHCIII 

(Coptic pages 109 and 110 are 

missing.) 

BG 107,5-8 

MMNTCINooyc Na.1wN 

eyzHlnepHc1a. MOIMNTCINooyc 

Na.rre11.oc 

5 twelve I aeons for retinue I for the 

twelve I angels. 



140 EUONOSTOS 

NHCV 13,1-7 

[Ir) [ 9± J .[. ET]a.yp <9oj[pi'I N.x.ooy· 
NTe]peN[lcT ]epewMa. I [.x.wK 
eeo,._· a.]yt �[a.NJ epooy xe I 
[tT.l MOHOye] NNI(!! [op]l1 
NNEWN" 
5 [Na."i A£ THPOY z]eNT£11.IOC 
Ne eNa. I [Noyoy a. y ]w Ntze 
a.qoywNz I [eeo"- N61 ne]c.gTa. 
NtMNtcz1 Me· 

[13) [ ... that] have I Uust been 

mentioned. 

When] the firmaments I [ were 

complete,] they were [called] I ["The 

Three Hundred Sixty Heavens] of 

the [First] Aeons." 

5 [ And all these J are perfect and I

[good. And] in this way [the] defect 

I of femaleness appeared. 

Eug-V: 

13,1 Superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-111: 

85,4 Not emended by Tr. 
85,8 Corr.: erased I at end of line. 
85,9 Corr.: HMA for erasures. 

NHC III 85,3-9 

N£CT£P£WMa. NT£1POY.X.WK 
£B01'. a.yt PN{N}oy .x.e 5
T(9MT(9£C£ NO£ enpa.N 
NMI nHoye eTZa. TeyzH · 
AYW Na.i' THjpoy ce.X.HK a.yw 
Na.Noy a.yw NTele1ze a.qoywNz 
£B01'. NISI TIZYCTEIPHMA 
NTMNTCZIM£ 

When the firmaments I were 

complete, they were called 5 "The 

Three Hundred Sixty Heavens," 

according to the name of the I 

heavens that were before them. 

And all these I are perfect and good. 
And in this I way the defect I of 

femaleness appeared. 
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NHCIII BG 107,8-108,1 

NAj"i THPOY ZNTEl\.lON NE IO 

a.yw NANoyoy EBOll. I 

z"iTOOToy NNa."i a.qoylwNz 

EBOll. N61 nEcylTa. zN TECZIME 

nE.x.a.<q> I Na.q .X.E OYHP NE 

NI 15a.lWN .X. IN NIAITEPA !TON

NTE NIA TMOY ITEl.x.a.q N61 

ITTEl\.lOC NCWITHP .X.E ITETE 

OYNTq I MAA.X.E ECWTM MAPE(I 

CWTM 

All I these are perfect to and good. I 
Thus I the defect I in the female 

appeared." 
And <he> said I to him: "How many 
are the 15 aeons of the immortals, I 

starting from the infinities?" I The 
perfect Savior said: I "Whoever has I 
ears to hear, let him 
hear. 

107, 13 T-S has y. "they" (followed by K), but it is difficult to determine from the 

photograph whether the scribe intended y or q. If the pl. was intended, this is the 
only instance in the tractate where the questioner or questioners are not clearly 
identified. If the sing., the questioner remains Thomas. 

107,14--16 "How ... infinities?": "How many aeons are there of the boundless ones 

of the immortals?" (T-S). 

l 07, 17 MS has a large asterisk in the left margin.

PH 

108 



142 EUONOSTOS 

NHC V 13,7-19 

I [a.yw m<9op]i'.i NNEWN na. 
mpw IM£ N[Na.TMo]y n£· 
mMAZCNA y IO n[a. 0(9HP£ 
M]OPWM£ 0£" OH £TOYlt:t<;>'([T£
E]r[o]q .X.£ myopif MMIC£.

I mMa.z<90M£t na. n<9HP£ 
MI0<9HP£ MnPwMe n£· nH eTe I 
cya. YMOYT£ epoq .x.e OCWTHP. 
is -.:tH At: £TAMAZT£ NNA"i ne 
TIIEWN I [M OI ]� TP pp O EZPA i" 
£.X.wq NT£ I [nNoyT]e N'!1A 
er:,£z MN ma. TNl[APH.X.ij NT]£ 
[NI£ ]<p[N N]TE ,:,� [a.]TMOY I [nH 

I [Now the first] aeon is that I of 
[Immortal] Man. The second IO is 
that [of Son of] Man, who is I called 
"First-begotten." 
I The third is that of the son of I Son 
of Man, who is I called "Savior." 
15 Now that which embraces these is 
the aeon I [of the] Unruled One, of I 
[the] Eternal [God] and the I 
[Infinite, (the aeon) of the aeons of] 
the immortals, I (the 

Eug-V: 

13,8 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

13,9 Superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-Ill: 

NHCID85,9-18 

n£zoy£1T 10 6£ NAIWN na. 

na.ea.Na.Toc NPWM£ I n£ 
nMEZCNa. y Na.1wN n a. 0(!1HP£ I 
MOPWME 0£ 0£T£(!1A y .x.ooc 

£Ipoq .x.£ n£npwTor£N£Twp 
n£T£ I cya.yMOYT£ £poq .X.£ 
OCWTHP 

15 TieTeMAZTE: NNA
0i OAIWN 

0£T£ I MN MNTPPO ZI.X.Wq NTN 
ncya. I £NEZ NNoyT£ 
iiia.nEPANTOc na.1 IWN NT£ 
NIAIWN NTN Na.ea.Na. Toe I 

The first IO aeon, then, is that of 
Immortal Man. I The second aeon is 
that of Son of I Man, who is called I 
"First Begetter," (and) who I is 
called "Savior." 

15 That which embraces these is the 
aeon I over which there is no 
kingdom, (the aeon) of the I Eternal 
Infinite God, the I aeon of the aeons 
of the immortals 

85,15 "embraces" (so also Tr}: "rules over" (K); see 73,6n. 

85,16 Corr.: second T for partially inscribed and erased N. 

85,17 "Eternal Infinite God" (similarly, K [footnote], & Tr}: "divine, boundless Eter

nal One" (T--S); "eternal, divine unlimited" (K}. 
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NHCIII BG 108,1-18 

mgopn NAuo I nA nq,iHpe 

MOPWME I ne neTe <!,IAYMOYTE I 

epoq .x.e npoToreNe 5Twp neTe 

<!,IAYMOYITe epoq .x.e ncWTHP I 

nA·i NTAqoywNz eB011. I 

OMEZCNA y NAIWN n A I OPWME 

ET£ <!,IAYMOY 10Te epoq .X.£ 

A.A.AM neA11. I Mnoyoi'N 

neTAMAZ !Te NNA"i OIAIWN ne I 

ET£ MM MNTppo z"il.x.wq NT£ 

Ol<!,IA £NEZ IS NATIEPANTON 

NNOYITe mAyToreNHc 

{ N } I NAIWN NT£ NIAIWN 

ETNZHT(j NNATMOY 

The first aeon I is that of Son of 

Man, I who is called I 'First 

Begetter,' 5 who is called I 'Savior,'

I who has appeared. I The second 

aeon (is) that of I Man, who is called 
10 'Adam, Eye I of Light.' 

That which embraces I these is the 

aeon I over which there is no 

kingdom, I (the aeon) of the Eternal 
15 Infinite God, I the Self-begotten

aeon I of the aeons I that are in it, 

(the aeon) of the immortals, 

108,11 "embraces": "rules" (T-S); see III 73,6n. 

108,14-15 "Eternal, Infinite God": "eternal, divine Boundless" (T-S). 

108,15 Corr.: an erased letter between the last two N's. 



144 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 13,19-27 NHC m 85,19-86,5 

E:TNTne NTMAZ<!)MOy ]�e 20

[eTAcoywNz eaoJ\. ZM m]xa.oc· 

I [mpwMe .z..e NNAT]Moy 
a.qoy I [wNz EBO"- NZE:New ]N t:fN 
zeNl[MNTppwoy MN ze]N6<;>[M·] I 
[a.qt E:30YCIA NAY] THPOY 25 
[E:TAyoywN]� E:BO[J\.] ��HTi:j I 
[ 16± ]a.y[ .. ] I [ 13± Mm]xa.9c;· 
(5± lines lacking) 

aeon) [above the Eighth] 20 [that 
appeared in] chaos. 

I [Now Immortal Man revealed] I 
[aeons] and [kingdoms] I [and 
powers] I [ and gave authority to] all 
25 [ who appeared] from him I [ ... ] 
I [ ... of] chaos. I (5± lines lacking) 

Eug-V: 

E:TNZHTi:j· nCANZPE: 
NTME:2(9 20MOYNE: NTAZOYWNZ 
eeoJ\. ZM nlxa.oc 

NToq Ae na.ea.NAToc NPWIMe 
AqOyWNZ E:BOJ\. NZNAIWN I MN 
ZN60M MN ZE:NMNTPPO I a.qt 
NTE:30YCIA NOyON NIM. 
NTA y<;>[y ]�[NZ E:BOJ\. N]�HTq· [O 
elTPOYTAN<;> [NNa.·i eToya.]<9oy 
I <!)A NE:zooy E:T�i:r<c>,?-�re 
MnE:xa.loc NA°f ra.p a.yc yM<l>WN1 
MN <N>ey5epHoy 

I who are in it, (the aeon) above the 
Eighth 20 that appeared in I chaos. 

Now Immortal Man I revealed aeons 
I and powers and kingdoms I and 
gave authority to everyone 
who [appeared from] him I to make [8' 
f whatever they desire] I until the 
days that are above chaos. I For 
these consented with each other 

I 3 ,22 First letter after lacuna: see Emmel, I 979: I 85. 
13,25 First letter after first lacuna: see Emmel, 1979: 185. 

Eug-lII: 

85,19 "above": "the upper part of' (K & Tr). 
85,20 "in" (so also T-S): "out of' (T-S, alt., K & Tr). 
86, I So restored by T-S, except that second z is in lacuna. 
86,2 Alt.: [o NNE:ToyoyA ]iyoy (T-S & Tr); the doubling of oy is uncharacteristic 

of the scribe (see 84,12; 89,4). 
86,3 "that are above": "of the upper part" (Tr). 
86,4 Not emended by Tr, although his translation, which follows K, reflects the above 

emendation. 
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NHCIII BG 108,19-109,15 

I NTa."i.x.ooy Ncyopn 
NTITE: NTME:lCA(!1(1E: I 
NTACOYWNl E:BOh lN I TCOIJ)IA 
E:TE: ITE:loy"iT I NAIWN ne 
NTO(j AE: n I 5pWME: NATMOY 
a.qoylwNz NlNAIWN E:BOh I MN 
ZN60M MN lMMiiilTPPO a.yw a.qt 
NTE:l.5oyc1a. NNE:TOYONl to 

THPOY NZHT(j .X.E: E:YE:IE:IPE: 
NNeyoywcy cya. I N1za.e E:TE: 
NE:TNTITE: I NE: MITE:XAOC NA"i 
ra.p I a.ycyMIJ)WNI MN Ney 15epHy 

I whom I described earlier, 
(the aeon) above the Seventh I that 109 
appeared from I Sophia, 
which is the I first aeon. 
Now 5 Immortal Man revealed I 
aeons I and powers and kingdoms I 
and gave authority I to all who 

appear 10 in him that they might I 
exercise their desires until I the last 
things that are above I chaos. For 

these I consented with each 15 other

109,2 "from" (so also T-S, alt.): "in" (T-S). 

109,3 "which": or "who" (presumably Sophia). 

109,12 Corr.: a mostly erased letter (z?) after the first T, whose superlinear stroke 
remains. 



146 EUONOSTOS 

NHCV 14,1-10 

[1.A] [ . ] .. [ ... ] . [ 12±] I [z]N 
eo[oy] i:iNa.[tt Hn& epooy·] I 
NH &Ta.[yt] neyp[AN epooy · 
NA0

i] I NT& tA[pX]':1 MN [tMHT& 
MN tPa.Tp za.H [e]T& n[.X.WI( 

&B011. ne· 
ne]1zoye1t NN&W[N MN mM&Z 
CNAY] I MN TIIM&Z(90M [et· 
nezoye1t] I ZM na."i a.yt PAN 
�[poq .x.e mca. z ]IPE: NT& 
tMNtoy[A MN ntMTON. 

o]y[N)l0TE: noya. noya.

(14) [ ... ] I [in glory (and) numberless.]

I They [received] their [names,

those] I of the [beginning] and [ the

middle and the] 5 unending, which

[ is the perfect,

the] I first aeon [and the second] I

and the third. [The first] I in it was

called ["Above] I Unity [and Rest."]
10 Each one has 

Eug-V: 

14,2 Superlinear strokes are in lacuna. 

Reconstruction: see 5,2. 

NHC III 86,5-15 

A yoywNz &B01'. MMNT I N06 NIM · 
a.yw eao11. ZN oyiiN'a I 
<N>OYMHHC!I& Noyoe1N eylu,
e;ooy &MNToy Hne Na.·i NITa.yt

PINO y NT APXH
&T& n&&I IO ne T&ZOYE:IT&
TMHT& <MN> TIX.WI(
I &B011.
&Te na.·i ne nezoyel'r Na. 1 IWN

MN OM&ZCNA y MN OM&Z IC!IOMNT
nezoyerr a.yt PN(I I .X.&
TMN<T>oya. a. <yw>
TA.NAO A yc1c ey l5NT&
noya. noya.

5 and revealed I every magnificence, 

even from spirit, I multitudinous 

lights I that are glorious and without 

number. These I received names in 

the beginning, that 10 is, the first, the 

middle, <and> the perfect; I that is, 

the first aeon and I the second and 

the third. I The first was called I 

"Unity and Rest." 15 Since each one 

14,4 Corr.: after first e, N is crossed out. The following t seems to be made from an 
initial 1 (i.e., the scribe first wrote N 1 [pl. art.]}. 

Eug-111: 

86, 7 MS has M (not emended by Tr). 

86,10 MS has M. Not emended by T-S or Tr, although Tr's translation, which follows 
K's ("the midst. the perfection"), reflects the emendation TMHTE: {M }nxcm:. 
E:BOJI.. 

86, 14 Tr lacks the first emendation but has the second. 



SJC-BG: 
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NHCIII BG 109.15-110.8 

a.<y>oywNz £801' I MMNTN06 

NIM A yw I £801' ZM n£iiNA 

NOYIATO Noyo'iN £YU. £oloy 

€MNT€Y HO€ NA'i N 

TAYMOYT€ €POOY I ZN TAPXH Pl 

€T€ 0A€1 I 0€ 0€ZOY€1T NAIW I 
MN <nM£z>cNa.y MN 

<0M£l>(QOMNT 5 0€ZOY£1T 

<n£> £<9a.yMoylT£ £PO<! X.£ 

TMNTOYA I Ayw TA NAnA yc1c 

noyA noyA 

and revealed I every magnificence, 
even I from spirit. I multitudinous 

lights that are glorious I and without 
number. These 
were called I in the beginning, UO 

that is, I the first aeon I and <the 
second> and <the third>. 5 The first 
<is> called I 'Unity I and Rest.' I 

Each 

109,15 MS has q, "he revealed" (not emended by T-S). 

110,4 Not emended by T-S ("and two and three"), although T-S recognizes that 

Eug-III par. has the better text. 

110,5 Not emended by T-S. The gap in the sentence, remedied here by the insertion 

of a copula, may be caused by the omission of a line of text (see V par.). 



148 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 14,10-18 NHC Ill 86,15-24 

n[eqp.a.N"] £TP£Ylt p.a.N A£ xe 
TE:K.K. [1'.HCIA M)t:JI IME:Z(YOME:1' 
NNe[wN e T)Be f n.a.<9.a."i 
eT.a.qoywNz £BOA ZM I moy.a. · 

XE eyecwoyz THPOY 

15 eyM.a. ezp.a."i eoy.a. ii:icet
TIE:Y IPAN XE: 

TE:K.IC.1'.HCIA . €801'. I ZN

teKK.1'.Hc1.a. e1'xoce eN[ITie ·] I 

E:TACOYWNZ £801'. NISI 

[its (own) name.] And the naming I 

[of] the third I [aeon] as "Assembly" 

is [because of] I the multitude that 

appeared in I the one, so that they all 

might be gathered 15 together and I

named "Assembly," from I the 

Assembly above the [heavens.] I 

When the 

Eug-Ill: 

86,16-20 See endnote 8. 

MM.a.y neqlP.a.N {xe} 
.a.yONOMAZE: NTE:K.K.1'.H !CIA 
{ Z }MTI<ME:Z>(!10MN T NAIWN {xe} 
£1801'. ZM m.a. TO NMHH(YE: 
NT.a.lzoywNz £BOA ZM moy.a. 

Noy 20.a.TO £TB£ n.a.'i 

eremMHH(!)E: I cwoyz 

NCE:£1 E:YMNTOy.a.·I<9.a.yMOYTE: 

epooy xe 

E:K.K.AH Ic1.a. £801'. ZN teK.K.1'.HCIA 

E:TOYATB' I E:TTIE: 

£TB£ TIE:£1 TE:K.K.1'.HCIA NI 

has its (own) I name, the I <third> 

aeon was designated "Assembly" I 

from the great multitude that I 

appeared in the multitudinous one. 20 

Therefore, when the multitude I 

gathers and comes to a unity, I they 

are called "Assembly," I from the 

Assembly that surpasses I heaven. 

Therefore, the Assembly of 

86,17 Not emended by Tr, although his translation reflects the second emendation. as 
does K's. which lacks the other two also; T-S does not have the first emendation; 
see endnote 8. 
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NHCIII 111,1-3 BG 110,8-111,7 

OYNTAl.j I 0€1.jPAN €801.. .XE 

.a.y JO<o >NOMAZE NTEKK.1..H lei.a. 

Mn<MEz><90MNT NAI IWN {.xe) 

£&01.. ZM nlMHH(!)E ETN.a.(!)wq I 

NT.a. qoywNz £&01.. 15 ZN oy.a. 

.a.y.a.To oyo Nlzoy EB01.. £801.. 

A€ I .XE: NIMHH(!)E Q1AY 

[c ]woyz EZoyN 

NCEP oyl[.a. €]TB€ n.a.�· 

€(!1AYMOYl[TE] <Epooy> .XE 

E:KK.1..HCl.a. €801.. I �€ ZN 

tEK.K.1..HCIA €TM 5MA y ET0Y0TB 

€TO€ 

TEKK1'.Hc1.a. NTE: I TME:Z<9MoyNe· I £TB£ n.a. "i TEKKAHC1 I.a. 

lll and come to a unity, we call I them 

'Assembly I of the Eighth.' 

SJC-III: 

one has I its (own) name; for 10 the 

<third> aeon I was designated 

'Assembly' I from the I great 

multitude that I appeared: 15 in one,

a multitude revealed themselves. I 
Now because I the multitudes 

gather and become one, I therefore 

<they> are called I 'Assembly,' I 

from that Assembly 5 that surpasses 

heaven. I Therefore the Assembly I 

<of> 

111,2 The section in the parr. immediately after .Xf: may be missing here through 
homoioteleuton (so also T-S). 

SJC-BG: 

110,9-16 See endnote 8. 

110,lOMS has A. 

110,11 Not emended by T-S ("the three aeons"). 

110,12 Not emended by T-S. 

m 

111 



ISO EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 14,18-30 NHC III 87,1-12 

t[eKK.i\.H)lc1a.. NTe tzo[r)�oa..c· 
(Ayf PAN) 20 epo�· 
�y[zooy1'cz'i'Me Te· K.A)ITA f;)[E: 
NOYME:POC NZOOy1' MN] I 
oyM�p(oc NCZ1Me· mMepoc 
Nzo]loyT AYt [PAN epoq xe 
TE:K)IK.i\.HCIA . [OIME:POC .A.E: 
Ncz1Me) 25 x� [zwH xe 
ecNAOYWNZ eBoi\. xe] I �nwNf 
(!J[w)ry� [E:BOi\. ZNN oy]l[cii]Me 
N[NH) Tl:IP[OY" NIPAN .A.E:) I 
Tf:IPOY [ i6±) I ME: NN[ 17± J 30 
(3± lines lacking) 

fAssembly) of the Ogdoad I 
appeared, it [was named,] 20 
[because it was androgynous, 
according to] I [a male portion and] I 
a [female] portion. [The male] I 
[portion) was [called) "Assembly," I 
[and the female portion,] 25 ["Life," 
that it might be shown that] I life for 
all [things came) I [from a female. 
And) all I [the names ... ] I (3± 
lines lacking) 

Eug-V: 

TME:Zty [MOYNE:. A yo ]yoNZC 
E:B(?[,.:I I eyz.a.oy[fcz,..:.�. AY]t
PAN epoc I E:K. Mepoc Nzooyf 
[A)yw E:K. Mepoc I NCZIME: · 
nzooyf AYf PN!.I ll.e e1<.5K.i\.Hc1A 
TE:CZIME: XE: ZUJH ll.E:jK.AAC 
E:CNAOYWNZ E:BOi\. XE: E:BO1'. I ZN 
oycz1Me A0WNZ 19wne· ZN I 
Na..1WN THPOY" PAN NIM 
ea yx1 !TOY XtN NTAPXH E:BOi\. 
ZM neq IOME:TE: MN TE:(IE:NNOIA 
a..yoywNz I N61 N.A.YNAM1c Na.."i 
NTAYt P•INoy xe NNOyTe· 

the [Eighth was) revealed I as 
[androgynous] and was named I 
partly as male and partly I as female. 
The male was called "Assembly." 5 
the female, "Life," that I it might be 
shown that from I a female came the 
life I in all the aeons. Every name 
was received, I starting from the 
beginning. From his 10 concurrence 
with his thought, I the powers 
appeared who were called I "gods"; 

14,27 Circumflex is visible in MS. Superlineai- stroke is nol visible in MS. 

Eug-111: 

87,l Tr restores second perfect. 
87;2 Corr.: first A for erased e (transcribed as o by Tr). Tr restores AY]t PAN, as 

above, but translates in the present, following K (similarly in line 4); T-S does not 
restore Ay. 

87,10 Corr.: z for an erased letter. 
See endnote 9. 

ft 

c• 
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NHC III 111,3-15 

.a.coywNz elBOi\. eyzooy1'cz1Me 
TE:" .a.yt PAN 5 E:POC E:K. ME:POC
Nzooy1' .a.yw I E:K. ME:POC 
NCZIME: • ct>0oy1' ME:N I <9.a.yt PN<I 
.KE: TE:K.K.i\.HCIA • TE:ICZIME: .A.£ 
(!)AYt PNC .KE: ZWH I .KE: 
E:(INAOYWNZ E:BOi\. .KE: E:BOi\. 10 

ZITN oycZIME: .a.nWNZ <9wne 
NINIAIWN THPOY PAN .A.£ NIM 
AYIXITO Y XIN NTAPXH E:BOi\. 
r.a.p ZM I neq.xwNq MN 
T£(1£NN01.a. .a.yoyl<pNZ £801'. 
NIS I NISOM" N(!)OPrt N.a."i 15 

[NT]�vt p.a.N epooy .xe NoyTe· 

It appeared I as androgynous and 
was named 5 partly as male and I 
partly as female. The male I is 
called 'Assembly,' while the I 
female is called 'Life,· I that it might 
be shown that from 10 a female came 
the life for I all the aeons. And 
every name was I received. starting 
from the beginning. For from I his 
concurrence with his thought, the 
powers I very soon appeared who 15 

were called 'gods'; 

SJC-111: 

111, 13 See endnote 9. 

SJC-BG: 

111,7 Not emended by T-S. 

112,4 See endnote 9. 

BG 111,7-112,9 

<N>TMAZ(!)MO yNe NIT .a. yoyoNzc
eaoi\. xe r zoyTcz"iMe .a.vt PAN
e 10poc E:K Mepoyc MMNTlzooyT
.a.yw eK. Melpoyc MMNTCZ1Me I
cf>ooyT ME:N .a.yMOYTE: I epoq 
.KE: E:K.K.i\.HCIA TE: 15czYM£ .A.£
.a.yMoyTe elpoc .x.e ZWH .xe 
e yeloyoNzq E:BOi\. xe E:B oi\. I ZN 
TE:CZ"iME: .a.nWNZ 
<9wne NN1.a.1wN [TH)lpoy NPAN 
.A.£ THPOY [.a.y]j.KITOY NTOOTC 
Nt[.a.P]lx� eBOi\. r.a.p ZN 
Teqey 5 .A.oK.1.a. MN T£(1£NN01 I .a. 
.a.yp <9pn NoywNz elBOi\. <NISI> 
NISOM N.a."i NTAYIMOyTe epooy 
XE: NOYITE: 

the Eighth was I revealed as I 
androgynous and was named 10 

partly as masculine I and partly I as 
feminine. I The male was called I 
'Assembly,' 15 while the female was 
called I 'Life,' that it might be I 
shown that from I the female came 
the life 
for all the aeons. I And all the names 
were I received from the beginning 
(or principle). I For from his consent 
5 with his thought, I the powers very 
soon appeared I who were I called 
'gods'; 

112 



152 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV 15,1-7 

[ie] (Line 1 lacking) 
I [ •.••• NZeNNo ]yr[e N]Te 
NIN [oy)l[Te· 
NINOyTe Ae N]Te N[1Noy]Te 
.a. [ y ]I [ oywNi eso1-.] 
{ Z }NZE:[NN](?yTe ZN 5 

[NE:YMNTc.a.ae·] NIN [o]yTe Ae I 
[.a.yoywNi eao]1-. ZN t:,ieycaw· I 
[NZeNxoe1c N]Te zeNxoe1c · 

[15] (Line 1 Jacking) I [ ... gods of] the
[gods;]
I [ and the gods of the gods] I
[revealed] gods in 5 [their wisdoms;]
and the gods I [ revealed] from their
teachings I [lords of] lords; [and]

Eug-V: 

15,4 MS has ZN, "in." 

Eug-Ill: 

NHC ID 87,12-18 

NNOYTE: AE: I E:801'. ZN 
Neycf>pONHCIC .a. yoy I WNZ eao1-. 
NZNNOyTe NNOY 15Te· NNoyTe 
AE: E:801'. ZN NE:Ylcf>PONHCIC 
.a.yoyWNZ NZNXOfe1c. NXOE:IC 
AE: NNXOE:IC E:801'. I ZN 

and the gods I from their 
considerings revealed I divine gods; 
is and the gods from their I 
considerings revealed lords; I and 
the lords of the lords from 

87,14-15 NNOYT£, "divine": untranslated by K; the English translator's note in K 

suggests it may be a dittography; Tr renders "gods of gods." 
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NHC III 111,16-20 

I [N)f:,IOYT£ .A.£ NNNOYT£ £80il.. 
zN T£YIMiiiTc.a.se .a.yoywNz 
NZ£NNOYT£ I £80il.. 0 <iiiNOYT£ 

.A.£> ZN T£YMNTCAB£ .a.yoya>NZ I

t;°iZ£NXO£1C £80.l\." NXO£1C .A.£ 
N20[N)Xo£1c .a.yoywNz £BO"-

I and [the] gods of the gods from 
their I wisdom revealed gods; I <and 
the gods> from their wisdom 
revealed I lords; and the lords of 20

the lords from their thinkings 
revealed lords; 

SJC-Ill: 

BG 112,9-16 

NNOYT£ .A.£ NNNOY 10T£ £BOX
.A.€ ZN T£<Y>el>POINHCIC 
.a.yoywNz esox I <N>iiiNOYT£ 
{N}NNoyTe I NNt A£ £B ox ziii
T£YMNTICAB£ .a.<y>oya>Nz
E:BOJ\. I 15 N<.x.>c N<.x.>c N<.x.>c
A£ NN<.x.>c I .a.yoya>NZ esox

I and the gods of the gods 10 from 
<their> considering I revealed I 
<the> divine gods; I and the gods 
from their wisdom I revealed 15 <the 
lords> of <lords>; and the <lords> of 
the <lords> I <from> thinkings 

111,17-18 The first letter of each line has been lost from the MS but is preserved in old 
photographs. See Emmel, 1978: 204. 

111,19-20 MS has first superlinear stroke in lacuna (line 19). 

At the beginning of each line T-S restores [ N] and [ N] respectively. 

Line 20 is not emended by T-S ("the lords of the lords revealed their thoughts of 

lords"). However T-S considers the correct reading to be found in Eug-lII. 

SJC-BG: 

112, IO ( .u; I (T-S). Although untranslatable, .u; does seem to have an emphasizing 

function here in Coptic, perhaps on analogy with its use with pronouns in Greek. 

112,12-13 <N>NoyTE; . .. NNt, "<the> ... gods": "<the> gods. The divine gods" 
(T-S). 

Alt.: first emendation: <Nu:> (indefinite article) (T-S, alt.). 

112,14 MS has q (incorrect pronoun number). 

112,15 MS has x for each emendation. Without the emendation the translation would 

be "Christs" here and on line 17 in each case (not emended by T-S, although the 

error is recognized). x for .x is a common scribal error. 



154 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 15.7-20 

NIX Ol[E:IC AE: NN)IXOE:IC 
.a.yoywNZ I [E:BOi\. ZN 
NE: )y<!1OXNE: NZE:NXO 10[E:1C . 
.a.N1xoE:1 Jc AE: oywNZ E:BOi\. I ZN 
[NE:yisoM J NZE:N.a.px1.a.rrE:i\.oc· I 
N[1.a.px1.a.rr ]E:i\.Oc AE: .a.yoywNz I 
E:BOi\. �� N�Y(!)AXE: 
NZE:N.a.rrE: f i\.oc· .a.yw E:BOi\. ZN 
NA0i .a.yoy 15wNZ E:BOi\. NIS I 
ZE:NE:IAOC MN I ZE:NCXHMA MN 
ZE:NMOPcl>H I ":1� NIE:WN THPOY 
MN NE:yic.ocl[Moc·] oyt;iT[E:) 
t:,IIATMOY THPOY I [NTE:30YCIA 
E:BOi\. ZN t& ]c;>":1 MTII 20[PWME: 

the I [lords of the) lords revealed I 
[from their] counsels lords; 10 and 
[the lords] revealed I from [their 
powers] archangels; I and the 
[archangels) revealed I from their 
words angels; I and from them 
appeared 15 shapes and I structures 
and forms I and all the aeons and 
their worlds. I All the immortals 
have I [authority from the power] of 
20 [Immortal Man 

Eug-V: 

15,13 First superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

Eug-III: 

NHC Ill 87,18-88,7 

NE:yi\.oroc .a.yoywNz E:BOi\. I 
NZNXOE:IC . NXOE:IC AE: E:BOi\. ZN 
20 NE:YISOM .a.yoywNZ E:BOi\. 
NZE:N j .a.px.a.rrE:i\.oc· 
N.a.px.a.rrE:i\.OC .a.yjoywNz E:BOi\. 

NZE:NAl°rE:i\.OC E:jBOi\. ZN <N>.a."j 
ATZIAE:A OYWNZ" 

ZI. c��t:1[.a. z•j MOPcl>H] E:t PAN I " 
E:NIAI [WN THPOY MN) 
NE:YK.OfCMOC" NA[e]�NATOC 

THPOY NT.a.lE:1p <9pn Nxooy 
E:YNTOY TE:53oyc,.a. THpoy 
E:BOi\. ZN TISOM Mlm.a.e.a.N.a.Toc 
NPWME: MN Tcojcf>i.a. 

I their words revealed lords; I and 
the lords from 20 their powers 
revealed I archangels; the archangels 
I revealed angels; from I <them> the 
semblance appeared 
with structure [and form) for naming (I 
I [all) the aeons [and] their worlds. I 
All the immortals. whom I I have 
just described, have authority-all of 
them- 5 from the power of I 
Immortal Man and Sophia, 

87,21 "archangels" (2): +"<out of their words> (K). 

87 ,22 Corr.: at the end of the line the letters eo" are erased. 

87 ,23 MS has TA "i, "her" or "this" (not emended by K or Tr). 

88,2-3 Lacuna in line 3, so restored by T-S. 

"their worlds. All the immortals'" ( so also T-S): "all their immortal worlds'" (K & 

Tr). 
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NHC Ill 111,20-112,7 

<Z>N NE:YME: love NZE:NXOE:IC.
NXOE:IC .A.£ ZN I 'fE:YISOM
a_ yoyWNZ E:BOl'I.
NZE:NAP I [xa..Jrrel'l.oc·
Na..pxa..rrel'l.oc eBOl'I. I [z]N
NE:Yl'I.Oroc a..yoyWNZ E:BOl'I. N 
zeNa..rrE:l'I.OC E:BOl'I. ZN Na..'i 
a..zeNIZ1.A. ea.. oywNz 21 CXHMa.. z1 
MOP lcl>H ZI pa.. N E:Nla..lWN THPOY I 
MN NE:YK.OCMOC. Na.ea.Na.. TOC 5 
.A.£ NTAE:IXOOY N(!)OPrt OYNITa..y 
E:3OYCIA THPOY E:BOl'I. ZM I 
ma. ea.Na. TOC NPWME: t neTE: 

I and the lords from I their power 
revealed archangels; I the archangels 
I from their words revealed angels; 
from them I semblances appeared 
with structure and form I and name 
for all the aeons I and their worlds. 
And the immortals, 5 whom I have 
just described, all have I authority 
from I Immortal Man, t who 

SIC-BG: 

BG 112,16-113,15 

<ZN> 'Z"MM£1£Y£ N<X>c N<x>c 
.A.£ E:BOl'I. 
tN TeyisoM a..<y>oywNZ I 
[e]BOl'I. NZNa..px1urel [l'l.o]c
Na..px1a..rre1'.oc .A.£ I [eB)Ol'I. ZN
NE:y l'l.oroc a..<y>5 [o]ywNz £801'.
NZNa..r1reJ11.oc a..yw E:BOl'I. ZN
Na.le• <Z£NZ1.A. ea.. a..>yoywNz
elBol'I. z1 cxHMa.. z'i MOP lct>H z'i
pa.. N E:Nla..lWN TH 10poy MN
NE:YK.OCMOC I N IA TMOY .A.£
NTa.."i(!)a.. jxe epooy N(!)OPn
oylTOY e3oyc1a.. E:BOl'I. ZN I
TISOM Mma.. TMOY N 15pwME: neTE:

revealed <lords>; I and the <lords> 
from their power revealed I 
archangels; I and the archangels I 
from their words 5 revealed angels; I 
and from them I <semblances> 
appeared I with structure and form I 
and name for all the aeons 10 and 
their worlds. I And the immortals, 
whom I have I just described, have I 
authority from I the power of 
Immortal 15 Man, who 

112, 16 Not emended by T--S ("the <lords> of the <lords> revealed <lord>-thoughts"). 

However T-S considers that the correct reading is found in Eug-lll. 

J 12,17 MS has x for both emendations (not emended by T-S). 

l 13,I MS has q (incorrect pronoun number).

113,4 MS has q (incorrect pronoun number). 

113,7 MS has A'iNAy e, "I saw that structure ... appeared"; T-S plausibly suggests 

that the translator of the Greek misunderstood iofo and thought it meant, "I saw," 
but T -S does not emend the text. In the T-S translation, however. "<semblances 
(iofo)>" is inserted before "structure," while "I" and "saw" remain as the subject 

and verb! 

pj"i' 

113 



156 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 15,2�16,2 NHC III 88,7-19 

NNATMOY et PAN] �pooy· I 
{TCOcj>IA AYt PAN epoc xe] 
Tc1rH I [xe ACXWK. 
NTE:CMNTNA]IS THPC I [ZN 
oyeNeyMHCIC AXN] (!)Axe I 

[ 19± ]Ay 
(8± lines lacking) 

[T�] [ 12± eooy NNAt]l[(!)]Axe 
[MM]oo[y· NH &Te

to name] them. I [Sophia they called] 
"Silence," I [because she perfected 
her) whole [majesty] I [by reflecting 
without] a word. I [ ... ) 25 (8± lines
lacking) 

[16] [ ... ineffable] I [glory, who

Eug-V: 

16,2-3 Reconstruction: see 8,23-24. 

Eug-lII: 

88, IO See endnote IO. 

88, l l See endnote 11. 

Te1.1cyNzyroc TA�· NTAylxooc 
epoc xe c1rH · NTAYt PNC I xe 
c1rH xe NZPA"i ZN 
oyeN8YMH l0c1c A.XN (UAXE: 
ACXWK. NTE:CIMNTNOIS 
NAcf>eAPCIA eyNTAY I 
NTE:30YCIA AYTCANO NAY NISI I 
noyA noyA MMooy NZ&NNOIS I 
MMNTP pwoy zN Mn Hoye TH 15poy 
NA8ANATOC MN NE:yCTE:IPE:WMA 
ZNepoNoc ZE:NP ne I npoc 
TE:YMNTNOIS 
zo"iNe ME:N I ZN MMA N(!)wne MN 
zeNZAP IMA eyzA eooy 

I his consort, who was I called 
"Silence," (and) who was named I 
"Silence" because by reflecting 10 

without speech she perfected her I 
own majesty. Since the 
imperishabilities had I the authority, 
each provided I great I kingdoms in 
all the immortal heavens 15 and their 
firmaments, I thrones, (and) temples, 
I for their own majesty. 
Some, indeed, I (who are) in 
dwellings and in chariots, I being in 

88, I 2 "provided": "created" (K. translating TA.MIO instead of TCNAo; followed by 

Tr, who does not emend). 

88, 17-19 "Some ... glory": "some indeed dwelling-places and chariots unspeakably 

glorious" (K. who overlooks ZN. "in," & Tr). 
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NHC III 112,8-17 BG 113,15--114,9 

I (!)AYMOYTE: E:PO(j XE: TCU"H .XE: (!)AYMOYITE: E:PO(j .XE: TTl(.Af(l)(j 

I eeo>.. ZN oyeNeyMHC1c A.XN 10 <eeo>.. .xe> I z'fTN 
(!)A.XE: A CX.WK E:BO >.. NCSI 

TE:C IMNTNOCS THPC t
NA4>8APCIA E:YINTAY rA P 
NTE:3OYCIA AYTA MIO I NAY 
NO yNocs NMNTppo Ncs1 f noyA 
noyA MMooy ZN 

TME:Z(!) 15MoyNE:" AYW
zeNepoNoc M(N] I ZE:Npne· 
zE:NCTE:PE:WMA npo� I 
NE:YMNTNOCS 

I is called 'Silence• I because by 
reflecting without 10 speech all her 
own majesty was perfected. t I For 
since the imperishabilities had I the 
authority, each created I a great 
kingdom I in the Eighth 15 and (also)
thrones and I temples (and) 
finnaments for I their own majesties. 

SIC-III: 

112,10 See endnote 10. 

112, 11 See endnote 11. 

112,16 nroc;;: nro[c] (T-S). 

SIC-BG: 

113,16 Not emended by T-S. 

113,18-114,I See endnote 10. 

114,2 See endnote 11. 

oyeNeyMHC1c I A.XN (!)A.XE: 
TE:<jMNT 
NOCS THPC AQ.XOKC �fB01'. 
NATTAKO E:Y[N)fTOY TE:30YCIA 
AYT[A]IM10 NAY NNOYNO(CS 
M]5MNTPPO noyA noyA �(N] I
TE:(jZOrAO AC MN 
neqf cTE:PE: WMA <M>N 
zNepofNoc MN rnrne npoc I

NE:YMNTNOCS 

is called I 'Silence,' <because> I by 
reflecting I without speech 
he perfected all his own majesty. I 
Since the imperishables had I the 
authority, they created I a great 5 

kingdom. Each one is [in] I his 
ogdoad with his I firmament <and> 
thrones I and temples for I their own 
majesties. 

114,4 Alt. (N )NOY (T-S; unnecessary in view of examples in 78,16 and 95,14). 

114, 7 Not emended by T-S ("his firmament of thrones," although T-S translates "his 
firmament, thrones," i.e., as though the N before ZNePONOC were deleted). 

PIA 

114 



158 EUGNOSTOS 

NHCV 16,2-6 

Mnoy]l[c](l)T� (ep)ooy [NcgA 
£Nez· Z(l)C] 1· Neycg (.xo]oy 
N(N14>yc1c THpoy·] 

5 AYTAMl9 .II.€ N(Ay 
NZ€:NCTPA TIA ] I NT€ 
Z€NAPX1Af.(r£ 1'.0C MN 

h ave] I [never been heard of, since] I 
they cannot [be sent] into [any 
creature.] 

5 Now they created [hosts] I of 
archangels [and] 

Eug-V: 

16,4 "sent": see endnote 12. 

Eug-lII: 

NHC III 88,19-23 

NATlgA.Xe: E:Pooy 20 NA
0i €MN 

(96'0M €.XOOY ZM «l>YICIC NIM. 

AYTCANO NAY NZE:NICTPATIA 
NAfre1'.oc ZE:NTBA elMNToy 
HnE: E:ZOyN eyzynH 

ineffable glory 20 and not able to be
sent into any creature, 

I provided for themselves I hosts of 
angels, myriads I without number, 
for retinue 

88,20 "and ... creature": less likely, "which cannot be described in any condition" (K 

& Tr [similar)). 

"sent": See endnote 12. 

88,21 "provided": "created" (K, translating TA.MIO instead of TCA.No; followed by 

Tr, who does not emend). 
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p1r 

NHC III 112,17-113,5 

Na."( ra.p THPOY I a.y<9wne: ZITN 
ne:TeZNE: I TMAAY MTTTHP< r TOTE: 
NAWnoCTOAOC ETOYAAB 
ne:xa.y I NA(j xe: nxoe:1c 
ncwTHP • I A x1 NE:TZN N1a.1wN 
€PON XE: I TANAfKH NAN TE: 

E:TP£N<!,) [1 ]IN£ NCWOY TIE:XE: 

nTE:AIOC N 
CWTHP .XE £<!,).XE: <E:>TE:TN<glNE: 

INCA ZWB NIM. tNa..xooy E:PWTN 

I AYTAMIO NAY NZE:NCTPA TIA 
l'il a.fre:Aoc ZE:NTBA E:MNToy 

HITE: s E:Y<!JM<!,)E: MN NE: YE:OOY 

For these all I came by the will I of 

the Mother of the Universe." Then 20 

the Holy Apostles said I to him: 

"Lord, Savior, I tell us about those 

who are in the aeons, I since it is 

necessary for us to ask I about 

them." The perfect 
113 Savior said: "If you ask I about 

anything, I will tell you. 
I They created hosts of I angels, 

myriads without number 5 for retinue

and their glory. They 

SJC-111: 

113,l MS has A (not emended by T-S). 

BG 114,9-115,7 

NA0i ra.p JO THPOY a.y<9wne ZM I 

noyw<9 NTMAY MTTTHIPq TOTE: 
NATIOCTOAOCIE:TOYAAB 
ne:x a. y NA(! I xe: ne:xc ncwTHP 
NE:T 15zj;j NIAIWN oyoNzoy I 
NAN €BOA em TANAr IKH E:fON 

TE: €(91NE: NICWOY TTE:.XA(j N61 
nTe 

[A)� oc NCWTHP .XE: €<!JI [.x]� 
TE:TNcglNE: Nca. I [zw)e NIM 
tNa..xooy e:l[pw)TN 

AYTAMIO NAY N 5�f:,ICTPATIA 

Na.rre:Aoc I �NTBA E:MNToy HTIE: 
e:y l<9Mcge: MN oye:ooy 

For these JO all came by I the will of 

the Mother of the Universe." I lben 

the Holy Apostles I said to him: I 

"Christ, Savior, 15 reveal to us those

who are in the aeons, I since it is 

necessary I for us to ask about I 

them." The perfect 

Savior said: "If I you ask about I 

anything, I will tell I you. 

They created 5 hosts of angels, I 

myriads without number for I retinue 

and glory. And 

PIE: 

115 



160 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 16,6-17 

zeN)IAfr£/\.O C NT£ ZE:N'f[BA 
NAtt) I HTIE: epooy ey[19MQJ£ 
MN oy]leooy MN 
ZE:NTIA [P8£NOC MN] IO ZE:NTINA. 
eye N<;>[yoe1N ]  i:iNA'tlcyA.x.£ 

MMooy · "!f[NTOY ii c le I rap 
ZATOOToy· oy[T]� 

[oy]MN"flAttsoM· Al\.l\.A oyw<9 

oyaeTq I ne· 

AYW QJA(IQJWTIE: NTE:yNoy· 
15 AYW NTE:"ize A(I.X.WK £BO/\.
N�{•] I newN MN Tne MN 
TIICTE:PE:� IMA NT£ TifWME: 

I angels, (hosts) of {numberless] I 

myriads for [retinue and] I glory, 
even [ virgins and] 10 spirits, who are 

ineffable I {lights]. For [they have 
no sickness] I nor weakness, I but it 

is only will, I and it comes to be in 

an instant. 15 And thus was 
completed I the aeon, with (its) 
heaven and finnament, I of Immortal 
Man 

Eug-V: 

16,8 Stroke over M is visible. 

16, l O Third superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

NHC III 89,1-8 

PE:CIA MN oyeooy £Tl 
ZE:NTIAP� [e]INoc <M>TTNA 
Noyoe1N NAT<9A.X.£ I epooy· 
MMN ZIC£ MMAY ZATHIOY MN 
MNTATtsoM· Al\.l\.A oyw<9e 5 

MMATE: ne· 

(YA(IQJWTIE: NTE:YINOY 
NTE:E:IZE: . Ay.X.WK £80/\. N61 
NAIWN MN NE:yne. MN 
NeCTepe IWMA Mneooy 

and glory, even virgin I spirits, the 
ineffable lights. I They have no 

sickness I nor weakness, but it is 

only will: 5 it comes to be in an 

instant. I Thus were completed I the 
aeons with their heavens and 
finnaments I for the glory 

t: see Emmel, 1979: 185 (line identified as extant line 9). 

16,11 End of line: see Emmel, 1979: 185 (line identified as 16, extant line 10); 

Emmel's restoration is too short for the lacuna. 

Eug-lll: 

89,1-2 "even ... lights": less likely, in view of V 16,9-11, "indescribable virgin 

spirits of light" (K & Tr). 

89,2 MS has N (not emended by Tr). 

89,6 "Thus" could be taken with the preceding sentence (noted by T-S). 

89,8 "for": "of' (T-S, but "perhaps 'for'"; K & Tr). 

[st 
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NHC III 113,5-12 

a.yTAIMIO NZE:NTTAP8E:NOC 
Mi'TNA NIOYOE:IN NAT(YAXE: 
epooy NA<T>l'cy " {e }1ee E:MN 
z1ce ra.p MMAY I ZATHoy a.yw 
MN MNTAT60M IO A1'.1'.A oywcy 

ne 

ANAIWN XWK E:1B01'. NTE:E:IZE: ZN 
oytsen'H" MN MITE: I MN 
NeCTePE:WMA ZM neooy I 

created I virgin spirits, the I 

ineffable and unchangeable lights. I 

For they have no sickness I nor 

weakness, 10 but it is will. 

Thus the aeons were completed I 
quickly with the heavens I and the 
firmaments in the glory 

SIC-III: 

BG 115,7-18 

a.ylTAMlo AE: NZMna.pee !Noc 
MONA Noyo"iN N 10a.TcyAXE: 
epooy a.yw Nla.Tza.,eec MN 
z·ice ra.p I za.THY oyTE: MN 
a.TtsoM I A"-"-A oywcye MMATE: 
TTE: 

I a.yw NTE:yNoy a.ycyw 15ne

NtZE: AYXWK N61 I NAIWN MN 

{ N }MnHyE: I MN <N>ecTE:PE:WMA 
Mlneooy MmpwME: NAT 

they I created virgin I spirits, 10 the 
ineffable and shadowless I lights. 

For there is no sickness I among 

them nor weakness, I but it is only 
will, I and they came to be in an 

instant. 15 Thus were completed the

aeons I with the heavens I and the 
firmaments for I the glory of 

Immortal Man 

113,8 Corr.: 'l!I" for marked out ea.; c marked out after second e (see 97,18 for 
similar correction); uncorrected, the text agrees with the BG par. 

113, 11 Corr.: first M for erased letter. 

SJC-BG: 

115,15 "Thus" could be taken with the preceding sentence (noted by T-S). 

115,17 MS has n, "the firmament" (not emended by T-S). 

"for": "of' (T-S, but "perhaps 'for'"). 



162 EVGNOSTOS 

NHC V 16,17-28 NHC III 89,8-18 

NNATMOY [MN] I TE:(jCOc)>IA E:T[E: 
oyNTA(j NZH]ITij NT[E:]�[Mot 
NE:(l)N NIM MN KO ]2°cM[oc NIM 
MN NH E:TAycyome] I iiiccp[oy 
E:TPE:YTCANO NNITY ]lnoc 
£Be;>[>.. zM nMA E:TMMAy] I ZN 
Mn[Hoye Mmxc1. oc MN 
Ney ]t[K]ocM[oc· c1.yw Te4>yc1c 
5± 1 25 [T]Hrlc 

17± J I [ 21± 1 I [ 21± ] I [ 21± 1 I 

[and] I his Sophia, [which has in] I it 
the [pattern of every aeon and] 20 

[ every world and those that came] I
afterward, [in order to provide the 
types) I [from there] I in the 
[heavens of chaos and their] I
worlds. [And all natures ... ] 

25[ ••• ]I [ ... JI [ ... Jt [ ... Jt

Eug-V: 

MnAeA NAToc I NPWME: MN 
TCOCS,IA TE:(jCYN lOzyroc nMa 
E:TA<(jqJW n E:fO(j NTE:CMOT 
N>E:WN NIM MN I NE:YKOCMOC
MN NE:NTAycywlne MNNCA NAY
E:TPOYTCANO iiiliiiTynoc MnMA
E:TMMAY NE:YIE:INE: ZN MTTHOYE:
MTTE:XAOC MN 15 NE:YKOCMOC.
TE:CS,yc1c AE: THPC
I €BO>.. ZM TTA8ANATOC l'-IN
MnAlreNNHToc
l!JA ntsw>..ri E:Bo>.. Mlnexc1.oc ZM

of Immortal I Man and Sophia, his 
consort: 10 the area which 
<contained the pattern of> every 
aeon and I their worlds and those 
that came I afterward, in order to 
provide I the types from there, their I 
likenesses in the heavens of chaos 
and 15 their worlds. And all natures
I 

from the Immortal One, from 
Unbegotten 
I to the revelation of I chaos, are in 

16,25 The superlinear stroke is visible, since a large portion of it is over p (not an 
unusual position for a final stroke in this tractate). 

Eug-111: 

89, 10 Corr.: T for erasure; corr.: WN for o; a letter has been marked out between f:WN 
and NIM; not emended by K or Tr, although both note (as does T-S) that the 
sentence is incomplete as it stands. 

89, 12 Corr.: third N for ·.-. 

"provide": "create" (K, translating TA.Mio instead of TC ANO; followed by Tr, 
who does not emend). 

89,14 MnexA.oc, "of chaos": M<N> nexA.oc, "<and> chaos" (T-S, "probably"). 
89,18 "are": omitted by T-S, K & Tr, for all of whom the predicate begins in line 21 

("ever delight themselves ... "). 
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NHC III 113,13-21 

MTTA8ANATOC NPWME:" MN 
TCOlcl>IA TE:(jCyNzyroc nMA 
NTAYXI 15 CM01' MMAY N61 
AIUlN NIM ZI Kol[c]MOC MN 
NE:NTAycywne: MNNl�A Na."i 
e: BO"- NZHTij e:ne:yTa.MIO I 
NZe:Ne:INe: ZN Mne: Mne:xa.oc I 
MN NE:YKOCMOC. TE:cl>YCIC AE: 20 

THPC 

x.IN MnoywNz Mne:xa.oc I e:eo1,. 

I of Immortal Man and Sophia, I his 
consort: the area from which 15 
every aeon and world I and those 
that came afterward I took (their) 
pattern for their creation I of 
likenesses in the heavens of chaos I 
and their worlds. And all natures, 

20 starting from the revelation of 
chaos, I are 

SIC-III: 

113,16 Lacuna so restored by T-S. 

BG 115,18-116,13 

MOY MN TCOcl>IA p ½ 
T�[<i]lcyNzyroc nMa. N[Ta.y]lx1 
Tynoc e:eo1,. N[ZHTq] I N61 a.1wN 
NIM Z"i 15-[oc]5MoC <MN> 
NTAY<9wne: M�INNca. Na."i a.yx1 
Tyjnoc E:BO1'. ZM nMA E:!TMMa.y 
e:Ta.MIO <N>N<e:v>Ie:1Ne: MnHye: 
M{N }ne: 10xa.oc MN NE:YKOCMoc 
I cl>YCIC A€ NIM 

.l'-IN M!noywNz Mne:xa.oc I e:eo1,. 

and Sophia, his I consort: the area 116 
[from which] I every aeon and world 
I <and> those that came afterward 5 
took (their) types. I They took (their) 
types I from there I to create <their> 
I likenesses for the heavens <of> 10 
chaos and their worlds. I And all 
natures, 

starting from I the revelation of 
chaos, I are 

113,18 Alt.: M<N> nExa.oc, .. <and> chaos" (T-S, "probably"). 

SJC-BG: 

116,5 Not emended by T-S. 

MS has final superlinear stroke in lacuna. 

116,8-9 On line 8, MS has a large diple followed by NA at the end of the line (not 

emended by T-S). On line 9, T -S does not emend but divides the first four letters. 
€1 NE, and translates the whole, "in order to create. These are: the heavens and 
chaos" (see explanatory n .• T-S: 273). The lack of clear meaning, the parallels, 
and the unusualness ofT�M10 without an object make the T-S solution unaccept

able. The problem may have been caused by an error of hearing. 

116,12 nxa.oc, "chaos": <nxp1cToc >, "<Christ>" (Schenke, 1962: 275, n. 57). 



164 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 16,29-17,9 NHC III 89,18-90,6 

[ 21± 1 30 [ 21± 1 I [ 8± E:YPA(YE: 
t::y MHN] 

[Tz) [zM nE:yE:ooy· NNAT]<91� [E:] I 
[MN TTIMTON NN]At[t <Y]� E:Po[,r] 
I [NH eTE: MN <9]�0M �[oy]<9A.x� 
I [ E:.XW MMOoy]· NC�[co]yWNOY 
S [ZN Nlt::WN THP ]oy E:TAY(9WTI€: 
I [MNNCA] J:,l[A )"] MN NE:ytsoM.

I [ 7± 1 �(/J E:PWTN (YA ne"iMA 
, [NH Ae THJrc;,lyJ �TAYP (YOPi'f, 
�[.xooy NHT]N" A"i<9A.X€: MMOOY 

[ ••• ] 30 [ ••• ] I [ ... ever 
rejoicing] 

[17) [in their unchanging glory] I [and the 
unmeasured rest,] I [ which cannot be 
described] I or [known] 5 [among all 
the aeons] that came to be I 
[afterward] and their powers. 

I [ ... ] this much is enough for you. 
I [Now all] that has just been I [said 
to you, l I spoke 

Eug-V: 

16,31-17.1 Reconstruction: see 5,14-15. 

17 ,3 Second superlinear stroke is in lacuna. 

noyo£1N E:Tf oyoe1N · I 
NAT ZAE:18€:C MN oypA<gE: 

NAT(YA 20.xe £PO(! MN oyT£1'.H1'. 
NNAT.xo loq £YT£pneceA 1 

E:YMHN £801'. I E:ZPA "j £.XM 
neyeooy £TE: M£(11<Y•B£ MN 
TANATIAYCIC €:TE: MA Yl<91TC 
TA"i £TE: MN <!)ISOM £(YA.XE: I 
E:POC OYA£ NNE:YE:(YNOE:1 I 
MMOC N ZPA"i ZN NAIWN THIPOY 

NTAY(YWTIE: MN NE:ytsoM 

I AYW zw (YA TT€:E:IMA. 

NA"i A£ TH5poy NTAE:IP <9pn 
N.XOOY NAK I AE:1.XOOY

the light that shines without shadow 
I and (in) ineffable joy 20 and 
unutterable jubilation. I They ever 
delight themselves I on account of 
their glory that does not change I and 
the rest that is not measured, I which 
cannot be described 
or conceived I among all the aeons I 
that came to be and their powers. 
I But this much is enough. 
Now all 5 I have just said to you, I [ 
said 

90 



pl.II. 

114 

THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 165 

NHC III 113,21-114,7 BG 116,13-117,10 

ZM noyoe:1N e:Tp oyoe:1N e:ITe: ZM moyo"iN e:ITP oyo"iN 
MNTij za.e:1ee:c MN oypa.<9e: I Na.Tza.·iee:c 15 e:yzM npa.cye: 
�Ne:ye:cy (YA.XE: E:fO(j MN NNATlcya..xe: E:PO(j MN TTTE:171.H"-
oy I TE:71.Hl\ NA 1.xoo<i e:yMHN Na.T.xoo<i e:ylTe:pne: e:yMHN 
e:eol\ 25 e:y pooy't e:zpa.'i e:.xN E:B071. 

ne:ye:ooy [e:]�pa.)" e:.xM ne:ye:ooy I 
NAt<91Be: MN TANAITAYCIC [N]�T(!)IBE: MN ne:yMl[TO]N
NAIT(!)ITC TAY €TE: NNe:ye:<9 NAT(YITcf NA"i e:l[Te:] NE:Y(!)

cya.l .xe: e:poc ZN NAIWN THPOY (YA.XE: e:po5[o]y ZN AIWN NIM
NTa.ylcywne: MNNca. Na."i MN NITAY(!)WTTE: MNNCA I Na."( MN

NE:y560M THPOY' NE:Y60M THIPOY

NA"i AE: THPOY NITAE:I.XOOY Na."i NTa.Y.xooy Nl<9opn 
E:PWTN Ncyoprt a.e:1 r.xooy a."(.xooy NH10TN

in the Light that shines without in the Light I that shines without 
shadow I and joy that cannot be shadow, 15 being in the ineffable joy
described I and I unutterable I and the unutterable I jubilation. I 
jubilation. They ever 25 delight They ever delight themselves 
themselves on account of their on account of their unchanging I 
unchanging glory glory and their immeasurable I rest, 
and the immeasurable rest, I which which I cannot be described 5 among 
cannot be described I among all the all the aeons that I came to be 
aeons that I came to be afterward afterward I and all their powers. 
and all their 5 powers. 
Now all that I I have just said to you, I These things that I have just I said, 

I I said I said to you 

SIC-III: 

113,21 "are in": "from" (T-S; for T-S the predicate begins in lines 24-25, "ever 

delight themselves ... "). 

SJC-BG: 

116,13-15 "are ... being": "from the light ... are" (T-S). 

116,17-18 Corr.: (!JI erased at the end of line 17; T for partly erased n at the begin

ning ofline 18; originally cgme, "be ashamed." 

pjz 

117 



166 EUGNOSTOS 

NHC V 17.10-18 

10 N�[E: E:NE:y]iii 60M 
NTE:Tiiicyonoy I E:[pwTN TH]poy 
(YANTE:TTl(YA.XE: I NNA[tt c]ew 
NAq <!)ANTE:(lTTPPE: I E:BOh ZN 
THYTN" AYW qNAIBWh NHTN 
NNA0i ZN oyrNWCIC. 15 NNOYOTE: 
E:CTBBHOyt· 
oyoN I ra.p NIM E:TE: oyiiiTAq 
ceNE:oyl�z [Mna."i] ��oyo: 
I [E:yrNwcT]<;>[c] 

IO in [such a way that] you might 
preserve it I [all], until the word that 
need not be taught I comes forth I 
among you, and it will I interpret 
these things to you in knowledge 15 
that is one and pure. 
I For [to] everyone who has, I more 
will be added. 
I [EUGNOSTOSJ 

Eug-V: 

17,11 Translation: see 5,22-23. 
1 7, 14 Punctuation: see 5,4n. 
17,17 Stroke over Mis visible. 

NHC III 90,6-12 

KATA 8E: E:TKNA<!) I TWOYN 
MMoc· (YANTE:nlA T. I t cew 
oywNz eeoA.· NZHTK · I AYW NA"( 

THPOY (jNA.XOOy E: IOpoK ZN 
oypa.cye MN oycooyN I 
eqToyBHOY 

E:yrNwcToc nMAlt-a.p,oc 

in the way you might I accept, until 
the one who need not be taught I 
appears among you, I and he will 
speak all these things to you 10 
joyously and in I pure knowledge. 

I EUGNOSTOS, THE BLESSED 

17,17-18 Decorative diples and a line to the margin follow the full stop. Decorative 
marks are also visible on the next line to the right of what remains of the title. The 
left side of that line is in lacuna . 

17, 18 A small mark appears on the Facsimile Edition-V page to the upper left of the 
omicron. An ultraviolet examination of the original by James M. Robinson in 
December, 1980, failed to show any indication of ink. 
It seems likely that the title contained only eyrNUlcToc. It is only one line long 
(there is no decoration for a second line), and the practice of the scribe elsewhere 
in the codex is to center titles so there is about as much decoration on the right side 
as on the left. If that held true here, the space between the left and right decora
tions would have allowed only one word of nine letters, not two words, as in 
Eug-III. 

Eug-III: 

90,11 MS has a paragraphus cum corone in the left margin just below the line. The 
end of the text is decorated, as is the title, with di pies and lines. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 167 

NHC III 114,7-8 

cgaNTE:TNP oyoe1N zi-1 I 

noyoE:IN NZOYO E:Nlt."i" 

that you might shine in I Light more 

than these." 

SJC-III: 

114,7 See endnote 13. 

SJC-BG: 

I 17,10 See endnote 13. 

BG 117,10-12 

cgaNTE:TNP oyo"iN I ZM noyoe1N 

ayw Nzoylo eNa"i 

10 that you might shine I in Light 

even more I than these." 



168 

Since Eug concludes on p. 166, both facing pages will be used for the 

remainder of SJC, beginning with p. 170. 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 169 

NHC III 114.8-25 

ne:XAC I NA(j NCSI MAPIZAMMH 
,XE: nxo t0e:1c E:TOYAAB" 
NE:KMA8HTHC NITAye:1 TWN H 
eyNA E:TWN H eylNAP oy 
Mnee:1MA • nexAq NAY I NCS 1 
nTe:�1oc NCWTHP" xe toylwcv 
E:TPE:TN E:IME: xe TCOcj)IA 15 
TMAA y MTTTHP'I. 

AYW TCYNZY 1roc Acp ZNAC 
ZITOOTC MMI� I MMOC E:TPE:NA0i 
cgwne AX M I neczooyT zM 
TTE:TE:ZNA(j AE: I MTTE:IWT MTTTHpij• 
XE: epeneq 20Ar'AeON oyWNZ 
eeo� NA TME: I oye e:poq · 
AtjTAMIO MTTE:E:IKA !TATTE:TACMA 
oyTwoy NNIA leANAToc Ayw 
oyTwoy NNE:INTAycgwne 

Mary said I to him: "Holy Lord, 10 
where did your disciples I come 
from and where are they going and 
(what) should they I do here?" I The 
perfect Savior said to them: "I want I 
you to know that Sophia, t5 the 
Mother of the Universe 
and the consort, I desired by herself I 
to bring these to existence without I 
her male (consort). But by the will I 
of the Father of the Universe, 
that his 20 unimaginable goodness
might be revealed, I he created that 
curtain I between the immortals I 
and those I that came 

BG 117.12-118.10 

nexac NAq Nies• MAPIZAM xe 
nexc I E:TOYAAB NE:KMA8H 15THC 

NTAye:1 TWN H I eyNABWK e:TwN 
I H eyp oy MTTIMA nelxAq NAY 
NCS I TTTE:�IOC 
NCWTHP xe toyw[cg] I (r]iH 
E:TPE:TNE:IME: XE: T[co]lcj)IA 

TMAY NNITTT (Hpq] 

I NAoywNz neqar� [eoN ] 5 eeo� 

eqe oywNz ei;s[o�] I MN neqNA 

MN TE:tjMNTIATX I TACSCE: NCWC 

At!ITAMIO MTTIKATATTE:ITACMA 

oyTe NIATMOy 10 Ayw oyTe

Mary said to I him: "Holy I Christ. 
where did your 15 disciples come 
from and I where will they go I and 
what should they do here?" I The 
perfect 
Savior said: "I want I you to know (1]18 
that Sophia, I the Mother of the 
totalities-

I will reveal his goodness. 5 and it 
will be revealed I with his mercy and 
his untraceable I nature. He I 
created the curtain I between the 
immortals 10 and those 



170 THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

NHC III 114,24-25 

MNNCA NA "j 25 XE: 
E:PE:TTAKOl\.oyeoN AKOl\.oy[ee1] 
(Coptic pages 115 and 116 are 
missing.) 

afterward, 25 that the consequence 
might follow 

SIC-III: 

BG 118,1�119,ll 

NE:NTAycgwIne MNNCA NA0i 
XE:KAla.c epeneTHn eqiwlne 
eqeoyAzq 
NcA Al IWN NIM Ayw nexAoc 15 

xe eqe<oy>wNz N6I neq>ITA 
NTecz·iMe Ncq>wlne 
epeTE:TTl\. ANH t NMIMAC NA"i .a.e 
NTAyq>W 
ne NKATATTE:TACMA I NNoynNA Pili( 
E:B01'. ZN <N>A 11 WN NTTTE: 
NNATTOPIPOIA Noyo·iN Nee 
N5TA"ixooc Ncgopn oylT�t"-e
eeol\. ZM noyIoeIN MN nenNA 
eAceI I ezpA"i E:MMepoc MTTI ITN 
NTE: TTTTANTOKPA IOTWP 
MTTE:XAOC XE:KAIAC 

that came I afterward, that I what has 
to be I might follow 
every aeon I and chaos, 15 that the
defect of the female I might 
<appear>, and it might come about 
that I Error would contend with I 
her. And these became 
the curtain I of spirit. From <the> 119 
aeons I above the emanations I of 
Light, as 5 I have said already, a I 
drop from Light I and Spirit came I 
down to the lower regions I of 
Almighty 10 in chaos, that 

114,24 T-S restores�[ . ] at the end of the line, but the remains are more likely those 

of a diple. 

I 14,25 Bracketed letters are presumed to be at the beginning of I 15,1 (so restored by 

T-S).

SIC-BG: 

I 18,15 Not emended by T-S or K ("might live"). Emendation is T-S sugg.; for sup

port, see 107,11-12. 

I 18,16--18 "and it ... her": "and she engage in a struggle with Error" (an admittedly 

free transla1ion by T-S); "and she (Sophia) might come to be, since Error fights 

with her" ("literal" rendering by T-S in n.); "and she (female) exist, Error contend

ing with her" (K). 



SJC-BG: 

THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 171 

NHCIB BG 119,11-120,11 

e<y>eoywNz NNeyln"-ACMA 

E:80"- ZN tTXlt"-E: E:TMMAY 
eyTAlxo NA(! ne 

TTAPXlrE:NE: 15T w p  E:TE: 
q,JAyMoyTe I epoq xe 

"iA"-AABAwe I tTXt"-e E:TMMAY 

ACIOYWNZ NNE:YTT"-ACMA I E:80"

z"iTM TTNl(jE: ey 

lf'YXH E:CONZ ACZW68 I ACNKOTK PK 

eeo"' zN Tiilcue NTelf'yxH 

NTE:PE:C I ZMOM E:807'. ZM TTNl(jE: .5 

NTE: TTN06 NOYOE:IN I NTE: 
ci,ooyT Ayw AqMe I eye 

E:ZMME:E:YE: ey1x1 PAN THPOY 

N61 NE:TIZM TTKOCMOC 

MTTE:XA IOoc Ayw NKA NIM 

E:TNIZHTq z"iToTq MTTIA TM'o'y I 

I their molded fonns might appear I 
from that drop, I for it is a judgment 

I on him, Arch-Begetter, 15 who is

called I 'Yaldabaoth.' I That drop 
revealed I their molded forms I 

through the breath, as a 

living soul. It was withered I and it 120 

slumbered in the ignorance I of the 

soul. When it I became hot from the 

breath 5 of the Great Light I of the 

Male, and it took I thought, (then) I 

names were received by all who I 
are in the world of chaos 10 and all 

things that are in I it through that 

119, 11 MS has q, "that he might reveal their" (not emended by T-S or K). 

119, 19 "as": "in" (T-S & K). 
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SJC-BG: 

THE SOPHIA OPJBSUS,CHRIST 

NHCIII BG 120,11-121,10 

ETMMAY NTEPERNI l<!E Nl(jE 
EZOYN EPO(j I NA ... .AE 
NTEPOY'!,JWnE 15 ZM noyW'!,J 
NT<MA>Ay I {N )TCOc)>IA 
.XEKAAC NZBI cw ETMRIMA 

E(jEZOP 

MAZE MMooy N61 m IATMoy , 
NPWME E YTAIXO NAY NNICONE 

AYW I A<(j>ACRAZE NTERNOH .s

EB01'. ZM RNl(jE ETMIMA y 

Eyq,yx1K oc AE I RE 

EMTTE(j'!,J6M60M El'!,JWO EPO(j 

Nt60M ETMIMA y '!,JANT(j.X WK 

N61 lO RAPl8MOC MTTEXAOC I 

I Immortal One, when the breath I
blew into him. I But when this came 
about 15 by the will of Mother I
Sophia-so that Immortal Man I 
might piece together 
the garments there I for a judgment I 12f 
on the robbers- I <he> then 
welcomed the blowing 5 of that 
breath; I but since he was soul-like, I 
he was not able to take I that power 
for himself I until 10 the number of 
chaos should be complete, 

120,14 "this": lit. "these" (rendered as above by T-S but not by K); see Ill 70,2n. 

120,15 MS has NTMMay; alt.: <e>TMMay, "by that will of Sophia" (T-S, alt.). 

120,16--121,3 Apparently a gloss on lines 14-15 that has crept into the text. It 

represents an ascetic interpretation of the will of Sophia; i.e., she brought all this 

about so that nakedness might be covered and the robbers (who use sex to enslave 

the soul) might therefore be rebuked ( cf. Gen 3 :21 ). 

12 1,2-3 "for a jugment on the robbers" (so also Schenke in T-S: 340, & K): less 

likely, "while (or "whereby") the robbers were condemned for them" (T-S). 

121, 4 MS has y, "they" ( emended as above by Schenke in T-S: 340; not emended by 

T-S or K). 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 173 

NHC III 117,1-6 

r1z eTMMAY MN nN1qe NCt:Q1w1ne 
j;;jnecNA y NOYA Nee ON x1N I 
NqJOPrt xe t:Tt:TNAt KApnoc I 
t:NAQ1u>q NTt:TNBWK ezpA"i (!1A 5 
TTt:T(!1OOrt XIN NQ1Oprt ZN 
oylPAQ1t: NATtp[A]�e eroq MN 

117 that [ ... ] and Breath, and might I
from two become one, just as from I 
the first, that you might yield much 
fruit I and go up to 5 Him Who Is 
from the Beginning, in I ineffable 
joy and 

BG 121,11-122,16 

eq(!1ANX u>K At: N61 n'o"y I oe1qJ 
eTHn z"iTM nNo6 I NArreJ1.oc 
ANOK At: At:l!TCABt: THyTN 
t:TTPWMt: IS NATMOY Ayu> A"iBWJ\. 
t:IBOJ\. NNCNooy z NNcoloNe 
NCA NBOJ\. MMOq I A"izu>Q1q 
NMTTYJ\.H NTt: 
NIA TNAt: MneyMTO I t:BOJ\. pie 

A"ieee10 NTt:YITTPONOIA AYJ'-1 
Q11Tit: I THPOY AyTu>oyN eSeoJ1. 
ZN TeyeqJt: t:TIBt: TTA"i' 6t: A"ie1 
t:TTIMA I Xt:KAAC e yeNoyzii MN I 
TTITTNA 
t:TMMAy MN I nN1qe Ayw 
eyt:(!1U) 10ne MTTt:CNAy eyA 
NoylwT KATA ee x1NN qJolrn 
Xt:KAC t:Tt:TNAt I KAPTTOC 
t:NAQ1u>q NITt:TNBu>K ezpA"i 
ent:T '5qJoon XINN qJopen I MN 

I (that is,) when the time I 
determined by the great I angel is 
complete. Now I have taught I you 
about lmmortal is Man and have 
loosed I the bonds of the robbers I 
from him. I I have broken the 
gates of 
the pitiless ones in their presence. I I l22 
have humiliated their I malicious 
intent, and they all have been 
shamed I and have risen s from their 
ignorance. Because I of this, then, I 
came here, I that they might be 
joined with I that Spirit 
and I Breath, and might 10 from two 
become a single one, I just as from 
the first, I that you might yield I 
much fruit I and go up to Him Who 
Is ts from the Beginning, 



174 THE SOPHIA OFIEsus·:cffRlST 

NHC III 117,fr-18 BG 122,lfr-123,15 

oypa.<!.)e NAT<!.)A.Xe I epoq MN 
oyeooy MN I oyTa."io MN 
oyxa.p1c 

oyeooy I MN 9[yTa.e10 MN 
o]yzMot NTe I [n]�[1wt 
MTTTHP<d JJeTcooyN I [is-e
MTTE:ltut ZN oyrN]WCIC
NKa. lO[ea.poN na."i qNAXW]pl
emwt I [NqMTON MMoq ZM]
na.reNNH I [Toe Ne1wt

NTE: TT E:IWT MTTTHP(j I TTE:TCOOyN ,_ 

TTE:TCOO ]yN AE: Ml [MO(j ZN
oy<!.)ww ]t eqNa.xw I [p I en<!.)wwt
Ay]w TANATTA YCIC l.5 
[NTME:Z<!.)Mo y]�e· neTcooyN I

[Ae MTTE:TTNA Na.e]�NATOC NTe I
[n]9y9�� N ZN TClrH ZITN 
TE:Ney I [M]�c•c MN TeyAoKIA

glory I and [honor and] grace of I 

[the Father of the Universe]. 

Whoever, [then], knows I [the Father 

in pure] knowledge 10 [will depart] 

to the Father I [and repose in] 

Unbegotten I [Father]. But 

[whoever knows] I [him defectively] 

will depart I [ to the defect] and the 

rest 15 [of the Eighth. Now] 

whoever knows I Immortal [Spirit] I 

of Light in silence, through reflecting 
I and consent 

is-e MTTIWT I ZN oycooyN 
eqoya.a.e I eqNABWK <!.)A ne1wT 
5 a.yw eqeMTON MMoq I ZM 
ma. T.xnoq NEIWT I neTcooyN 
AE: MMO(j I ZN OY<!.)TA E:tjE:<!,)WTTE: 
I ZM TTE:q)TA Ntj<M>TON M 10MO(j 
ZN TME:Z<!.JMOYNE: I neTcooyN 
AE: MTTITTNA I NATMOY E:TE: 
noyo"iN I ne ZN oyKApwq z"iTN I

TE:NeyMHCIC MN Tey 1.5AOKIA 

I with ineffable joy I and glory and I 

honor and grace 

of the Father of the Universe. I 

Whoever, then, knows the Father I in 

pure knowledge I will go to the 

Father 5 and repose I in Unbegotten

Father. I But whoever knows him I 

defectively will dwell I in the defect 

and repose 10 in the Eighth. I Now 

whoever knows Immortal Spirit, I 

who is Light, I in silence, through I 

reflecting and consent 15 in truth, 

SJC-III: 

I 17,9 T-S restores only rN]. 

II7,IO T-S restores only [ea.poN] and [.xw]. 

117,12 T-S restores only [Toe. 

I 17,14 T-S restores only [r1. 

117,16 T-S restores only a.e ]. 

I 17,18 ey.11.0K1a., "consent": "the eudokia ( =the decree)" (K) (?). See endnote 9. 

SJC-BG: 

123,12-13 "Light, in silence" (so also Schenke in T-S: 340): "Light in silence" (T-S). 

123,14-15 T-S leaves both eNeyMHc1c and ey.11.0K1A untranslated. See endnote 9. 

lU 
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THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 175 

NHC III 117,18-118,6 

ZN TMHE: I MAPE:tjE:INE: NA ... 
NZE:NCYMBO 1'.0N 20 NTE: 
ma.zopATON a.yw eqNa.cuwli;ye 
Noyoe1N ZM nenNA NTclrH I 
J;fE:TCOOYN MTT(UHPE: MTTpWl[M]� 
zN oycooyN MN oya.ra.nH I 
MAPE:tjE:INE: NE:€1 . 
NOYCYMB01'.0N 
(N}NTE: TT(UHPE: MTTPWME: NtjXWIPI 
eNMA MN N£TZN TME:Z<gMo ylNe 
E:IC ZHHTE: AE:IOYWNZ NHTN I 
MrTPE:N MTTITE:1'.IOC noywcue 5 

THP'I NTMAAy NNAl"rE:1'.0C 
eToyla.a.e· xe eqNAX�K eeo1,. 

in the truth, I let him bring me signs
20 of the Invisible One, and he will

become I a light in the Spirit of

Silence. I Whoever knows Son of

Man I in knowledge and love, I let

him bring me a sign 

of Son of Man, that he might depart I 
to the dwelling-places with those in 

the Eighth. I Behold, I have revealed

to you I the name of the Perfect One,

the whole will 5 of the Mother of the 

Holy Angels, I that the masculine

[multitude] 

SJC-III: 

BG 123,15-124,15 

ZNN OYMHE: MAIP£tj£1N£ NAi 
NZNCYMIB01'.0N NT£ TTIATNAy 
elpoq a.yw eqecgwne I Noyo"iN 
ZM nenNA M 
TTKAPW'I neTcoo yN I MTTQ1HP£ 
MTTPWME: I ZN oycooyN MN 
oya.lrATTH MApeqe1Ne Na.5e 1  
NNoycyMB01'.0N I MTT<gHpe 
MnPWMe I a.yw eqNa.cgwne 
MITTMA E:TMMAY MN N£TIZN 
TME:Z(gMO yNe £IC IO ZHHTe 
A

0

iTceee THy<T>N I enPAN 
MnlTE:1'.IOC I noywcge THPq 
NNa.r1re1,.oc eToya.a.e MN I 
TMAAy XE:KAAC eq 1.5exwK

let him I bring me signs of I the

Invisible One, I and he will become I 
a light in the Spirit of 

Silence. Whoever knows I Son of

Man I in knowledge and love, I let

him bring 5 me a sign I of Son of

Man, I and he will dwell there I with

those I in the Eighth. Behold, 10 I
have taught you I the name of the

Perfect One, I the whole will of the

holy angels I and I the Mother, that
15 the male 

117,20 MS has first superlinear stroke in lacuna. 

118, I So emended by T-S. 

I 18,2 Corr.: first M for erased letter. 

118,5 Corr.: first N for erased letter. 

118,6 Corr.: q for incomplete and erased N. 

SJC-BG: 

124,15 Alt. word division: .xwKM MntMA, .. that the ... might wash there" (Carl 
Schmidt as reported in T-S). 

pf:i.. 

124 



176 THE SOPHIA OFJESUS CHRIST 

NHC III 118,6-17 

MTT£1£1MA NIS'I t:'�t:t[H(Y£ 
MM]�TZojoyt .xe ey[eoywNz ZN
NIAl]<p[N] I £BO� NIS'!
[NIATT£PANTON AyW] 10 
N£NTAYQ1[Wn£ ZN TMNTPMMAO] 
I NNAT.X I 6�[.XM£ NCWC NT£
TTNOIS'] I NAZOP�[TON MTTNA .X£ 
£Y£.XI 1 I THPOY £BO� [ZM 
neqArAeoN] I MN TMNTPM[MAO
NT£YANATTAy]15c,c £T£ MN
Mi:4[Tppo z1.x. we· A]INOK 
NTA£1£1 [£BO� ZM TT(!1Oprt
N]ITAyTNNooyq· �£ 

I may be completed here, I that there 

[might appear, in the aeons,] I [the 

infinities and] 10 those that [came to 

be in the] untraceable I [ wealth of 

the Great] I Invisible [Spirit, that 

they] all [might take] I [from his 

goodness,] I even the wealth [ of their 

rest] 15 that has no [kingdom over it].

I I came [from First] Who I Was 

Sent. that 

SJC-lll: 

BG 124,15-125,12 

MI M )TTIMA NIS'I I TTMHH(!1£ 
NzooyT I .X.£ eyeoywNz £BO� I 
ZN NIAIWN THPOY .XIN 
NIA TT£PANTON (!1AZPAIE1 
£N£NTA YQ1Wn£ I ZN TMNTPMMAo 
NNATIXI TAIS'C£ NCWC NT£ 
nNolS' 5 NNATNAY epoq MTTNA I 
.X.£ £y£.XI THPOY £BO-' I ZN 
TE:QMNTAr Aeoc MN I 
TMNTpMMAO <NT£ n eyMA 
NMTON> £T£ MN I MNTPPO 
z"ixw<q> (NT£ ney 10MA NMTON) 
ANOK A£ NITA

0

i£1 £BO-' ZM 
nezoy"iT I NTAYTNNooyq .xe 

multitude may be I completed here, I 

that they might appear I in all the 

aeons, from 

the infinities to I those that came to 

be I in the untraceable wealth I of 

the Great 5 Invisible Spirit, I that

they all might take I from his 

goodness, even I the wealth <of their 

place of repose> that has no I 
kingdom over it. 10 And I I came

from First I Who Was Sent, 

118,7 Alt.: M]Q (T-S; incorrect restoration made on the basis of the visible superlinear 
stroke and the cross stroke). 

118,8 "there[ ... aeons]": "[they may reveal aeons]" (K). 

l 18,9 Lacuna not restored by K. 

118,11 T-S restores only [JI.ME:. 

l 18,12 T-S restores only [.a.Toc (incorrect gender for TTNA). 

118,14 T-S restores only NTE:YANATIA y ]. 

118,15 T-S restores only [NTPPO z1xwc. 

SJC-BG: 

125,8 Not emended by T-S. 

125,9 MS has c (not emended by T-S). 

125,9-IO Bracketed words not deleted by T-S. 

125 



THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 177 

NHC III 118,17-119,6 BG 125,12-126,12 

ee1Na.q ycp�[z] I NHTN eeo,. E:£1 I E:OYWNZ E:8O)\ NHTN 
MTTE:Tcyoolt XN Nlcyoprt £TB£ MlneTcyoon x1NN cyo1Spfi £TB£ 
TMNTX.\.CI ZH"f' 20 TMNTX.\.CI I ZHT 
MTT.\.PXltE:NE:TWP • MN MTT.\.PXltE:NE:TWP I MN 
NE:(j.\.f lt£)\OC XE: CE:XW MMOC NE:(j.\.tt£)\OC XE: CE:IXW MMOC 
epooy I xe ZE:NNOYTE: Ne· epooy xe I ZNNOYTE: NE: .\.NOK. 
.\.NOi( AE: I NT.\.E:IE:l O E:C.\.ZWOY AE: 
NTE:YMN'f IBJ\.)\£" XE: E:E:IN.\.X w NT.\.i0£1 E:COOZE: MMOIOY E:8O)\ p�i 
NOYON NIM 25 MTTNOyTE: E:TZIXM AE: ZN TE:YMNITBJ\.)\£ XE: 
TTTHpq· E:E:IE:TC.\.BE: I oyoN NIM 

p1e NTWTN ts£ zwM ezpa."i exiii E:TTNOYTE: S E:TZ0iXM TTTHP(j 
NE:YIMZ.\.OY TE:YTTPONOI.\. NTWITN ts£ ZWM ezpa."i exiii I 
Ma.eiile1oc a.yw neyNa.z111 NE:yM za.oy a.yw NTE:ITiiieiie10 
oyotsnq· I a.yw nw"i M.\.TOyNocq NTE:YTTPO jNOI.\. NTE:TNZW(Y(j 
.\.£It s NHTN NTE:lOYCIA NNK..\. M 10neyN.\.ZBE:(j A yw 
NIM· I zwc cyHPE: NT£ noyoe1N NTE:ITNTOYNOC MTTE:TE: I TTWE:I 

I might reveal I to you Him Who Is that I I might reveal to you I Him 
from I the Beginning, because of the Who Is from the Beginning, 1s 
arrogance 20 of Arch-Begetter and because of the arrogance I of Arch-
his angels. I since they say about Begetter I and his angels, since they 
themselves that I they are gods. And I say about themselves that I they are 
I I came to remove them from their gods. Andi 
blindness I that I might tell everyone came to remove them I from their 124 

25 about the God who is above the blindness I that I might teach I 
universe. everyone about the God 5 who is 

119 Therefore, tread upon their I graves, above the universe. I Therefore, 
humiliate their malicious intent I and tread upon I their graves and I 
break their yoke I and arouse my humiliate their malicious intent I and 
own. I have given 5 you authority break their 10 yoke and I arouse 
over all things I as Sons of Light. whoever I is mine. For I have given 

SJC-UI: 
118, 18-19 See endnote 14. 

SJC-BG: 
125,14-15 See endnote 14. 



178 THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

NHC III 119,6-16 

XE: E:TE:ITNAZWM E:ZPA0i €.X.N 
TE:YCSOM"ZA I [N)�r�[o]yepHTE:" 
NA"i NE: NTA<H[.x.ooy Nt.1) 
!J[MAKA)r1oc NCWTHP' IO [Aqp 
ATOYWNZ NCA NBO))\ NAY" TOTE: 
I [MMA0HTHC THPOY Ay<9]WnE: 
ZN OYl[NOCS NTE:)\H)\ 
NAT]<9[A)�E: E:poq zM I [nE:i'rNA 
.X.I N ]  TTE:ZOOY E:TMMAY I 
[ANE:(IMA 0HT]HC APXE:C0AI 
E:TA(QE: 15[oE:l(Q MTTE: YA]frE:)\ION 
MnNoyl [TE: nE:TTNX" NA]cJ)eAPTON 

I that you might tread upon their 

power with I [your] feet." These are 
the things [the] blessed I Savior 
[said,] 10 [and he disappeared] from
them. Then I [all the disciples] were 

in I [great, ineffable joy J in I [ the 
spirit from] that day on. I [And his 
disciples] began to preach 15 [the)

Gospel of God, I [the] eternal, 
imperishable [Spirit]. 

SJC-111: 

119,7 Corr.: y for erased q. 

119,10 T-S restores only eao ]�. 

119,11 T-S restores only cg]. 

119,13-14 See endnote 15. 

119, 14 Lacuna so restored by T-S. 

BG 126,12-127,8 

nE: A"it rAp NHITN NTe.1oyc1A 
NfKA I NI M zwc (9HPE: NT£ 
n'o"y 15o"iN E:ZWM €.X.N 
TE:YICSOM ZN NE:TNOYPHTE: I NAi" 
Aq.x.ooy NCSI TTMAIKAPIOC 
NCWTHP A(lf 
ATOYWN[ZJ NCA NBO)\ MjMooy 
Ay<9WTTE: ZN ZNINOCS NPA(QE: 
NAT<QA.X.E: I E:pooy ZM m11NA

.x.1N 5 nE:zooy E:TMMAY Ayp I 
APXE:C0AI NCS I NE:(IMA I 0HTHC 
£TA<9E:OE:1<g I MnE:yArrE:,.ION 

you I authority over all I things as 

Sons of Light 15 to tread upon their I
power with your feet." I These are 
the things the blessed I Savior said, 
and he 
disappeared from them. I And they 
were in I great, ineffable joy I in the 
spirit from 5 that day on. And his I
disciples began I to preach I the 
Gospel of 

119, 16 The neuter form of the adjective makes restoration of ne1CllT NA]♦eAPTON, 
"imperishable [Father]," following BG (so restored by K), unlikely if not impossi

ble (so also T-S). T-S suggests ne1CllT NN.a.]ci,e.a.pToN, "Father of the] imper
ishable things," or NTMNTPPO N.a.]ci,e.a.pTON, "[of the] imperishable [King
dom]." Support for my reconstruction: 117,16.21; 118,12. 

SJC-BG: 

126, 16 MS has a paragraphus in the left margin just below the line of the text. 

127,1-12 MS has extensive decorations in both margins and surrounding the title. 

127,4-5 See endnote 15. 

,, 

l[f 
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NHC III 119,16-18 

N(Y.l. I [e]Nez Z.l.MHN: 
TCOcJ>l.1. NIHC 

I Amen. I THE SOPHIA 
OF JESUS 

SJC-III: 

119,17 Lacuna so restored by T-S. 

BG 127,8-12 

MTTN'o"y I Te ne,wT Ncy.1. eNez 
N•o�.l.TT.l.KO cy.1. NteNez I 
Tco4>1.1. NIIHC nexpc 

God, I the eternal Father, 10

imperishable forever. I THE 
SOPHIA OF I JESUS CHRIST 

119.17-18 MS has diple and line decorations at the end of the text proper and sur
rounding the title. 





ENDNOTES 

1. III 91,1-2 II BG 78,1-2 "Divination" (derived from µavttia): less
likely, "Place of Harvest Time" (T-S) or "Place of Ripeness" (Pu & K). See 
Till's note, T-S: 327. The word division M.l. N, assumed by T-S, Pu & K, is 
not supported by the scribe of either III or BG. The former omits the 
expected stroke over the N, and in BG the scribe treats N as though it were a 
part of M.l. by using the conventional stroke over .1. at the end of the line in 
place of the N. The spelling M.l.NTH may reflect an Ionic form (µavtT1fr1) 
and may have been an attempt to archaize. Mav-tEt'.a is related to joy, as 
here, in Plat. Tim. 71d. 

2. III 70,21 oyneTHTT e<9wne, "fate" II III 93,3 (do.) II BG 81,10-11
oyTeeoNT, "fate": The par. in V, of which Till was unaware (T-S: 327), 
makes clear that "fate" is the correct translation, both here and where 
TeeoNT recurs (III 71,4 [TE:TZ.l.NT ); III 93,15-16 [do.]; BG 82,7). Crum 
says that ZONT is a qualitative of unknown meaning, citing only the instance 
in BG (691b). Till considers that it might be an unattested qualitative of 
zwN, "bid, command" (Crum: 688a) but expresses his uncertainty (T-S: 
327). It is more likely a qualitative of ZWNT, "approach," where the form 
Z.l.NT (found in III) is attested (Crum: 691b). Its basic meaning then would 
be "that which comes," or the like (so also K & Tr). The use of the fem. 
article probably reflects TJ dµo.pµivT). 

3. III 73,1411 III 96,IO II BG 87,4-5 T-S suggests, probably correctly,
that behind the differences among these texts lies confusion over yivoc; and 
"(EVOµEvoc;. 

4. V 6,15-17 11 III 77, l l -1311 III 101,20-2211 BG 95,6-8 The lack of
the term 0N0Ma.c1.1. (PAN), "designation" ("name"), in either version of 
SJC, while it is present in both versions of Eug, shows that the haplography 
probably occurred in the text of SIC rather than Eug. And further, since the 

Greek text used by both SJC translators was, in all probability, uniform (see 
Introduction, sec. X), and the Coptic texts are so different, we are probably 
justified in thinking that the translators met the problem in the Greek 
independently and attempted to deal with it each in his own way in their 
translations. (It is possible that subsequent Coptic copyists were involved, 
but that seems less likely in view of the fact that both texts deal with the 
problem, suggesting that it could not easily be overlooked by a translator.) If 
that was the case, then those attempts provide us with some evidence about 

the two Coptic translators of SJC.
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The translator of SJC-111 seems to be more conservative (e.g., he 
preserves the correct person and number of the, for him, lost subject), but he 
makes a clumsy and basically meaningless connection with the preceding 
sentence. The translator of SJC-BG is more daring, conceiving of the idea 
that the passage was a reference to the intiial appearance of the gnostic race, 
which would mean that it was engendered by Immortal Man. Unfortunately, 
in taking that position, he has ignored a preceding statement that the gnostic 
race appeared prior to Immortal Man (11199,13-1911 BG 91,17-92,9). 

5. III 78,6--7 II III 102,23 II BG 96,16 Nee eTe qo NMOC (and the
like), "just as he is it (thought)": Appears to be a gloss (n.b. its absence in 
V). The point seems to be that First Man not only has thought but is thought. 
That is perhaps based on an identification of his feminine aspect, the Great 
Sophia (see III 104,10-1 I & parr.), with hypostasized thought. T-S renders 
"just as he is" (connection with preceding and following is not clear); K, 
"just as he is a reflection"; Tr, "thought as he is" (?). 

6. V 7,19-22 II III 78,19-21 In V there are whole numbers, while III
has fractions. The former version is probably to be preferred since it is the 
more difficult reading, i.e., it is easier to imagine larger fractions (e.g., tenths) 
ruling over smaller fractions (e.g., hundredths), then smaller whole numbers 
(e.g., tens) ruling over larger ones (e.g., hundreds). N.B. that the last two 
numbers were left unchanged in III. 

7. V 12,211 III 83,20 "will": less likely, "interval" (Crum: 501b).

8. III 86,16--20 a.yoNOMAZE: . . .  Noya.To, "the .. . multitude" II BG
110,9-16: "they called the church in the third aeon 'the multitude from the 
multitude, which the multitude caused to appear from the one'" (K [III); 
similarly Tr); "the 'church of the three aeons' was spoken of, because, from 
the crowd that came to appearance in (or 'from') one, a multitude was 
revealed" (T--S [BG]); "the church of the three aeons was furnished with 
names . .. " (Schenke in T--S: 340 [BG]). The problem of III 86,16--17 and 
BG 110,9-12, reflected in the variety of translations above (n.b. the similarity 
of the texts), may go back to the Greek where the distinction between the 
designation and the designee may not have been clear grammatically. That 
the designation is "Assembly" or "Church," however, is evident from III 
86,22 and BG 111,3. And that one of the aeons is the designee is clear from 
III 86,14-16 and BG 110,8-9. As to the omission of the ordinal prefixes, see 
I 10,4 for additional examples of the error in BG. In III, lines 11-13 make 
clear the error (for omission of numeral prefixes, see 78,21-22). Both texts 
appear to have been adjusted in minor ways in hopes of making sense out of 
what was received. but the result was to make a difficult situation worse. The 
text of V, lacking those adjustments, seems closer to the original. Since 
the original can be discerned, I have chosen to edit Eug-lll and SJC-BG 
accordingly. 
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for moya. Noya.To, "the multitudinous one" (III 86,19-20), T-S has "one 
as a multitude"; K & Tr omit a translation of Noya.To, although Tr leaves 

the text unemended. 

9. III 87, IO M£T£, "concurrence" II III 111, 13 .x.wNq, "concurrence" II
BG 112.4 eyAOKIA. "consent": "good will" (Tr [Eug-lII]); "good pleasure" 
(K [Eug-lII]); untranslated (T-S [BG]). Basic for understanding £YAOKIA 

here, as well as the Coptic words used to translate it, is the observation of 
LSJ that Eu6o1Cl'.a can be equivalent to E'l>OOlCT)<n<; when used of God. Thus it 
can mean "consent, concurrence." See also TDNT (2), 1964: 750 (Schrenk). 

IO. III 88,10 11 III 112,10 11 BG 113,18-114,1 The fem. pronouns in III 

88,10 refer to Sophia (contra T-S). It appears that the reference to Sophia 
was dropped at an early stage from SJC and that the BG version (with masc. 
pronouns) reflects a more careful adjustment to that fact than does SJC-III. 

1 l. III 88,11 11 III 112,11 11 BG 114,2 Should a.cJ)ea.pc1a. (Eug-lII & 
SJC-111) or .l.TTAKO (BG) be translated with the preceding MNTNocs, 

"majesty," as an adjective (as though a genitive) (so also K & Tr [Eug-lII]) 
or in an identity relationship ("as imperishability") (so T-S [Eug-lII & 
SJC-111))? Or should they be taken with the following £YNToy, "had," as 
the plural subject, as I have done (so also T-S [BG])? My decision is based 
on the clear-cut nature of the case in BG and the difficulty of relating 
a.cJ)ea.pc1a. (in Eug-III & SJC-111) satisfactorily to MNTNocs. 

12. V 16,411 III 88,20 "sent": or "sown" (.x.o, Crum: 752a).

13. III 114,7 II BG 117,10 "that you might shine" (so also T-S): "until
you shine" (K). 

14. III 118,18-19 11 BG 125,14-15 "Him Who Is from the Beginning":
"that which is from the beginning" (T-S, D & K). 

15. III 119,13-14 II BG 127,4-5 "from that day on. And his": "From
that day (on) his" (T-S, Pu. D & K). 
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xpovoc_; V 4,(24): 12,[5]. III 83,22. 
xropEtV. XWPI Ill 117,[10].[13]; 118,1. 

wuxiJ BG 120,l.3. 
wuxt Koc_; BG 12 l ,6. 

roe_; V 3,14.[19]; 16,[3]. III 73,22; 74,3; 98,7; 119,6. BG 89,l l.16; 126,14. 
OXJ'tE V 12,[29]. ill 74,4; 83,14; 84,19.24. 

PROPER NOUNS 

A.A.AM. A.A.AM nea..>, Mnoyo(e)1N V 9,[23]. III 105,12. BG 100,14; 
108,10. A.A.AM nA noyoe1N III 81,12. 

BAP0O"-OMAIOC III 103,22. BG 98,8. 

rA"-1"-AIA III 90,19; 91,20. BG 77,15; 79,9. 

eyrNwcToc V l,[l]; 17,[18]. III 70,1; 90,12. 

0WMAC III 96,14; 108,17. BG 87,8; 106,11. 

"iA"-AABAW0 BG 119,16. 
1Hcoyc. 1Hc III 119,18. 1Hc nexpc III 90,14. BG 127,12. 1e nexc BG 

77,8. 

MA00AIOC III 94,1; 100,17. MA0AIOC BG 82,19; 93.13. 
MAPIZAMMH III 98,10; 114.9. MAPIZAM BG 90,1; 117,13. 

cocJ)1A V 6,8.9; 8,[32]; 9,4; 10,[5]; 15,[21]; 16,18. III 81,23; 88,6; 89,9; 
101,16; 102,13; 104,11; 106,16; 107,7.19.24; I 13,13; 114,14. BG 95,1; 
96,5; 99,[2]; 102,17; 104,l.17; 105,6; 109,3; 116,l; 118,[2]; 120,16. 
ArAnH cocJ)1A V I 1,[3]. III 82,24. nANreNETIPA cocJ)1A III 82,22; 
106,22. cocJ)1A TTANreNe (or H)T(e)1PA III 82,5. BG 103,7. nANMH

TWP cocJ)1A III 82,21. nANCOcJ)oc cocJ)IA III 82,20. TTANcocJ)oc

cocJ)1A NrE:NE:TE:tPA III 77,3. mcT1c cocJ)1A V 10,[12].14; 11,[4]. 
III 82,8; 83,[I]. npw(or o)TOrENET (E)IPA cocJ)IA III 82,23. BG 
99,10. cocJ)1A NnpwToreNE:TtPA III 104,17. 

cJ)1,..mnoc III 92,4; 95,19. BG 79,18; 86,6. 

XPICTOC . xpc III 104,22. xc BG 99,9.16; 101,9; xc where it is perhaps an

error for xc (i.e., .x.oe1c. q.v.): BG 83.l; 86,7; 87.9; 90,2; 100,4; 102,8; 
106,1 l; 114,14; 117,13. (xc in BG I 12,15 four times. and 112,17 twice,

is clearly an error.) See further 1Hcoyc. 



PAPYRUS OXYRHYN CHUS 1081 
GREEK FRAGMENT OF THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

INTRODUCTION 

P. Oxy. 1081 is closely parallel to both SIC-III, from 97,16 to 99,12, and

SIC-BG, from 88,18 to 91,15. It is related, but less closely, to the parallel 

sections of the two Eug texts. 
P. Oxy. 1081 was first edited and published by Hunt in 1911 (16-19), who

was not aware of its connection with the as yet unpublished SIC-BG. 

Wessely republished it 13 years later; he depended on the Hunt collation, but 

added some restorations. 1 

In 1950 Puech identified the papyrus as a fragment of SIC (98, n.2; see 

also 1963: 245). Till included edited portions of the text in his edition of BG, 

but made no attempt to publish the complete text: he considered P. Oxy. 1081 

too fragmentary to help with understanding the Coptic of SIC-BG and parr. 

(1955: 216) and expected Puech himself soon to publish a new edition of the 

papyrus (1955: 53). That edition never appeared. In 1975, Attridge pub

lished an edition based on infrared photographs, taking into account all the 

relevant Coptic texts with the exception of Eug-V, which is less useful than 

the other texts mentioned above. 

I began working on P. Oxy. 1081 in 1970 in preparation for this volume, 

and at the suggestion of Alan Sparks, then Associate Director of the Institute 

for Antiquity and Christianity in Claremont, I wrote to Peter Parsons of 

Christ Church, Oxford, with the request that he examine the papyrus directly 

and respond to my queries. This he graciously did in May 1971 and again in 

November of the following year (in response to follow-up questions). More 

recently Attridge generously lent me the photographs he used in his edition. 

The text and translation published here, then, are the result of the rework

ing of the fragmentary text in the light of the earlier editions (especially that 

of Attridge), with the aid both of the observations and suggestions of Parsons 

and of Attridge's photos. The numerous differences from earlier editions are 

discussed in the notes. 

The MS consists of three large fragments of one leaf from a papyrus codex, 

with writing on both sides. The largest (A) measures 15.9 x 5.7 cm. The 

next in size (B) is 12.9 x 5.1 cm. The smallest (C) is 6.5 x 5.8 cm. "A" has 

the remains of the text along most of the inside margin, starting with the top 

lines. "B" has the remains along with outside margin for the middle half of 

the page. And "C" has what remains of the bottom of the page. The 

1 Hunt's text was reprinted by E. Klostermann, and Wesseley's, by A. De Santos Otero.
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verso/recto designation given to sides one and two respectively by Hunt is 
misleading as these terms are used today, since, in the codex from which the 
leaf came, side one would have been the recto and side two the verso. The 
recto has the vertical fibers, while the verso has the horizontal. It is evident 
from a calculation of the average size of extant letters that those restored with 
certainty in the lacuna between the lower part of "B" and "C" require a space 

3 to 4 mm. wider than that provided in the present fragment placement. The 

additional space (created by moving "B") would also straighten the lines that 

run between "A" and "B", which now would, if written out, appear slightly 

bowed. 

In view of the above, the MS measurement given by Hunt (20.3 x I 0. 7 

cm.) must be modified to 20.3 x 11.1 cm. The average length of the lines 

whose beginnings and endings are extant (16 in all) is 9 cm., according to 
Attridge; but this also must be changed by the addition of 4 mm. The MS is 

located in the Library of Cambridge University, where it has been given the 

acquisition number 5894. Paleographic evidence suggests that it is to be 

dated early in the 4th century. 

Attridge holds that the text of P. Oxy. 1081 is closer to that of SJC-III 

than SJC-BG (8). He cites four instances where P. Oxy. 1081 agrees with 

SJC-III against SJC-BG: line 7 (III 97,21-22; BG 89,5-7); line 9 (III 97,23; 

BG 89,7); line 25 (III 98,10; BG 90,2); and line 26 (III 98,1 l; BG 90,2). 

Line 7 involves a shift of a phrase from one part of the sentence to another; 

line 9 involves a difference in tenses (but in fact there is no agreement among 

any of the texts here, and similar minor tense differences are found elsewhere 

also); line 25 has to do with the difference between .x.c and xc, which might 

be accounted for on the basis of individual scribal error, since confusion over 

these terms is widespread; and line 26 involves a difference of pronominal 

subject, which might be the result of dittography (see BG 90,2n.). Of these, 

then, only the first may be significant. 

As to the agreements between P. Oxy. 1081 and SJC-BG against SJC-III, 

Attridge cites only two: line 11 (BG 89,10-11; III 98,1-2) involving the 

difference of the number of the pronominal subject, which, as he says, is not 

significant in this instance; and line 34 (misidentified by him as line 35) (BG 

90,12; III 98,19), where there is a minor addition in SJC-Ill, which is prob

ably a scribal gloss, as Attridge says. Neither of these can be considered 

significant. There are two other agreements. overlooked by him, where 

P. Oxy. 1081 and SJC-BG have a phrase in common that is omitted in

SJC-III: line 18-19 (BG 89,16-17; III 98,7); and line 38 (BG 90,17-18; III

98,24). Since the omissions in SJC-III in these instances could be explained

as the result of homoioteleuton, one can say only that a special connection
between P. Oxy. 1081 and SJC-BG is possible.

P. Oxy. 1081, then, is a text that is very close to the two Coptic texts of

SJC. Its special affinities to one or the other of those texts seem too minor to 
permit a judgment about which one is closer to the Greek. 
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PAPYRUS OXYRHYNCHUS 1081 
Fragment of SJC

( =NHC III 97,16--99,12; BG 88,18-91,15; 

NHC III 73,16--75,11; NHC V 3,15-4,25) 

wii; µE-ro. -ro.u] 

Vertical -ro. yeyov6m[v. Eii; �E] 

Fibers 2 -ro iµcpo.vEi; [ouK E'tt i] 

1..11M0Etouv. [�to.cpo] 

4 pa 'tE rtoAA:f1 [µE-ro.�u] 

'tWV o.cp0o.p['t]'!)y. [o �• Ecpro] 

6 VEt · 6 EXWV ro10. -r[&v a] 

rtEpo.v-rrov [o.]Ko[UEt]v a 

8 KOUE't(J) Ko.[i] 101i; �'YPll 

yopouow [iy]ro 'Aa'A&. E-rt 

10 rtpo[cr0Eii; E ]irtEv · 7t0.V 

'tO y�[t voµE ]vov 0.7t0 

12 -r11i; [ cp0opo.i;] o.rcoyei 

VE't[ at coi; 0.7t ]o cp0opo.i; 

14 yey[ ov6i; · -ro] �E ye[ t ]v6 

Line I, Att restores [ou & Eic;]. For restoration here of movable v, see BDF sec. 20. 
Line 2, Att restores Eµqmvi:[c; aui:oi 11). For the position of the negative, relative of the verb, 

see BDF sec. 433. ii is incorrect as the augment of the pluperfect in this case. 
Line 4, "tE may be a mjstake for &. Att restores [�v Evi:oc;]. The use of the imperfect con

trasts with the Coptic of SJC. Regarding £Vi:6c;, Crum cites no instance where the Coptic par., 
oyTe, translates Evi:6c;. As Att himself notes, oyTe is commonly used to translate µe,:a�u. 

Line 5, y: so also Att. H brackets it. The top of the left stroke is visible. Att restored [6 6£ 
o:pro)lva. However, since the Coptic calls for an imperfect tense, he has in correspondence sug
gested the restoration adopted here. H restored [ nrvxo. ]vEt at the suggestion of Swete. 

Lines 6--8, 6 ... aJCouii:ro: SJC-111 has the exact par. (97 ,20--22) in contrast to BG. 
Line 6, Both H and Att bracket the first,:. However, the photo shows the tip of the right end 

of the crossbar. 
Line 8, Both H and Att show the second ,: as certain. However all that remains is I mm. of 

the right portion of a horizontal line, which would be compatible also with it. Att is undoubtedly 
correct that E should be read rather than a (H) before -YPTJ, although the traces are not as clear-cut 
as he indicates. 

Line 9, C?�= Att considers all as certain. H correctly places a dot under o. Only a trace of 
the bottom of the u remains. Only a bit of the left side of the curve of the o remains, which 
would be compatible also with E or o. Of the o only the top and bottom ends of the curve remain, 
which would be compatible also with E. 

Line 10, 1tpo[o8Eic;: restored by W. 
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1081 

µEv[ov wtO] o.q>[0]ap 
crfo.� [ OUK o.1to ]y£i v[ E'tm] 

o.U[a µ]iv[El] aq>[0ap] 
'tOV co; wt() o.[q>]0[apcr{] 
[a]� y£yov6�. [ ro�h[ E 1tAil]
[0o�] !WV o.y[0p]c.o[1trov] 
i7:1..av110[11crav Kai]

!!Tl Eil>o't[ E �  'tT}V �\(l] 

q>[ 0 ]pav -ra[ U't'f1V wtE] 

0�voy. [Aiy£1 �E aU'tq>] 

[Map1aµ O't ]1 KE 1tro; O'OV 
[ 'tau-ra yt v ]<!)<JKOµEv; My�[ 1] 
[ 6 TEAE\O � cr ]ro'tllP · �1&0� 
[ 'tE o.1to 'tWV] o.q>av&v Ka[i] 
[ Ei� 't ]9 !�[AO]� 'tWV q>alVO 

Line 16, Att inadvertently omitted the bracketing of the last four letters (acknowledged in 
correspondence). 

Line 19, Last half of line: [.] 't[tv�] (H followed by T-S); [] 7F[A1J80] (Att). 't seems more 
likely than 1t since the portion of the crossbar to the left of the vertical (all that can be seen) is 
longer than the crossbars of most of the 1t's in the Ms. Both Hand Att accepted the placement of 
the two fragments involved, relative to each other. When they are further separated by 3 or 4 
mm. (see introductory discussion), then it becomes possible to make the restoration preferred by 
Att and incorporated above. It also makes unnecessary Att's unlikely word division. 

Line 20, Initial lacuna: H (followed by T-S) restores only two letters (6i). Att rightly finds 
room for three (c; 6i'.:). 

Line 21, IF= considered certain by Hand Att, but all that remains is I mm. of the bottom of 
the left leg. It would be compatible also with t. K, v etc. 

Line 22, 1:1: considered certain by H and Att, but much of it has been lost to holes and 
flaking, and what remains is only a bit of the beginning and end and a small part of the center. 

Lines 22-24, J:ITJ ... [a?tE]0<?,voy: Restorations made by T-S. 
Line 23, q,: considered certain by H and Att, but remaining traces would be compatible also 

withljl. 
Line 24, An historical present is restored because of AE"fEl in line 26 (so too Att), but note 

the aorist in line 10. 
Line 26. -ytV)l!XJKOµEv: late form (see BDF: sec. 34 [4]). T-S and Att restore -yiyv)l!XJKOµEv 

(Att omits the dot). All that remains of the w is a 2 mm. vertical portion of its right side, which 
made it possible for H to reconstruct t. 

�: considered certain by H and Att, but only a portion of the curve remains and there is no 
sign of the horizontal strokes. An o or o could also be read. 

Line 28, am5: EK (Att); 6ui (T-S). For a1t6 rather than EK, see BDF: sec. 209. Regarding 
&6., Crum cites no instance of the Coptic JUN (III 98,13; BG 90,5) being used to translate it 
(773a). 
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[µi)vcov 1C(X\ CX'l>'tT) ii a1t6[p] . . . 

pom 'tii[� E]vvoia� ava 

6Ei�E1 u[µi]v 1t� Tl 1tlCJ1[tQ 

-'!WV [«]611[1..]cov-

EUp[E't]�[a dfi <pmvoµe 

vn 'tOU o.y[ Evv11hou 1tp�. 

6 EXCOV c½[a o.Kou]�tv a

KOUE'tCO. [6 't())V OA]C!)V 6� 

0"1tO'tT)� o[u KCXAEt'tCX]� 1tp O.A 

Aa 1tpom�[ 'tCOp · 6 ya ]p ,:CP. [ o.p] 
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Line 29, Att brackets the first o, but a bit of the bottom of the letter is visible. H restores 
[Et)c; 1<? (incorrectly reported by Att), which leaves too much unfilled space in the lacuna, as H 
admits. T -S suggests, as an alternative to H, a)c; 1�[)..o Jc; (incorrectly reported by Att). 

Line 30, W, T-S and Att incorrectly accent <l\YtTJ as a demonstrative. H, W, and Att do not 
restore p at the end of the line, perhaps because of concern that the letter would have been 
beyond the margin established by the scribe. But the vertical side shows the scribe exercising 
considerable freedom regarding the right margin, and there is thus no reason to think that he 
would not have done the same on the horizontal side when necessary. T-S restores p. 

Line 32, Att inadvertently omitted the bracketing of the last two letters of the line 
(confirmed in corresondence). 

Words between dashes are in the left margin of the MS. As to whether any letters preceded 
,wv. H says it is not certain, "but there is a speck of ink over them, and the margin above is 
imperfect." Att claims to see more than H and on that basis reconstructs [TJ] ��- But a close 
examination of the photos suggests that the ink traces Att describes are mostly shadows seen 
through tiny holes in the papyrus-holes resulting in part from the flaking off of the vertical layer 
of papyrus on the opposite side of the leaf. The few genuine ink specks may have been either 
random drops from the scribe's pen, or the remains of a sign indicating an insertion, or the 
remains of the fem. article relating the phrase attributively to it nia,tc;, or blotting from the oppo
site page. 

Line 33, ,ft q,atvoµivn, "through that which appears": Att suggests the reference is to it 
cm6ppota, "the emanation," but that would yield doubtful sense in the context. A more likely 
reference is TreNea eTe MN MNTPP o z1xwc eeo/1., "the Generation over Whom There Is No 
Kingdom" (III 99,18--20), i.e., the community of those who belong to Unbegotten Father (III 
99,22-100,2). 

Line 34, 1: so also Att, but H reconstructs �- All that remains is 3 mm. of the right side of 
the crossbar, but it is angled up about 20 degrees, unlike any other, found in the Ms. As Att 
notes, the presence of the Greek loanword in both versions of SJC seems to resolve the uncer
tainty of the trace. The scribe may have been forced by an imperfection in the papyrus to make 
the top of his vertical stroke lower than usual, and then the crossbar was used to reestablish the 
former line level. T-S reconstructs a-y[Evit].ou (omitting a dot under the t). 

Line 35, �: so also H, but considered certain by Alt. All that remains is the right tip of the 
horizontal stroke. 

Line 36, <!): considered certain by H and Att. but all that remains is the right curve, which 
would be compatible also with o. 

�: considered certain by H and All, but only 2 mm. of the horizontal stroke remains. 
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Xll E[crh[tv -rrov µ]eAMy 
40 -rroy [cpa{vecr0a1. E]K£1vo[c;] 

[oe 6 o.vapxoc;1tpo]mi'tro[p]. 

42 [eicropro]y ���9Y [E]y foV1[q>] 

[foci1t-r]pcp· 0µ[010c;] e�v

44 [-rc'j> cpa{v]e-rm · ��[wu oe] 

[-ro 6µ]9[1ro]�a o.v[ecpo.v11 roe;] 

46 [1tpomx't]C!)p �1tlllPJ �[ai] 

[ O.V't0l7t0<; E ]1ti av�[ ro l�H w] 

48 [-rCJ>1tpociv]!t o.yevy11-r[cp] 

[rcpt. icrcixpovo ]c; µev wu 

Line 38, Att inadvertently omitted the bracketing of the last two letters of the line. 
Line 39, y: considered certain by H and Att, but only the left stroke is visible. It would be 

compatible also with t. 
Lines 40---41, y: considered certain by Hand Att, but all that is visible is the top 2 mm. of 

the left stroke. 
Att restores BE at the end of line 40 rather than in line 4 I, and omits the article in line 41. The 

result is that line 40 is longer in his reconstruction than one would expect, while line 41 is 
shorter. 

Line 43, Att has Eia61t,pcp, but foolt'tpcp is the more common form. Att restores a:[a\l't], but 
remains of both a and \l are clear in the photo. 

Line 45, Att restores [oµm)<fi[µaha av[mpaiva]. Although he makes no attempt to restore 
the words, H records '!I after the first lacuna, and 1,t immediately after the second. What remains 
of the letter after the first lacuna is about of a circle, with the opening where one would expect if 
it were the right half of an w. But the curve is rounder than with most of thew's in the text and 
more resembles that of an o. In addition, there are signs in the photo of flaking where the 
remainder of the circle would have been if the letter were an o. 

As to what appears after the second lacuna, Alt thinks he sees not the beginning of aµ but the 
tail of an a (although he does not dot the a in his transcription). But a's in this text mostly have 
the long stroke steeply angled to the end of the tail, whereas the remnant is horizontal. It is cer
tainly not the beginning of aµ, but is, in all likelihood, the end of one. The space betweenµ, and 
a is 2 mm. and does not offer room for the , proposed by Att. The vertical line he describes is 
very uncertain, and there is no sign of a crossbar, which would be expected. The reconstruction 
offered above agrees in number with the Coptic. 

Atf s reconstruction of the present active form of avaq>ai VEV disagrees with the Coptic, 
which calls for an aorist and in BG, probably a middle (see BG 91,8n.). The reconstruction 
adopted above, although passive in form. is understood as a middle (see Smyth: sec. 814), and is 
compatible with the Coptic perfect without a reflexive pronoun in SJC-III. 

Line 46, (!I: so also H, but considered certain by Alt. All that remains is about I mm. of the 
middle section of the curve on the right side. It would be compatible also with o, 0. and q>. 

Att brackets K, overlooking the remains of the foot of the right leg, which had been seen by 
H. Alt places av, from av,wnoc;, at the end of the line.

Line 47. av1[w]1r"i[w]: Att restores av1[w]i:c[E1 ,qi]. Remains of the mid-portion of 1 are
clear. A Greek imperfect middle is called for (see III 75.8). 

Line 48. Alt puts the article in the preceding line, making his reconstruction of the first 
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to those] that catne to be 

[afterward. But] they had not yet come 

[to] visibility. 

Now there is a great difference 

[runong] 

the imperishables." [Then he called out,] 

"Whoever has ears [to] 

[hear] about the infinities, 

let him hear. And I speak to those who 

are awake." Still 

[continuing] he said: "All 

that [ comes J from 

the [perishable] passes away, 

[since] it [crune] from the perishable. 

But what comes 

[from] imperishableness 

[does not pass away] 

but [remains] imperishable, 

since it catne from [imperishableness]. 

[So, many] 

[men] 

went astray, [and,] 

not knowing 

[this] difference, they died." 

lacuna here too short. 
Line 50, The second visible letter could be either m or o, as Att notes. 

215 

Alt reconstructs to line 52 thus: [1tpoapxov'toc;] 1cfl[v q,m] I ['tiiiv a'A.iJJ. avoµotoc; oov ]I [aµEt]. 
It is not clear that MnE:TZA TE:ljE:ZH would have translated 1tpoapxovwc;, and NNoyo"iN is 
much more likely a translation of a sing. than a pl. (see III 99,11). 
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[And Mary said to him:] 

"Lord, how then 

do we know [that?" The perfect] Savior said: 

"Come 

[from] invisible things even 

[to the end] of those that are visible, 

and the very emanation 

of Thought will show 

[you] how faith-in the invisibles-

must be found through that which appears 

of [Unbegotten] Father. 

Whoever has ears to [hear], let 

him hear. [The] ruler [ of everything] 

[is not called] 'Father' but 

'Forefather.' For [the] Father [is the beginning] 

[ of those that J are 

[ to appear; but J that one is 

[the beginningless] Forefather. 

[Seeing] himself within himself 

[in a mirror], he [appears] 

[like] himself, [but his likeness J 

[appeared asJ 

[Forefather], Divine Father, [and] 

[Confronter], since [he] was confronting 

[First Existent] Unbegotten 

[Father]. [He is] indeed [of equal age] with the one 

[before him, who is light] 
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